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PART I: CANADIAN VICTIMIZATION SURVEYS 

1. 	Introduction 

Criminal Victimization Surveys have the potential of provid-

ing information useful for the planning and evaluation of a wide 

range of criminal justice system policies and programs. For this 

reason the Research Division of the federal Solicitor General's 

Department and the Special Surveys Division of Statistics Canada 

have developed a program of methodological research to produce 

previously unavailable data in a cost efficient manner. This 

report presents the results of the methodological studies 

conducted.(1) 

The methodology was designed to produce data related to four 

main objectives. These objectives are discussed in the first 

section of this report and selected illustrations of the uses to 

which these data may be put are provided. These data will be 

useful to those directly involved in efforts to contain or reduce 

criminal activity. More generally, victimization data will also 

be useful to policy makers and evaluators who are concerned with 

crime and its effects upon society, and to social scientists 

interested in advancing the state of knowledge about crime and 

the crienal justice system. 
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2. 

Since the collection of victimization data tends to be 

expensive, cost effectiveness, while maintaining data quality, 

was the *Primary concern of the methodological studies reported 

here. 

These studies addressed cost effectiveness in two ways: 

1. they assessed the feasibility of collecting information 

related to the four major objectives; and 

2. they compared the effectiveness of personal and telephone 

interviewing methods. 

Background 

Until recently much of the data available regarding crime 

and the criminal justice system (C.J.S.) were based upon official 

records. While these data have been variously employed, the re-

cognition of their methodological and conceptual limitations 

(Black & Reiss, 1970; Giffen, 1965; Milakovick & Weis, 1976; 

Oosthoek, 1975; Seidman & Couzens, 1974) has stimulated the 

development of new sources of data to supplement official statis-

tics. The most significant development has been the emergence of 

victimization surveys. 

The first major victimization surveys (Biderman, Johnson, 

McIntyre & Weis, 1967; Ennis, 1967; Reiss, 1967) were initiated 
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by the U.S. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis-

tration of Justice (United States, 1967). Since 1967 victimiza-

tion surveys have been conducted in several countries, particular-

ly in the United States where the Bureau of the Census (through 

funds provided by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration) 

has been conducting nationwide as well as city-based victimiza-

tion surveys since 1972 (for a review of these, see Eidson-Penick 

& Owens, 1976; Skogan, 1976a). With the exception of a pilot 

study in British Columbia which was designed to investigate the 

use of a mailed victimization questionnaire (Koenig, 1977), and a 

study of burglary victims in Toronto (Waller & Okihiro, 1978), no 

major victimization surveys were undertaken in Canada prior to 

the current work in the area by Statistics Canada and the federal 

Department of the Solicitor General. 

Although the information available from victimization sur-

veys differs depending upon the population surveyed and upon the 

nature of the questionnaire used, the element common to most such 

surveys is that they have been primarily designed to yield esti-

mates of rates of occurrence of selected crimes. It is now 

recognized that a substantial amount of crime, even serious 

crime, is never reported to the police (Hindelang & Gottfredson, 

1976; Skogan, 1976b, 1977a). Therefore, the ability of victim- 

ization surveys to provide estimates of reported as well as of 

unreported crime means that such surveys can produce moire exten-

sive estimates of the actual rate of crime than those derived 

solely from police statistics. 
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After ten years of experience with victimization surveys, 

however, it is now clear that they are capablé of providing many 

additional kinds of information. Nonetheless, most discussions 

of victimization surveys stress, nearly exclusively, their role 

in estimating the rate of occurrence of selected crimes. This 

has produced several unfortunate consequences. The stress on 

estimation of the incidence of crime has created a tendency to 

view victimization surveys as being in "competition" with the 

Uniform Crime Reporting System (UCR) statistics (Maltz, 1977); 

and, therefore the ways in which the two sources of data can 

complement each other have received inadequate attention.(2) In 

addition, relatively little awareness has been created among 

researchers and practitioners within the C.J.S. of other poten-

tially valuable types of information available from such surveys. 

This has not only greatly limited the utility of past surveys 

(Eidson-Penick & Owens, 1976), but has raised doubts about the 

usefulness of victimization surveys, given the high cost of 

conducting them (National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 

1977a, 1977b). 

As indicated above, one of the strategies for increasing the 

cost effectiveness of victimization surveys has been to design a 

questionnaire which addresses several objectives in addition to 

estimating the rate of crime. 
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3. 	Objectives  

The uses of victimization surveys (cf., Argana, 1975; 

Biderman, 1968, 1975; Eidson-Penick & Owens, 1976, pp. 132-163; 

McDonald, 1976; Skogan 1976a,b), can be organized in ternis of 

four major objectives: 

1. the extent and distribution of selected crimes; 

2. the impact of selected crimes; 

3. the risk of criminal victimization; 

4. indicators of criminal justice system functioning. 

The selection of the crimes to be included was guided by 

several considerations. First, only those crimes that have been 

shown to be relatively amenable to measurement by victimization 

surveys were included. Second, to the extent possible, it was 

desirable to include those crimes which represent the greatest 

threats to the security of persons and property. The question-

naire was therefore designed to provide information concerning 

Break and Enter, Theft, Robbery, Assault, Rape, Motor Vehicle 

Theft, and Vandalism. It was recognized that perceptions of 

crime and the C.J.S. may be affected by the victimization of 

close relatives and friends. For this reason data was also 

gathered regarding respondents' perceptions of the extent to 

which family members or close friends have been victims of 

serious crimes. Obviously, data concerning the victimization 

.experience of others cannot be used to generate estimates of 

frequency of occurrence for these crimes. However, these data 
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will be important in the analysis of the impact of crime. Final- 

ly, it was also of interest to discover if a relatively minor 

incident, disturbing the peace, would affect a respondent's 

perceptions and perhaps be important in understanding the impact 

of crime. 

With this background each of the major objectives is discuss- 

ed below. 

(i) Frequency and Distribution of Crime 

A basic information requirement of the C.J.S. and of re-

search into the causes and prevention of crime, is to have accu-

rate measures of the magnitude and distribution of crime. How-

ever, there is widespread evidence that police statistics serious-

ly underrepresent the actual extent of the crime problem (Black & 

Reiss, 1970; Giffen, 1965; Oosthoek, 1978; Seidman & Couzens, 

1974; Skogan, 1976b, 1977a). One reason for this is that victims 

of crime often fail to report incidents to the police. For 

example, by providing measures of both reported and unreported 

victimizations, American surveys (e.g., Hindelang & Gottfredson, 

1976) have shown that while a high percentage (86%) of victims of 

motor vehicle theft report their loss to the police, the percen-

tage of people who report such crimes as attempted purse snatch-

ing (17%) or household larceny of items worth less than $50.00 

(15%) is quite small. In general, the American victimization 
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surveys indicate that about 40% of all personal crimes and about 

60% of all property crimes are never reported to the police 

(Skogan, 1975a). 

If one assumes that crime is underreported in Canada also, 

the demonstrated ability of victimization surveys to uncover 

unreported crime would be important to both researchers and 

practitioners within the Canadian C.J.S. For example, victimiza-

tion data should be particularly useful in the evaluation of 

crime prevention activities. In the absence of victimization 

survey data, one of the major problems in evaluating crime preven- 

tion programs is that many of 

rate of reporting crimes to 

program may then simultaneously 

these programs also increase the 

the police. A crime 

reduce crime and increase report- 

prevention 

ing levels. In such circumstances, UCR statistics will not 

reveal any reduction in crime but may, in fact, show an increase, 

even though the actual level has decreased. Erroneous conclu-

sions on the effectiveness of a program could thereby result. 

any  of the crime prevention programs advocated in Canada 

(e.g. Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, 1975) assume that 

crime can be reduced by making citizens more aware of crime, by 

encouraging greater community involvement in crime prevention, 

and by attempting to increase confidence in the police. The 

assumptions may well be true; however, in the absence of victim- 

ization survey data it is difficult to evaluate programs based on 
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these assumptions since such programs also likely stimulate 

reporting (Hindelang & Gottfredson, 1976; O'Neil, 1976; 

Schneider: 1976; Skogan, 1976b, 1977a). 

— 
More complete information on the occurrence of crime would 

also be important for improving the effectiveness of resource 

allocations within the Canadian C.J.S. Data from victimization 

surveys not only indicate that official statistics underrepresent 

the magnitude of crime, but also that these statistics may be 

misleading in terms of where crime prevention resources are most 

needed. Crime is not randomly distributed throughout the popula-

tion and different segments of the population may differ markedly 

in their tendency to report crime to the police. If, for ex-

ample, certain groups (e.g. minorities, the poor, the elderly) 

are reluctant to notify the police of their victimization experi-

ences, police resources and manpower may be ineffectively used 

(Forston & Kitchens, 1974). Similarly, while differences in 

reported crime rates among cities or regions of the country may 

reflect actual differences in the distribution of crime, they may 

also reflect different reporting practices of victims, differ-

ences in the effectiveness of the police to otherwise detect 

crime, and/or different recording practices of police. By system-

atically collecting data on crimes, including those not reported 

to the police, victimization survey data on the distribution of 

crime will serve as a useful adjunct to official statistics for 

effectively planning the allocation of C.J.S. resources. 
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(ii) Impact of Crime  

The second general objective of the victimization survey 

methodology being developed is to measure the impact of selected 

crimes on victims. Victimization surveys are capable of provid-

ing systematic and generally unavailable data on the consequences 

of criminal incidents. The questionnaire (Appendix A) includes 

several dimensions of the impact of crime. It addresses the 

financial value of any loss or damage suffered by victims, the 

value of any compensation received and whether any reparation or 

replacement was made by anyone other than the victim. Also 

included are questions on lost income or time lost from normal 

activities due to injuries suffered during the incident. 

The effect of fear of being criminally victimized, is anoth-

er major dimension of the impact of crime. The questionnaire 

therefore contained items designed to assess general levels of 

fear of crime, as well as items which tap some of the behavioural 

consequences of such fear. A single question was also asked 

concerning disturbing the peace. The intention was to approxi-

mate the magnitude of this type of incident and to discover if it 

was important in understanding the attitudes of respondents. 

It'àhould again be stressed that, in contrast to the major- 

ity of existing surveys, data pertaining to the impact of crime 

will be analyzed for all respondents. By comparing victims' and 

non-victims' responses to these items, it is possible to reflect 
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more specifically the impact of victimization experiences. In 

addition, analyzing the impact items for both victims and non- 
•••• 

victims (except for the case of crime-specific questions which 

are only asked of victims) will make it possible to identify 
e 

other differential effects which may occur among various groups 

of people. Hence indices of impact will be related to the demo-

graphic characteristics of respondents. 

Information on the impact of crime will be useful in the 

planning and evaluation of many policies  and  programs whose 

general objective is to reduce the social and economic costs of 

criminal victimization (Skogan, 1977b). 

(iii) Risk of Criminal Victimization 

Criminal victimization is not uniformly distributed through-

out the population. Certain individuals, either because of their 

personal characteristics or the characteristics of their physical 

environments, are much more likely to be victimized than others. 

Knowledge of the factors associated with vulnerability to crime 

is therefore fundamental to our understanding of the causes of 

crime, and is essential for the effective planning and delivery 

of protective and preventive programs. 

Victimization surveys can provide a wealth of otherwise 

unavailable information on the risk of criminal victimization, 

and this has therefore served as one of the primary objectives in 

the development of the questionnaire and methodology. 
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There are severe limitations to the value of official sta-

tistics as measures of risk (e.g. see Skogan, 1976c, pp. 171- 

175). Even if official statistics could appropriately be used as 

measures of crime, it would still be impossible to express crime 

rates in terms of the population at risk. Expressing crime rates 

as the number of offences per 100,000 population, as is commonly 

done with U.C.R. statistics, does allow one to control for differ-

ences in population size and does allow for the comparison of 

crime rates among different jurisdictions and over time. How-

ever, while such ratios may be useful for certain purposes, they 

cannot adequately reflect the risk of victimization across the 

variety of groups and situations of interest. Previous victimiza-

tion surveys, together with other data, make it clear that esti-

mates of crime frequency expressed as "crime-to-population" 

ratios are not appropriate data bases for a consideration of 

risk. 

Appropriate data bases for these purposes can be generated 

by exploiting the capability of victimization surveys to yield 

estimates of the number of victims for the numerator of "risk 

ratios" and the number of potential targets in the denominator. 

The capability of describing the number of potential targets and 

their behavioural and situational characteristics represents one 

- 
of the greatest advantages of victimization surveys. For ex- 

ample, for many purposes it is more useful to report automobile 

theft per 100,000 cars rather than per 100,000 persons in the 
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general population. Similarly, the number of rapes can be ex-

pressed in relation to the number of women, in certain age groups 

or with -Certain activity patterns, and the number of break and 

enters in relation to the number of various types of housing 

units. This is more descriptive than simple ratios to the gener-

al population. 

Such demographic variables as age, marital status, sex, 

education, and type of work can be related to the nature and 

extent of criminal victimization. As well, such surveys can 

provide estimates of the extent to which citizens take special 

precautionary measures to protect themselves from crime. Al-

though other information of this type could be collected depend-

ing upon local interests in the jurisdiction where a survey was 

administered, the questionnaire being tested was constructed to 

measure the extent to which homes are kept locked, the presence 

and use of burglar alarms and other protective devices and the 

extent of household participation in "Operation Identification" 

and other crime prevention programs. 

Victimization surveys can also provide information on how 

certain behavioural patterns may affect risk by increasing ex-

posure to certain crimes. For example, the questionnaire was 

designed to assess whether or not someone is generally home 

during the day, and the extent to which people go out at night to 

restaurants and bars, to movies, to shop, etc. It will therefore 
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be possible to determine whether or not such factors are related 

to the risk of victimization by comparing victims with non-

victims. 

Potentially valuable information on factors related to risk 

can be obtained from the details provided by those who indicate 

that they have been victimized. The crime incident report filled 

out for each victimization can be used to obtain a description of 

the context of each incident from the point of view of the vic-

tim. Some of the relevant information readily available for each 

incident include its time and place, whether alcohol or weapons 

were involved, whether specific defensive measures were used 

during the incident and the victim's description of the offender 

including his relationship to the victim. This information pro-

vides contextual information which can be used to elaborate 

further the risk data previously discussed in this section. 

(iv) Indicators of Criminal Justice System Performance 

Victimization survey estimates of the risk of criminal 

victimization, the frequency of crime, and its impact, all can 

serve as valuable indicators of the performance of the C.J.S., 

since its overall purpose is to minimize these factors within 

society.
- 
 In addition, by questioning a large number of randomly 

selected citizens in a jurisdiction, these surveys can also 

provide feedback which can serve to monitor specific aspects of 

C.J.S. functioning. For example, victimization surveys can 
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collect information from citizens on their satisfaction with dif- 

ferent aspects of police performance. This can be valuable to 
- 

police administrators in detecting operational problems and in 

their attempts to improve police-community relations. In addi- 

tion to the general measures of satisfaction with the police 

(courtesy, law enforcement and protection, promptness) which can 

be obtained from a representative sample of all citizens, those 

who indicate that they have been victimized can also be asked 

whether the police were notified of each incident, their reasons 

for reporting or not reporting it, and if reported, whether there 

were any aspects of the police response which led to their satis-

faction or lack of satisfaction.(3) By relating general atti-

tudes to the police with citizens' specific experiences with the 

police, victimization surveys can help to identify those areas of 

police behaviour which could be changed to improve citizens' 

cooperation with, and the public perception of, the police. 

Other measures available from victimization surveys for 

monitoring the performance of the C.J.S. include information 

about awareness of crime prevention programs and the extent of 

citizen participation in these programs, whether victims were 

notified of the outcome of their cases, and measures of satis-

faction with the way the courts handled their cases. Providing 

feedback on C.J.S. functioning from the point of view of those 

served by the system (Skogan, 1975a) can assist in the planning 

of measures to remedy the neglect often shown victims by the 

C.J.S. (McDonald, 1976). 
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PART II: EDMONTON REVERSE RECORD CHECK 

1. 	Introduction  

As a consequence of the statistical rarity of criminal 

victimization, it is necessary for victimization surveys to 

question a large number of persons in order to obtain sufficient 

information to allow for meaningful analyses. In carrying out 

the American Household Survey, the Bureau of the Census found it 

necessary to adopt a large  yearly sample of 120,000 households, 

where each person in the household over 12 years of age was 

interviewed (over 275,000 interviews). This is a very costly 

procedure. Differences in population size between the U.S. and 

Canada would mean some reduction in sample size, and hence in 

cost, if a national victimization survey were to be carried out 

in Canada. Unfortunately, however, the differences in population 

size would not result in a proportionate reduction in required 

sample size, as the statistical rarity of victimization in the 

population largely dictates the sample size. 

While national victimization surveys can provide useful 

data, local surveys can also be extremely valuable since the 

planning and implementation of programs are usually limited to 

small géôgraphical areas (e.g. cities). Again, however, victim-

ization surveys conducted for local area analysis also require 

very large samples. 
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Given the necessity for large sample sizes, the first method- 

ological study was therefore designed to test the questionnaire 
- 

and to explore the feasibility of alternative methods of data 

collection as a means of reducing the projected costs of victim- 

ization surveys. 

The standard procedure in other countries has been to 

attempt personal interviews with each designated respondent. 

Since most people prove not to have been victimized, the inter-

views in most cases have been brief and these people have only to 

answer a few questions ("screen questions"). Where victimiza-

tions are reported in the screen, interviewers administer detail-

ed incident forms. If the information can be collected by alter-

native methods, personal interviews may be an unnecessarily 

expensive method.(4) 

Although very little research examining the adequacy of 

telephone victimization survey methods has been carried out, the 

few studies which have done so generally have yielded encouraging 

results.' .  

DuBow and Reed (1976) have recently reported success in 

using the telephone to collect victimization data as part of an 

effort to evaluate the "Whistle Stop Program" which was designed 

to reduce street crime in the Hyde Park area of Chicago. A 

random sample of telephone listings was selected from a street 
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directory of the area, and data pertaining to residents' victim-

ization experiences, their familiarity with the program, and 

various attitudinal items were successfully obtained over the 

telephone. Similarly, a study by O'Neil (1976), also conducted 

in Chicago, used telephone interviewing to study respondents' 

victimization experiences, their perceptions of the police and of 

crime trends, and their participation in community organizations. 

While these st.udies indicate that fairly complex victim-

ization data can be obtained ovér :  the telephone, they failed to 

show whether the telephone data obtained were of high quality and 

free of serious biases. However, data on these matters have 

recently been provided by Alfred Tuchfarber and William Klecka 

(Tuchfarber & Klecka, 1976; Tuchfarber, Klecka, Bardes & 

Oldendick, 1976), in their work in Cincinnati for the Police 

Foundation. Their study was specifically designed to compare the 

accuracy of telephone interviewing with the personal interviewing 

used by the U.S. National Crime Surveys (N.C.S.).(5) Tuchfarber 

and Klecka interviewed a sample of Cincinnati residents by tele-

phone during April of 1974 and compared their results to those of 

an N.C.S. which had been carried out in the same area between 

February and April of the same year. Since essentially the same 

questionnaire items were used in the two studies, the authors 

were able to compare their data with those of N.C.S. Comparisons 

revealed no major differences between the two studies in respon-

dents'demographic characteristics or in their measured attitudes. 

The telephone method also tended to elicit more victimization 
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reports than were obtained by the N.C.S. procedures, although it 

is impossible to tell whether this difference was due to the use 
«OM 

of unbounded interviews in the Tuchfarber and Klecka study. 

Telephone interviewing was shown to be much less costly; the data 

were obtained at savings of between 70% and 75% over N.C.S. 

methods. 

While the results of the above studies are not definitive, 

they demonstrate that telephone interviewing warrants further 

investigation. Therefore, the major objective of our first 

methodological study was to investigate the use of telephone and 

personal interview techniques in such a way as to be able to 

assess their relative costs as well as their possible effects on 

the quality of the data. 

An important basis for evaluating these data collection 

methods was their relative success in eliciting reports of victim-

ization from respondents. This measure was partially validated 

by incorporating a "reverse record check" design within each 

interviewing method. 

The reverse record check technique involves selecting 

samples of known victims from police files. These people are 

then interviewed to determine the degree to which they report the 

criterion event (i.e. the incident on the basis of which the 

respondent was selected) and its associated characteristics to 

the interviewer. Thus by assigning a sample of cases selected 
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from police files to both interviewing methods, it is possible to 

assess the relative success of each data collection method. 

Police files do not provide a perfect criterion measure 

since, of course, they include only crimes reported to the po-

lice. Such crimes may be more salient to respondents when inter-

viewed later and may be more easily remembered, than the types of 

incidents not reported. In addition the errors and omissions 

which occur in police recording practices make the use of police 

files less than perfect. On the other hand, police occurrence 

reports contain a number of items which can be checked against 

the information provided by survey respondents. These include 

the nature of the loss suffered, the nature of any injury, and 

other items which provide something of the incident's context. 

In summary, reverse record check studies can only provide 

partial validation of the survey methodology. Nonetheless, 

police files provide the best criterion measure available. 

2. 	Objectives  

(i) A Comparison of Telephone and Personal Interviewing 

As stated previously, the primary objective of the Edmonton 

Reverse Record Check was to assess the feasibility of telephone 

interviewing. The following criteria were used to compare tele- 

phone and personal interviewing: 
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(a) Response Rate 

The rate and type of non-interview is essential in evaluating 
the telephone and personal interview methods. It may also be 
important to discover what specific items of information are re-
fused or considered sensitive by the respondent. 

(b) Hit Rate 

The hit rate refers to the proportion of incislents selected 
from the police files which were subsequently reported by the 
respondent during the survey interview. The accuracy of the infor-
mation reported will also affect the evaluation of the two inter-
viewing methods. 

(c) Cost 

The impetus for investigating the feasibility of telephone 
interviewing is an expected savings of approximately 70%. There-
fore, if the telephone and personal interviewing methods are com-
parable, based on all other criteria, the more cost efficient 
method would be employed. 

(d) Telescoping 

It is also important to measure the extent of telescoping, 
that is, the respondents' misplacing of events in time. There are 
several types of telescoping which affect the reliability of the 
data collected. Forward telescoping is the reporting of an inci-
dent which occurred prior to the reference period as occurring 
during the reference period and is the most problematic due to its 
effect on the ability of the survey to accurately estimate the 
incidence of crime. Internal telescoping is the misplacing of an 
event in time within the reference period. This is less of a pro-
blem as it does not affect any estimates for the reference period 
as a whole. 

Backward telescoping is reporting an event as occurring during 
the reference period when in fact the incident occurred after the 
end of the reference period. This type of telescoping can also 
inflate the estimates of the number of crimes occurring. Although 
backward and forward telescoping both bias the survey estimates, 
full scale surveys would be conducted closely following the refe-
rence period and in this way backward telescoping would be minimiz-
ed. 

(e) Unfounded Crimes 

An unfounded crime is an incident which has been reported to 
the police but which the police have determined, due to subsequent 
events, does not constitute a crime. A sample of such incidents 
was selected to discover whether these events would be reported 
and, if reported, how the survey document would classify them. 
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(ii) Evaluation of Questionnaire Design 

The second broad objective of the Edmonton Reverse Record 

Check was to evaluate the ability of the questionnaire to supply 

the necessary information required in a victimization survey. 

The criteria for evaluating the questionnaire follow. 

(a) Questionnaire Effectiveness 

The Edmonton Reverse Record Check utilized two separate ques-
tionnaires. The first - the screen questionnaire - was administered 
to all respondents and consists of items on selected attitudes, 
behaviours and demographic characteristics. As well, it includes a 
series of questions designed to elicit incidents of crime which had 
been committed against the respondent or, for certain crimes, 
his/her household. These questions serve to facilitate the recall 
and reporting by the respondent of crimes that occurred within the 
reference period. A separate crime incident report was then filled 
out for each incident reported in the screen question section of 
the questionnaire after the entire screen questionnaire had been 
completed. The crime incident report includes questions to determ-
ine the social and physical context of the incident and its impact 
on the respondent as well as the information required to classify 
the incident into crime categories. 

Primarily, it was necessary for the questionnaire to elicit 
reports of incidents of crime. Specifically, it was important to 
know which probes, were most effective. The interviewing also 
quickly illuminated problems or difficulties which were caused by 
the design of the questionnaire. 

(b) Length of interview 

The objectives of a victimization survey require that some 
interviews of long duration be conducted. The minimum length of an 
interview was approximately ten minutes. Given that conventional 
wisdom stipulates that it is inadvisable to conduct long interviews 
by telephone, it was necessary to determine if the length of in-
terview caused some respondents to terminate prior to completing 
the interview. 

(c) Classification 

An eventual survey, designed to measure among other things, 
the incidence of crime, must elicit sufficient information to 
categorize reported victimizations according to approximate U.C.R. 
and Criminal Code definitions. Of course, precise conformity is 
not possible. Further, classifying by U.C.R. definitions is not 
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the primary objective with regard to coding the victimizations, but 
merely the minimal information that should be available. The more 
crucial requirement is the ability to describe the occurrence in 
terms of an "event" rather than an "incident". This will allow the 
analyst to- define a victimization in ways that may be much more 
meaningful, for planning and evaluating purposes, than a U.C.R. 
code. For example, a victimization that U.C.R. may code as a 
"robbery" could be classified more meaningfully as, a ,!'personal 
attack with theft" or a "personal attack, involving a weapon, with 
theft". These classifications describe the "event" in more meaning-
ful terms than could U.C.R. and yet they might both be classified 
under the heading Robbery. 

The objective of the reverse record check, in terms of class-
ification, was to determine the comparibility between the classifi-
cation of the crime by the survey instrument with the classifica-
tion of the incident according to the police. Further, it was 
important to determine if it was possible to collect more specific 
information to provide for more meaningful analysis. 

3. 	Study Design  

(i) Reference Period 

Given the objectives of the Edmonton Reverse Record Check, 

it was felt that, at a minimum, incidents which occurred during 

the entire calendar year 1976 should be included in the sample. 

However, the files to be used for selection were not available 

prior to March, 1977 because of the year end update carried out 

by the police. As a consequence, the interviews could not be 

conducted before May, 1977. Because of these considerations, 

three reference periods were discussed as possibilities for the 

Edmonton study: January 1, 1976 - December 31, 1976; May 1, 

1976 - April 30, 1977 and January 1, 1976 - April 30, 1977. 

The reference period, calendar year 1976, was eliminated for 

the following reason. Interviewing should take place immediately 
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after the end of a reference period in order to minimize the 

reporting of incidents which occur between the end of the refer-

ence period and the interviewing period. However, since the 

interviewing could not take place for four months after December 

31, this form of backward telescoping would be problematic. The 

reference period May 1, 1976 - April 30, 1977, had the advantage 

of minimizing this type of backward telescoping; however, it was 

felt that since May 1 is not a very salient date, individuals 

would be likely to report an incident which occurred prior to the 

reference period to the interviewer - a type of forward tele-

scoping which is also undesirable. 

The reference period used for this study was January 1, 1976 

to April 30, 1977. Since the interviews were to be conducted in 

May, 1977 backward telescoping would be reduced. As well, it was 

felt that January 1 was a more salient date for most individuals. 

It was expected that this choice would make the reference period 

more well-defined and reduce forward telescoping in comparison to 

the other alternatives. This option had the disadvantage of 

being longer than the others which could affect a respondent's 

ability to recall incidents. However, this consideration did not 

outweigh its advantages. 

(ii) The Sample  

With the cooperation of the Edmonton City Police Department, 

a sample of victims of crimes was selected from the offence 
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reports in the police files. Each individual chosen was listed 

as a complainant or victim of one of the crimes included in the 
el» 

victimization survey, even though in some cases the incident was 

not reported to the police by that person. There were three 

distinct subsamples chosen from the files - the reference sample, 

the telescope sample and the unfounded sample. 

Details were sent to the Edmonton City Police Department 

specifying the number of police files to be selected for each of 

the subsamples. This specification was provided by U.C.R. class-

ification and month of occurrence. For each month, a sample of 

each of the crime classifications was manually selected by the 

project team and split between the telephone and personal inter- 

viewing methods.(6) 

Two assumptions were made which affected the number of 

police files initially selected. Other studies have indicated a 

high mobility among crime victims which would affect the inter-

viewers' ability to contact individuals. The sample included 

individuals listed in the police 'files,as much as 22 months prior 

to interviewing and this would clearly increase the difficulty 

involved in contacting victims. 

As well, a portion of the initial selection of police files 

were incidents that were out-of-scope for this survey. Excluded 

as being out-of-scope were cases where the victim was under 18 

years of age and where the victim lived outside the city limits 
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of Edmonton at the time the event was reported to the police. 

Also excluded were incidents involving commercial establishments 

as the victims. Commercial incidents were only included if, 

during the commercial crime, a personal crime also occurred. For 

instance, if a store was robbed and some personal property of a 

clerk was also taken, the personal crime against the clerk was 

included in the sample. 

In order that the interviews could be conducted in May, 

1977, it was necessary for the actual selection to occur in 

March. Therefore, only incidents occurring prior to March 1, 

1977 were available for selection. The reference sample consist-

ed of victims of the selected crimes which occurred during the 

period January 1, 1976 to February 28, 1977. This time frame 

corresponded approximately to the reference period of the study. 

A sample of victims of break and enter, robbery, assault, motor 

vehicle theft, theft and vandalism was selected. In the case of 

the crime of rape, all eligible cases were included. 

This subsample will supply information on the magnitude of 

internal telescoping as well as providing the key element in 

determining the accuracy of the telephone and personal inter-

viewing methods. For the reference sample, the expected and 

actual number of sample cases were as follows: 
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TABLE A. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by Type of Crime 
by Interviewing Method: Reference Subsample 

- 
. 	Sample Size 

Type of Crime 
Total 	 Actual 	- 

Expected 	Personal 	Telephone 	Total 

Break and Enter 	 174 	87 	88 	175 

Robbery 	 208 	100 	99 	199 

Assault 	 268 	126 	124 	250 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	170 	86 	85 	171 

Theft 	 168 	84 	84 	168 

Vandalism 	 174 	88 	85 	173 

Rape 	 - 	23 	23 	46 

The telescope sample was chosen from incidents occurring 

during the period July 1, 1975 to December 31, 1975. This sub-

sample was selected in order to determine the extent to which 

individuals telescope incidents into the reference period. Since 

this forward telescoping could lead to overestimating rates of 

victimization during a reference period, it has more serious 

implications for a victimization survey than internal tele-

scoping. Provided below are the expected and actual sample sizes 

far this subsample. 
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TABLE B. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by Type of Crime 
by Interviewing Method: Telescope Subsample 

Sample Size 

Type of Crime 	 Actual 
Total 
Expected 	Personal 	Telephone 	Total 

Break and Enter 	 74 	38 	37 	75 

Robbery 	 90 	45 	45 	90 

Assault (Including rape) 	90 	47 	46 	93 	' 

Theft 	 74 	35 	36 	71 

The unfounded sample was a small group of individuals who 

reported incidents to the police between January 1, 1976 and 

February 28, 1977. An incident is unfounded by the police if it 

is determined that a crime did not occur. Unfounded crimes range 

from incidents where an individual reports an automobile stolen 

and later discovers that it was taken by his son without permis-

sion, to a reported rape where during further investigation the 

police determine that no rape actually occurred. These incidents 

were chosen in order to discover if unfounded incidents would be 

reported in a victimization survey. However, for some crime 

categories, it became evident in the selection that this would 

not provide useful information. For example, the majority of 

theft-motor vehicle unfounded incidents involved an individual 

misplacing his car and later finding it, rather than-an actual 

theft. In these cases, the individuals themselves discovered 

that a crime had not occurred. This was not true of the crimes 
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of rape, other sexual attacks and assaults. They were usually 

cases where the police decided a crime had not occurred and this 
a•Ne 

type of incident was included in the sample. The total sample of 

unfounded incidents was 17 personal and 20 telephone interview 

cases. 

In total, 1525 individuals were selected from the Edmonton 

City Police offence records. In the telephone interview sample, 

761 individuals were selected, including 11 individuals who were 

selected for two different incidents. 764 victims were included 

in the personal interview sample; 12 of these individuals had 

been selected for two different incidents. 

Also incorporated into the design of the Edmonton Reverse 

Record Check was a sample selected from the 1975 Edmonton City 

Directory. This city directory sample was included in order to 

provide a camouflage group for the reverse record check individ-

uals. This approach was based on experience in the U.S. Crime 

Survey Reverse Record Checks which suggested that a bias may 

exist if interviewers are aware that each individual in the 

sample has been the victim of a crime. As well, it ensured that 

the questionnaire was tested on non-victims. 

The shortcomings of a city directory as a sampling frame are 

well known. However, given the purposes of the city directory 

sample, a complete and up-to-date frame was not necessary. At 

the time of interviewing, it appeared that the city directory was 

approximately 18 months out of date. 
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An advantage of the city directory was that, in conjunction 

with a telephone book, it provided the same information that was 

given to the interviewers for the reverse record check individ-

uals. Another advantage was that it listed all individuals in a 

household 18 years of age and over. In order to achieve as much 

similarity as possible, an identical age limit was placed on the 

police sample. 

A systematic sample of 1500 individuals was selected from 

the city directory and assigned to the telephone and personal 

interview methods. The directory and police samples were chosen 

several months apart, with the city directory sample being chosen 

first. Some duplication occurred in the two selection procedures 

and since the city directory sample was used primarily as a 

camouflage group, any individual appearing in both samples was 

dropped from the directory sample. As well, a Statistics Canada 

Census Test was being conducted in Edmonton during the period of 

this survey and any duplicates were again dropped from the victim-

ization sample. (It should be noted that this affected both the 

police file and city directory samples.) This resulted in an 

actual sample size of 1481 from the city directory - 745 in the 

telephone interview sample and 736 in the personal interview 

sample. The total sample size for the Edmonton Reverse Record 

- 
Check was, therefore, 3006. 
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(iii) Interviewing Procedures  

eIM 

Interviews were conducted both over the telephone and in 

person. There were a total of 30 interviewers and 3 interviewer 

supervisors involved in the pretest, 20 of whom were conducting 

interviews in person. The interviews were scheduled to be com-

pleted during the period May 2 to May 20, 1977. Approximately 

half of each interviewer's assignment consisted of individuals 

selected from the police records. The remainder was made up 

those individuals selected from the city directory. 

All telephone interviews were conducted from the Statistics 

Canada Regional Office in Edmonton. Telephones with headsets 

were installed to facilitate the interviewing and all interview-

ers were located in one room separated into cubicles by sound 

barriers. The interviewer supervisor was located in the same 

room on a full-time basis throughout the interviewing period. 

The number of call backs to be made before an individual was 

designated a non-interview was not specified. It was stressed, 

however, that every effort be made to reach each selected individ-

ual. (At the conclusion of interviewing, it was found that 

telephone interviewers had averaged approximately 10 calls while 

the personal interviewers had made 5 or 6 call backs). 

As some individuals chosen from the police records had been 

victims as much as 22 months prior to the interview period, a 
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tracing operation was initiated for the police file sample. 

Since the primary purpose of the city directory sample was to 

serve as a camouflage for the reverse record check individuals, 

only the usual interviewer tracing was employed for this sample. 

Due to the nature of the survey, it was anticipated that 

formal channels should be set up for the verification of its 

authenticity. It was expected that questions concerning the 

authenticity of the survey would be particularly frequent for the 

telephone interviewers. Two mechanisms were set up to handle 

this problem. If respondents became suspicious of the survey's 

authenticity, interviewers were instructed to provide them with 

the telephone numbers of the Edmonton Regional Office and the 

Complaints Department of the Edmonton City Police. At the 

Regional Office, all calls were directed to the Regional Office 

Supervisor for the project. At the police complaints number, all 

officers likely to be answering telephones were provided with a 

list of interviewers and a survey summary sheet which provided 

them with sufficient information to answer common inquiries. As 

the interviewers were unaware that half of the sample had been 

selected from police records, all respondents who questioned the 

source of the sample were referred to the Regional Office where 

the appropriate information was available. 

me. 

■•■■■ 
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4. 	Results  

eat 

The results are presented under the two broad objectives of 

the reverse record check study and are organized similarly to the 

discussion of the objectives in Section 2 of Part II. 

(i) Comparison of Telephone and-Personal Interviewing Methods  

(a) 	Response Rate 

Due to the sampling procedures employed for the Edmonton 

pretest response rates were not expected to compare favourably 

with conventional Statistics Canada surveys. Some individuals 

were selected for crimes that occurred 22 months prior to inter-

viewing and victims of crime are reported to have high mobility. 

As well, although the most recent issue of the city directory was 

employed, it was i known to be at least 18 months out of date. The 

sample size was adjusted to allow for this non-response but, in 

fact, the actual non-interview rate was higher than expected. 

The overall response rates were 57.93% for the personal 

interviewing method and, for the telephone, 58.77%. The response 

rate for the sample chosen from the city directory was 64.40% for 

the personal interview and 65.90% for the telephone. In the 

police file sample, the response rates were 51.38% and 51.70% for 

the personal and telephone interviewing methods respectively. 
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These response rates would seem to indicate that there is no 

crucial difference between the two interviewing methods in this 

respect. 

The following table summarizes the interview status of 

individuals in the Police File and City Directory Samples. 

TABLE C. Final Status by Interviewing Method 

Police File Sample 	 City Directory Sample 

	

Personal 	Telephone 	Personal 	Telephone 

Number 	% 	Number 	i 	Number 	% 	Number' 	% 

Total Listed 	 764 	 761 	 736 	 745 

Refusals 	 10 	1.31 	39 	5.12 	13 	1.77 	40 	5.37 

Interview prevented 
by death, sickness, 
language problem 12 1.57 27 3.55 14 1.90 42 5.64 

Temporarily absent, 
no one home 	 62 	8.12 	30 	3.94 	38 	5.16 	22 	2.95 

Moved, dwelling 
demolished, abandoned, 
converted to business 	272 	35.60 	248 ' 	32.59 	197 	26.77 	150 	20.13 

Traced to wrong 
individual 	 13 	1.70 	24 	3.15 	--- 	 --- 

Questionnaire lost 
in transmission 	 --- 	 2 	0.26 	--- 	 --- 

Completed 	 395 	51.70 	391 	51.38 	474 	64.40 	491 	65.90 
- 

The most interesting comparison in Table C is the refusal 

rate. The greater number over the telephone may partially be the 

result of the fact that it is much easier to refuse when the 
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interview is not a face-to-face situation. However, it is felt 

that this number of refusals does not pose an insurmountable 
elM 

obstacle. The refusal rate is not large enough to warrant the 

conclusion that telephone interviewing is not feasible. ,As well, 

it may be possible to reduce the number of refusals by improving 

- operational procedures. 

For the police file sample, the response rate can be calcul-

ated by type of crime. For those selected during the reference 

period, the response rate ranged from 39.68% for assault to 

72.73% for vandalism in the personal interviewing method. For 

the telephone interview, the response rate ranged from 34.34% for 

robbery to 67.06% for motor vehicle theft. The response rates by 

type of crime are provided in the table below. 

TABLE D. Response Rate by Type of Crime: Reference Subsample 

Personal 	 Telephone 

Number 	 Number 
Type of Crime 	 Responding 	% 	Responding 	% 

Robbery 	 41 	41.00 	34 	34.34 

Assault 	 50 	39.68 	50 	50.00 

Rape 	 9 	39.13 	11 	47.83 

Theft 	 52 	61.90 	55 	65.48 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	55 	63.95 	57 	67.06 

Break and Enter 	 56 	64.37 	46 	52.27 

Vandalism 	 64 	72.73 	49 	57.65 

... 
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The crimes surveyed can be separated into two general cate-

gories, personal and household offences. Combining the household 

crimes of motor vehicle theft, break and enter and vandalism, the 

response rate was 67.05% for the personal interview and 58.91% 

for the telephone interview. For the remaining crimes, the 

overall response rates were 45.65% and 49.09% for the personal 

and telephone interviewing methods respectively. This would seem 

to indicate that, as expected, victims of personal crimes are 

more likely to change residences than those who have been the 

victims of household crimes. 

For the individuals selected from the Edmonton City Police 

files, age and sex were recorded when available. It is therefore 

possible to determine if the distribution of respondents over 

these variables is different from the age and sex distributions 

of the sample for each interviewing method. If respondents are 

not significantly different from non-respondents, one would 

expect that the distributions of age and sex for respondents 

would be similar to these distributions calculated for the entire 

sample. The X2 Goodness of Fit Test indicated that for both 

interviewing methods, respondents were not significantly differ-

ent from non-respondents with respect to age or sex. This was 

true both for the total of all crimes and by crime. 

Most surveys encounter the problem of individuals refusing - 

specific questions. As expected, income, age, industry and 

occupation were the questions most often refused by respondents. 
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As well, the section of the questionnaire on measures used as 

protection against crime proved particularly sensitive. Some 
«I* 

respondents refused to answer questions in this section. It was 

at this point that many telephone respondents questioned the 

authenticity of the survey and telephoned either the police or 

the Regional Office. However, after verifying the survey, most 

of the respondents continued with the remainder of the interview. 

The mechanism of survey verification was essential to minimize 

the  problem of respondents refusing to answer the sensitive 

questions concerning precautions against crime. The verification 

procedure made completing an interview no more of a problem over 

the telephone than for personal interviews. Interrupting the 

continuity of the interview for verification was not sufficiently 

disruptive to consider dropping these questions due to their 

importance to the survey objectives. 

It should also be noted that for both interviewing methods, 

refusals between the completion of the screen questionnaire and 

any crime incident reports required were very infrequent. As 

well, there were very few refusals to particular questions within 

the crime incident report. As expected, for both interviewing 

methods, the problem is not gathering specific details of an 

incident once it has been reported but eliciting the initial 

mention of the incident. Once respondents report an incident, 

they are eager to talk about the details of the crime. This was 

true even for those reporting multiple incidents. 
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(h) 	Hit Rate 

The most important criterion for determining the feasibility 

of conducting a victimization survey was whether the incidents 

selected from the police file were reported during the subsequent 

interview. This was determined by "matching" details recorded 

from the victim's police file with the information obtained in 

the interview. Based on the experience and recommendations of 

those involved in the U.S. reverse record checks, the match 

status was decided on a consensus basis by members of the project 

team. This process could not be prescribed by a series of rules 

but was a subjective process with each document being judged 

independently based on the total information included in the 

survey document. The summary of each incident, recorded at the 

end of each interview, was especially helpful in this procedure. 

It should be noted that the forms were blinded to ensure that the 

project team was unaware of whether the report was from the 

personal or telephone interview survey. 

The hit rate represents the proportion of individuals inter-

viewed who reported the crime for which they were selected. The 

overall hit rate was 64.28% for the personal interview sample and 

62.70% for the telephone sample. This comparison supports the 

possibility of conducting a victimization survey by telephone. 
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TABLE E: Hit Rate by Interviewing Method 

Type of Crime 	- 	 Personal 	 Telephone 

All Crime 	 64.28 	 62.70 
.I■ 

Robbery 	 65.00 	 72.73 

Assault 	 67.35 	 51.60 

Rape 	 66.67 	 60.00 

Theft 	 65.38 	 67.27 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	 69.09 	 75.44 

Break & Enter 	 . 	70.91 	 73.33 

Vandalism 	 50.00 	 40.82 

The hit rate ranged from 50.00% for vandalism to 70.91% for 

break and enter for the personal interviewing method and from 

40.82% for vandalism to 75.44% for motor vehicle theft for the 

telephone interviewing method. 

Of the seven crimes under study in the Edmonton Reverse 

Record Check, rape and vandalism were considered to be the most 

problematic. Rape presents a distinct problem due to the sensi-

tivity of the subject. It is unrealistic to abruptly ask a re-

spondent "Were you raped during 1977?". However, because of its 

seriousness and the fact that it is often unreported to the 

police, it is very important to include the crime of rape in the 

survey. The àpproach of this survey is to define an attack, for 

the respondent, as including "anything from being hit, slapped or 
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pushed to being shot, raped or beaten up" (Question 60 of inci-

dent form: Appendix A). It was hoped that the screening items 

which followed, one of which included the phrase "attack or 

molest" might elicit a report of rape, if one had occurred. This 

approach was a compromise between the importance of including the 

crime and the possible sensitivity to the respondent of questions 

relating to it. It should be noted that the hit rates for rape 

are based on a very small number of incidents. This was a func-

tion of both the mobility of the victims, as well as the small 

sample size resulting from the number of such crimes reported to 

the police. 

Table E indicates that the other forms of assaults were also 

a problem. It was hypothesized that a factor contributing to 

this might be the relationship between the victim and the offend-

er. The table below groups rape with all other assaults and 

indicates that respondents were more likely to report incidents 

involving strangers than * non-strangers. Although it is more 

apparent in the personal interviewing method, the tendency exists 

for both. 
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TABLE F: Relationship of victim - offender in assault cases (including 
rape), by whether reported in interview 

Relationship 	

- 	
Reported 

to victim 

Personal 	 Telephone 

Number 	7, 	Number 	Z 

Stranger 	 21 	87.50 	20 	58.82 

Non-Stranger 	 13 	52.00 	14 	46.67 

Table E also shows that vandalism represents the lowest hit 

rate for both interviewing methods. Prior to the survey, there 

was no evidence indicating whether such incidents might be too 

trivial for respondents to recall since most other victimization 

surveys have not included the crime of vandalism. However, as 

stated in the introduction, it was considered important to in-

clude it in the survey since it was felt that being a victim of 

vandalism might affect an individual's attitudes or behaviour. 

It was hypothesized that the low hit rate for vandalism might be 

explained by the value of the damage which occurred. As indicat-

ed in Table G this seems to have been borne out in the personal 

sample. However in the telephone sample no difference exists. 

It appears that vandalisms were simply poorly reported in the 

survey. 
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TABLE G. Value of damage in Vandalism cases by whether reported in 
interview 

Reported 
Value of damage 

Personal 	 Telephone 

Number 	% 	Number 	% 

Under $100 	 17 	44.74 	9 	42.86 

$100 and Over 	 13 	61.90 	9 	42.86 

If the overall hit rate is calculated excluding vandalism, 

it is 67.79% for personal interviews and 66.54% for telephone 

interviews. The results of the reverse record checks conducted 

in the U.S. were 81% in Washington, DC., 67% in Baltimore, and 

74% in San Jose. The results of the Edmonton Reverse Record 

Check compare with the American results when it is considered 

that the U.S. studies involved reference periods which were 

significantly shorter. Their reference periods ranged from 3 to 

12 months whereas the Edmonton reference period was 16 months. 

As discussed in Section 3, Part I, it was considered im-

portant to investigate the feasibility of including disturbing 

the peace as one of the crimes in the Edmonton pretest. The 

approach used in examining the problem was necessarily different 

than for the other crimes since the incident form jehich was 

designed to collect information for the other crimes was not 
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easily amenable to disturbing the peace. Redesigning the inci- 

dent form or using a completely separate incident report for 
- 

disturbing the peace did not seem warranted at this stage of the 

development because so little was known about collecting informa- - 

tion concerning disturbing the peace. However, it was considered 

important to include due to the fact that it might affect an 

individual's attitudes towards the police and crime. The ap-

proach used was to include a screening item designed to elicit 

reports of disturbing the peace and collect the frequency of such 

incidents (Q-64 of Screen  Questionnaire in Appendix A). A de-

scription was also obtained by the interviewer to discover what 

types of incidents people would report. 

The experience of the Edmonton pretest was that too many 

incidents were reported to contemplate requiring a respondent to 

complete separate incident forms for each occurrence. For those 

individuals reporting disturbing the peace, the average number of 

incidents reported was approximately 8. It was felt that this 

number of incidents would constitute excessive respondent burden 

if the individuals were required to complete separate incident 

forms for each occurrence. 

As stated earlier, for all individuals selected from the 

police files, age and sex were recorded when available. This 

made it possible to determine if the distribution of those report-

ing the crime -selected from the police files differed from the 

age and sex distribution for all respondents. If respondents who 
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reported the incident for which they were selected are not sign- 

ificantly different from those not reporting, one would expect 

that the distribution of age and sex for those reporting would be 

similar to the distribution for all respondents. The X2 Goodness 

of Fit Test indicates that, for both interviewing methods, those 

reporting incidents for which they were selected were not sign-

ificantly different from those not reporting with respect to age 

and sex. This was true both for the total of all crimes and by 

crime. 

Cc) 	Cost 

As stated earlier, an important advantage of telephone 

interviewing is a considerable savings in cost. Included in the 

cost comparison are the salaries and associated expenses for the 

interviewers and Regional Office Staff for field work in the 

Edmonton pretest. 

It is evident from the following table that the cost per 

interview for the telephone method was approximately 2/3 less 

expensive than that for the personal interviewing method. It is 

probable that in a large survey the cost per interview would be 

less than the figures below due to fixed costs being distributed 

over a larger number of interviews. As stated previously, ex-

perience has indicated that, in general, telephone interviewing 

should be as much as 70% less expensive than personal interviews. 
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TABLE H. Cost by Interviewing Method 

Expenditures 	- 	 Personal 	Telephone 	Total 

Interviewer fees 	 13,477 	5,047 	18,524 

Interviewer expenses 	 2,150 	 2,150 

Sub-total 	 15,627 	5,047 	20,674 

Cost per interview 	 10.42 	3.35 

Associated R.O. 	Costs (1) 	 3,337 	1,668 	5,005 

Int. Fees & Expenses 
plus R.O. 	Costs 	 18,964 	6,715 	25,679 

Cost per Interview 
Including R.O. Costs 	 12.64 	4.46 

(1) The Regional Office Costs are split 2/3 for personal interviewing 
and 1/3 for the telephone interviewing based on the number of 
interviewers employed in each method. 

Due to inexperience with telephone interviewing, the inter-

viewing schedule was not as productive as possible. Future 

surveys would benefit from the knowledge gained in this pretest 

and the resulting change in the time schedule may also reduce the 

. cost. 

(d) 	Telescoping 

This section will first examine the effects of internal 

telescoping, the misplacing of the incident in time within the 
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reference period. Tables I and J provide a comparison of the 

date as reported during the interview for each interviewing 

method. 

From these tables, it is evident that for the total of all 

the crimes selected, respondents reported the month of occurrence 

in a range often centred about the actual date of occurrence as 

given in the police files. This trend is also apparent in the 

tables in Appendix B which compare the dates of occurrence by 

type of crime for each interviewing method. It is interesting to 

note that crimes which were reported to the police as occurring 

in September, produced the widest range of occurrence dates in 

the survey for both interviewing methods. Although a 12 month 

reference period of September to September was considered at one 

time to be a salient period because of the school year beginning, 

this in fact may not be true. 



TABLE I. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - All Crimes 

Reported in Interview Reported . 	 Not 
to   Reported 
Police 	 in Interview JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR MONTH Total 

'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 N.A. 

TOTAL 	 195 	 117 

JAN '76 	 13 	6 	2 	1  	1   3 	11 

FEB 	'76 	 8 	.... 	5 	.... 	1  	1  	1 	9 

MAR '76 	 12 	.... 	1 	5 	1 	2  	3 	 9 

APR '76 	 13   2 	3 	4 	2   1   1 	7 

MAY '76 	 14   2 	7 	2 	3 	 9 

JUNE '76 	 12   2 	8   2 	 14 

JULY '76 	 11  	2 	5 	1 	1 	2 	....e 	9 

AUG '76 	 14   4 	6   2 	1  	1 	9 

SEPT '76 	 16   1 	2 	8 	2 	2 	1 	 5 

OCT 	'76 	 17  	1 	5 	9 	.... 	1  	1 	8 

NOV '76 	 13   4   2 	8 	2 	 10 

DEC '76 	 16  	1  	12 	1  	2 	7 l 
JAN '77 	 14 	 1 	10 	1 	2 	 7 

FEB 	'77 	 22  	1 	.... 	3 	15 	.... 	1 	1 	3 



N. 

TABLE J. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - All Crimes 

Reported in Interview Reported 	 Not 
to   Reported 
Police 	 in Interview JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR MONTH Total 

'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	E.A. 

TOTAL 	 207 	 116 

JAN '76 	 12 	7 	1 	2  	1  	1 	 14 

FEB 	'76 	 13 	.... 	8 	1 	2  	1  	1 	11 

MAR 	'76 	 13 	.... 	2 	6 	1  	2  	2 	10 

APR '76 	 15   2 	5 	4 	2  	1  	1 	7 

MAY '76 	 14  	1 	8 	2  	1  	1  	1 	15 
JUNE 	'76 	12 	.... 	1   3 	5 	2 	1 	 6 

JULY '76 	15  	1   1 	8 	4   1 	6 

AUG '76 	 15   2 	9 	2 	2 	 7 

SEPT '76 	16   2 	2 	4 	5 	1   2 	9 

OCT '76 	 9   2 	1 	1 	3   2 	11 

NOV 	'76 	 17  	1 	3 	6 	3 	.... 	1  	3 	5 

DEC '76 	 21   1 	2 	18 	 4 
; 

JAN '77 	 18  	1 	13 	4 	 7 

FEB 	'77 	 17 	.... 	1 	 1 	.... 	12 	2 	1 	.. 	4 
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Of the incidents in the personal interview sample, 54% of 

those reported in the survey were reported in the correct month. 
- 

In the telephone interviewing method, 55% were reported in the 

correct month. The accuracy of reporting varied by type of 

crime. For the personal interview, it ranged from 39% for van-

dalism to 65% for robbery. The telephone reporting ranged from 

45% for vandalism to 71% for assault (including rape). Another 

indication of the accuracy of reporting is the number of individ-

uals who reported the incident within one month of the actual 

month of occurrence, that is, plus or minus one month of the 

month of occurrence. For the personal visit sample, this ranged 

from 58% for vandalism to 90% for break and enter, for an overall 

rate of 79%. For the telephone method, the range was from 65% 

for vandalism to 84% for motor vehicle theft, with an overall 

rate of 76%. 

It is apparent from the tables that the shorter the time 

interval between the incident and the interview, the better is 

the accuracy of reporting the date of occurrence. It should also 

be noted that for both interviewing methods there was a slight 

net forward telescoping effect. That is, respondents were more 

likely to telescope an incident forward within the reference 

period than to report it as occurring prior to the date reported 

in the police files. 

The second type of telescoping investigated in this pretest 

is forward telescoping, that is, the reporting of an incident 
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which occurred prior to the reference period as occurring within 

the reference period. The following table provides both the 

number and percentage of those incidents incorrectly reported as 

occurring within the reference period when they had in fact 

occurred in 1975. It should be noted that if there was no for-

ward telescoping the hit rate for these cases would be zero. 

TABLE K. Hit Rate by Type of Crime: Telescope Subsample 

Personal 	 Telephone 

Type of Crime 

Number 	% 	Number 	% 

All Crime 	 13 	19.12 	17 	24.64 

Theft 	 4 	23.53 	7 	31.22 

Assault (including rape) 	1 	6.25 	1 	7.69 

Break and Enter 	 5 	21.74 	4 	21.05 

Robbery 	 3 	25.00 	5 	33.33 

Of those persons selected from the police files for a crime 

occurring during 1975, 19% of those interviewed reported the 

incident in the survey during the personal interview whereas over 

the telephone, 25% reported the incident as occurring within the 

reference period. However, this represents a difference of only 

4 cases between the two methods. For the personal interview, 

those reporting the incident ranged from 6% for assault to 25% 
- 

for robbery. Over the telephone the range was from 8% for as- 

sault to 33% for robbery. It would also appear that individuals - 

are more likely to report the incident in the interview if the 

incident occurred close to the beginning of the reference period. 
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It should also be noted that of the 30 incidents in either 

interviewing method, 10 were reported in the correct month but a 

year latir than the actual year of occurrence. It may be possi- 

ble to reduce this type of forward telescoping by emphasizing the 

reference period during the interview. 

For the telescope subsample, the demographic characteristics 

of those reporting were not analysed due to the small number of 

cases involved. The telescope sample was quite small and, as 

previously mentioned, the non-interview rates had been under-

estimated in the sample specifications. This had a greater 

effect on the telescope sample than on the reference subsample 

due to the fact that, at the time of interview, the information 

for the telescope subsample was more out-of-date. 

(e) 	Unfounded Crimes 

An unfounded crime is an incident which is reported to the 

police but which the police subsequently decide did not, in fact 

involve a crime. It should be noted that incidents are not to be 

unfounded if they have only been misclassified. For instance, if 

it is discovered upon investigation of a charge of rape that a 

rape did not occur but that an indecent assault did, the incident 

is not unfounded but reclassified and the original classificaton 

is deleted. 
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The purpose of selecting unfounded cases was to investigate 

their effect on future surveys. However, the completed inter-

views for the unfounded sample was very small (only 10 cases). 

It is not possible to generalize about unfounded crimes from this 

small number of cases. 

However, examining them may provide some indication of their 

possible effect on a future survey. 

Three types of incidents were evident: 

1) Instances where the incident was unfounded by the police upon 

learning from the respondent that no crime had occurred. For 

instance, an alleged theft in which the respondent discovered 

that the object had only been misplaced. This type of incident 

was not reported on the survey. 

2) Other unfounded incidents which were unreported on the survey 

followed a pattern in which the complainant seemed to be as 

responsible for the incident occurring as was the alleged offend-

er; for instance, a provoked assault. 

3) The three incidents which were reported were initially classified 

as alleged sexual attacks. Two of these cases the police un-

founded due to insufficient evidence. The other case - concerned 

an incident which seems to have been decided by both the police 

and the complainant to not have been a sexual assault but only an 
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assault. However, rather than reclassifying the event as an 

assault it was unfounded. In each of the alleged sexual as- 

saults, there was also an indication that the police doubted the 

veracity of the complainant. 

(ii) Evaluation of Questionnaire Design 

(a) 	Questionnaire Effectiveness 

The information used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

questionnaire was obtained during a thorough debriefing of the 

interviewers and Regional Office staff as well as from a number 

of interviews conducted by members of the project team. The 

discussion which follows outlines only the problems encountered 

concerning the format and concepts of the questionnaire. It 

should be noted that none of the problems were of a magnitude 

which interfered with.the ability of the interviewer to complete 

an interview. The questionnaire and the basic concepts under-

lying its design proved to be very successful. Most of the 

problems encountered may be rectified without much difficulty. 

The questions in the screen questionnaire which probe for 

incidents of crime are perhaps the most crucial in the two docu-

ments. We hoped to discover in the pretest which of the probes 

were effective in eliciting reports of incidents. Those that did 

not elicit reports could perhaps be dropped to relieve some re-

spondent burden or else be replaced by probes that might be more 
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effective. It became evident during the debriefing, however, 

that the interviewers had edited their document in such a way 

that there was no reliable information concerning the producti-

vity of specific items. The interviewers stated that in many 

cases they had recorded the report of a crime in the screening 

question which they thought should have elicited the response. 

For instance, if a respondent reported a break and enter in a 

question that referred only to theft, the interviewers would 

record the incident in the appropriate question which referred to 

break and enter rather than in the item which actually elicited 

the report. 

The debriefing did, however, reveal some important problems 

concerning the probes. Both personal and telephone interviewers 

found certain sections repetitive due to their order and to the 

variations in meaning of the questions which were not always 

communicated to the respondents. This was especially true of the 

screening items. For instance, in probing for assault one screen 

question asks "Did anyone beat you up, hit or kick you ...?' and 

another asks 'Did anyone threaten to hit you or beat you up ...?' 

Respondents, particularly over the telephone, sometimes did not 

perceive the difference between the two probes. However, this 

did not seem to prompt refusals by the respondents. An effort 

was made to rectify this by dropping some questions and reorder- 

ing and rewording some others. ■/8. 
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The section of the questionnaire that presented the most 

problem for interviewers was the questions concerning precaution- 

- 
ary measures such as using burglar alarms, locking doors, or 

keeping lights on. It appeared that it was at this point during 
0.  

an interview that many respondents questioned the authenticity of 

the survey and sought some verification that, in fact, the inter-

viewer was from Statistics Canada. This was also the most likely 

place in the document for respondents to refuse individual ques-

tions. This seemed to be a problem almost exclusively for the 

telephone interviewers because the personal interviewers were 

equipped with identification cards which were shown to respon-

dents prior to conducting the interview. 

The only other section of the questionnaire which seemed to 

present problems was that concerning the demographic character-

istics of respondents. Income, age, and labour force status were 

problematic for both telephone and personal interviewers. Again, 

this was a greater problem over the phone. For example, it was 

much easier for a personal interviewer to indicate to a respon-

dent that the income question referred to ranges of incomes by 

showing the document to the respondent than it was for the tele-

phone interviewer to explain the same fact. A contributing 

factor to the greater sensitivity of particular questions over 

the telephone, was that there seemed to be a tendency for tele-

phone interviewers to be affected more by an individual respon-

dent's bad reaction. The interviewers then had, for subsequent 

interviews, a preconceived notion that particular questions would 
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engender a bad reaction and therefore, through their own phrasing 

of the question, contributed to it. 

As  • would be expected, certain questions contained wording 

problems that caused some awkwardness for the interviewers. In 

many instances the interviewers rephrased these questions to 

sound more colloquial and some of their suggestions are reflected 

in later drafts of the questionnaire. - 

Respondents who have been the victim of a crime a number of 

times during the reference period pose a particular problem for 

victimization surveys. The individuals fall into two broad 

categories. For some, the incidents occur with such frequency 

that they characterize their lifestyle rather than being salient 

events, for example, a security guard in a shopping plaza who is 

threatened daily or a person who is beaten by his or her spouse 

frequently. In the other category are individuals who have been 

the victims of many very minor incidents and who may be unable to 

distinguish among them. 

Both these types of incidents present a similar problem 

since an individual may not be able to distinguish the details of 

all the incidents well enough to report them separately. There- 

fore, a definition must be developed for the interviewers to 

enable them to gather information concerning the groull of inci-

dents. This situation is referred to as a "series". 
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In the Edmonton pretest, a group of incidents was defined as 

a series if it fulfilled the following requirements: 

1. The details of the incidents must be similar; 

2. There must be at least three incidents in a series; 

3. The respondent must be unable to recall details of the individ-

ual incidents well enough to report them separately. 

It is apparent that some judgement is required of the inter-

viewer in order to determine if a group of incidents should be 

defined as a series or if separate incident reports can be com-

pleted. 

It appeared that the interviewer training did not emphasize 

this definition as strictly as was necessary. Each interviewer 

interpreted the definition differently and most of them mis-

interpreted its intent. For example, some interviewers defined 

any three crimes reported by an individual respondent as a series 

although they may have been very different events. 

It should be noted that the problem of series also has 

implications concerning the analysis of the data, particularly on 

the estimates of the frequency of crimes. There will be further 

discussion of the problem of series in Section 5, Part II. 
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(b) Length of Interview 

As previously mentioned, there were very few refusals to 

continue with a crime incident report once the screen question-

naire had been completed. This general attitude seemed to be 

evident for both interviewing methods. Lengthy interviews were 

conducted as a matter of course both over the telephone and in 

the personal interview situation. Interviews generally lasted 

15-20 minutes for the screen questionnaire and 5-10 minutes for 

each crime incident report completed. Interviews of up to 11/2 

hours duration involving as many as 10 crime incident reports 

were conducted with relative ease in both interviewing methods. 

This was certainly due, in part, to the subject matter of the 

survey. It was also particularly important for telephone inter-

viewers to be flexible in completing the interviews. This requir-

ed call backs when the entire interview was not completed during 

the initial contact. 

(c) Classification 

One of the advantages of a victimization survey is the 

flexibility for classifying and describing incidents. It is 

possible to approximate the U.C.R. classification by counting the 

most seriou crime within the incident and assigning a single 

crime code or to describe the various elements which gonstitute 

the incident. For example, the same incident might be clammed, 

in an effort to approximate UCR, as a "robbery" and according to 
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event analysis be described as an "assault with a weapon and a 

theft of over $200". The strength of the survey lies in the more 

complete-description. 

A single crime code can be assigned based on the answers to 

the items in the crime incident report. For example, to be 

classified as a robbery certain conditions must be present during 

the incident. First, there must have been something taken or an 

attempt made to take something and second, there must have been a 

weapon present or an attack or threat of attack on the respon-

dent. The classification is hierarchical with each incident 

being assigned a code based on criteria similar to the U.C.R. 

classificaton (the rules are contained in Appendix C). The order 

of classification for the Edmonton survey was as follows: motor 

vehicle theft, break and enter, robbery, rape, assault, theft and 

vandalism. Motor vehicle theft was scored first because U.C.R. 

assigns a code for motor vehicle theft each time it occurs regard-

less of other elements within the event. 

The results of the Edmonton pretest were encouraging in that 

the information for classification was relatively simple to 

collect. There are some weaknesses to consider however. For the 

crime of rape, and to a lesser degree the other crimes, the 

sensitivity of the information makes it necessary to wait for the 

respondent to volunteer information and it is impossible to 

collect the detailed information which is available to the police 

for such incidents. 



TABLE L. Police Classification by Survey Classification: Reference Subsample 

Survey Classification 

Police 
Classification 	 Break and 	 i 

Total 	M.V. Theft 	Enter 	Robbery 	Rape 	Assault 	Theft 	Vandalism 	Other 

	

No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 

Total 	 434 	42 	9.7 	108 	24.9 	42 	9.7 	2 	0.5 	50 	11.5 	136 	31.3 	41 	9.5 	13 	3.0 

M.V. Theft 	82 	34 	41.5 	6 	7.3 	1 	1.2 	0 	0.0 	1 	1.2 	33 	40.2 	6 	7.3 	1 	1.2 

Break and Enter 	76 	2 	2.6 	58 	76.3 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	1 	1.3 	10 	13.2 	3 	4.0 	2 	2.6 

Robbery 	 52 	1 	1.9 	8 	15.4 	31 	59.6 	0 	0.0 	5 	9.6 	7 	13.5 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 

Rape 	 12 	0 	0.0 	6 	50.0 	0 	0.0 	2 	16.7 	3 	25.0 	1 	8.3 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 

Assault 	 78 	0 	0.0 	10 	12.8 	7 	9.0 	0 	0.0 	36 	46.2 	13 	16.7 	4 	5.1 	8 	10.3 

Theft 	 71 	3 	4.2 	10 	14.1 	3 	4.2 	0 	0.0 	2 	2.8 	53 	74.7 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 

Vandalism 	63 	2 	3.2 	10 	15.9 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	2 	3.2 	19 	30.2 	28 	44.4 	2 	3.2 
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A comparison of the police and survey classification illu-

strates some of the difficulties of a hierarchical classification 

of incidents. The survey classified a number of each of the 

other types of crime as break and enters. This does not neces- 

sarily mean that the incident reports did  flot  contain the in-

formation necessary to be classified for example, as a robbery or 

rape but rather as a consequence of break and enters being class-

ified before most other crimes, any incident which involved a 

break and enter would not be available for secondary classifi-

cation. 

Of particular concern are the large number of motor vehicle 

thefts which are classified as simple thefts. The main reason 

for this appears to have been that the answer categories for 

coding the items stolen were insufficiently clear for inter-

viewers. The category "other motor vehicles" was intended for 

the coding of trucks, vans, motorcycles, etc. However, it ap-

pears that in many cases the interviewers specified the vehicle 

in the "other (specify)" category. This was quite simply recti-

fied by listing the categories on the questionnaire. 

Those incidents which, due to insufficient information, 

cannot be classified are also problematic. Each of these was 

reported to the police and during the survey as an incident but, 

due to errors or misinterpretation, key variables, necessary for 

classification, were not available. The information is not 

available for a variety of reasons. Interviewer coding errors 
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and data capture errors are two probable causes. The majority of 

the unclassifiable incidents, 8 of 13, were classified by the 

police as assaults. We can only hypothesize about why this 

occurred. These respondents have indicated in the screen ques-

tionnaire that they were "hit, kicked or pushed" during the 

reference period and yet have stated in the incident form that 

they were not attacked and not threatened. Perhaps these respon-

dents did not consider the circumstances of the incident as 

constituting an attack or threat. It may be that the respondent 

was responsible for the incident or that he or she was hit or 

pushed during a brawl and would not consider himself to have been 

attacked or threatened. 

The comparison of survey and police classifications of 

incidents illustrates some of the problems inherent in assigning 

a single crime code to each incident and emphasizes the advan-

tages of event analysis. 

5. 	Summary and Conclusions  

The Edmonton Reverse Record Check was the first stage in the 

development of a Canadian Victimization Survey. Due to the ne-

cessity of developing a cost efficient methodology, the crucial 

concern was the comparison of personal and telephone interviewing 

techniques. As well, the pretest provided information relevant 

to the questionnaire design and operational procedures. The 

following discussion will deal with the major decisions made as a 

result of the pretest. 
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Conventional wisdom with regard to telephone interviewing 

has been that long interviews are not possible. If this were 

true in all cases it would preclude the possibility of conducting 

victimization surveys by telephone due to the necessity of col-

lecting information on multiple victimizations. Howevïr, it was 

discovered during the Edmonton pretest that interviews of an hour 

or more were conducted with relative ease. Victimization surveys 

would appear to be more conducive to telephone interviewing than 

some other subject matters due to the interest of respondents in 

cooperating in a survey which may contribute to reducing crime 

rates. It is fortunate that those individuals who are subjected 

to the longest interviews are often the very respondents most 

interested in completing the survey because they have been victim-

ized the greatest number of times. 

The hit rate and response rate were other indicators which 

contributed to the final decision on telephone interviewing. The 

results show that for both these factors there were not signifi-

cant differences between the telephone and personal interview 

techniques'. Given these findings it would appear that telephone 

interviewing is the preferable data collection method considering 

the savings in cost. 

The question of the effect of telescoping on a victimization 

survey has not been fully clarified. The degree of accuracy of 

reporting the date of occurrence within the reference period is 

acceptable based on the objectives. However, due to the under- 
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estimating of the mobility of the victims selected, the problem 

of forward telescoping remains unanswered. It would not be 

warranted to base any conclusions on the samll number of cases 

that constituted this sample. The sample of unfounded incidents 

was also very small and it was difficult to assess their impact 

on a survey. A victimization survey asks the respondents to 

report any incident which they feel has involved a crime of the 

type being surveyed. If, at the time of the interview, the 

respondent considers that he/she has been a victim and reports it 

with sufficient detail to classify it then it would be included 

in the survey. The interviewer does not investigate the event in 

the manner of the police but only records the details of the 

incident. The concept of unfounded crimes, although relevant, 

may not have a significant impact on a survey due to the infre-

quency of such events. 

During the survey design it was felt that disturbing the 

peace might be a significant event to respondents, affecting 

their attitudes to crime and the police. However, it proved 

impossible to collect details of these events on the incident 

report designed for the other crimes and it would have been very 

difficult operationally to have a separate form specifically for 

disturbing the peace. It also became clear that individuals do 

not consider events commonly described as disturbing the peace to 

be significant unless they occur a number of times. The respon- - 

dent burden would have been far too great to consider collecting 

details of each of these incidents and therefore, it was consider-

ed appropriate to exclude these events from future surveys. 
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During the course of the field work of the Edmonton Reverse 

Record Check, a considerable amount was learned about the opera-

tional etoblems involved in collecting victimization data. The 

importance of interviewer training to the outcome of the survey 

can not be stressed too much. Two full days of training were 

used and this proved to be insufficient for conveying all the 

procedures and concepts involved in such a complex survey. 

Improvements in training should have a positive effect on all 

aspects of the survey collection. 

The necessity of providing the respondents with an avenue to 

verify the authenticity of the survey was apparent during the 

course of the pretest. It is not surprising that respondents 

might become suspicious concerning the motives of someone who 

contacts them by telephone and asks them how many nights they go 

out, if they leave their lights on and whether they have a bur-

glar alarm. The cooperation of the local police and local 

Statistics Canada representatives in providing survey verifica-

tion was essential in completing a significant number of inter-

views, particularly with individuals who have perhaps been the 

victim of a break and enter or theft. 

One of the most perplexing problems in collecting victim-

ization data is the question of series victimizations. The 

operational aspect of the problem is to reduce the frequency of 

series reports. The fact that the concept exists is a temptation 

for interviewers to record any group of incidents which remotely 
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fits the definition into this category in order to reduce the 

number of incident reports necessary. Making the definition too 

restrictive risks increasing the respondent burden. It remains 

to improve the training of interviewers and supervisors in the 

concept in order to minimize the misuse of the classification. 

Some change in the definition may make it possible to avoid 

misuse while reducing the frequency of series reports in some 

significant way. 

The problem of how to count series victimizations when they 

are reported is the other aspect of the problem (Feinberg, 1977). 

The fact that the respondent cannot remember details of the inci-

dents in sufficient detail to report them separately indicates 

that the number of incidents may not be accurate. For example, 

an individual who reports that her husband beats her almost every 

day and estimates the total as 250 is obviously not giving an 

exact number. But excluding incidents of this type from the 

final estimates risks underestimating the number of incidents by 

a considerable degree. There seems to be no completely satis-

factory method of dealing with this problem. 

The Edmonton Reverse Record Check answered the most impor- 

tant question by showing that it was feasible to conduct a victim- 

ization survey using telephone interviewing. However, inadequa-

cies in the questionnaire showed the need for a number of altera-

tions and as well, the problem of telescoping was inadequately 

studied. It was, therefore, decided that a second pretest was 

necessary. The second reverse record check conducted in Hamilton 

is discussed in the following sections of this report. 
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PART III: HAMILTON REVERSE RECORD CHECK 

1. 	IntroducZion and Objectives  

The second pretest was conducted in Hamilton during February 

of 1978. As stated previously, the Edmonton pretest had indicat-

ed that telephone interviewing was feasible. However, several 

other issues required further study and a second pretest was 

considered necessary to deal with these. Once again a reverse 

record check technique was employed to ensure that a sufficient 

number of victims were surveyed for each type of crime. The 

crimes sampled were assault, sexual assault(7), robbery, motor 

vehicle theft, break and enter, theft and vandalism. The object-

ives of the Hamilton survey were to test the ability of the 

questionnaire to elicit incidents, to investigate the effects of 

telescoping, and to test the revised field procedures. These are 

discussed in more detail below. 

(i) Hit Rate  

As discussed in the conclusion of the Edmonton study, the 

hit rates for the telephone and personal interviewing methods 

were not significantly different. This was the single most 

important factor supporting the feasibility of telephone inter-

viewing in Hamilton. However, it was felt that revisions could 

be made that would increase the overall reporting of incidents. 

Two changes in particular were considered important in improving 
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the success of eliciting incidents. The reference period for the 

Edmonton survey was the 16 month period from January, 1976 to 

April 30, 1977. This time frame was considered not only awkward 

but too lengthy for good recall. The Hamilton survey was to have 

a 12 month reference period which coincided with the calendar 

year 1977. The screening items were also revised in an attempt 

to elicit more incidents, particularly those referring to the 

crimes with the lowest hit rates in the Edmonton study. 

(ii) Telescoping 

The telescope sample for the Edmonton survey was chosen from 

the six months prior to the reference period. It was to be used 

to evaluate the effect of respondents reporting an incident which 

occurred prior to the reference period as occurring during the 

reference period. 

Due to the mobility of victims, the non-interview rate was 

higher than predicted and therefore, a very small sample was 

available for study. The selection specifications for the tele-

scope sample in Hamilton were increased in order that sufficient 

cases be available to determine the effect of this phenomenon. 

As in Edmonton, the incidents were chosen from the 6 months prior 

to the reference period. 

As well, the effect of internal telescoping, the incorrect 

reporting of the month of occurrence during the reference period, 

was also investigated. 
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(iii) Telephone Survey Procedures  

e.• 

The Edmonton study suggested a number of revisions in train- 

ing procedures and general interviewing methods that could be 

incorporated and tested in Hamilton. As well, a number of chan-

ges were made to the questionnaire. Although, individually, 

these were not of a magnitude which would have warranted a furth-

er pretest, the total of the revisions suggested the need for a 

second reverse record check. 

2. 	Study Design 

(i) The Sample 

As was the case in Edmonton, the objectives of the Hamilton 

pretest necessitated a "reverse record check" design. With the 

cooperation of the Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Force, 2862 

individuals listed as victims of one of the seven crimes included 

in the survey were selected from the offence reports in the 

police files. In contrast to Edmonton, a camouflage sample was 

not incorporated into the design of the Hamilton pretest. Re-

sults of the Edmonton Reverse Record Check indicated that the 

city directory sample did not successfully camouflage the police 

file sample. The interviewers were very suspicious regarding the 

source of the sample and many had, in fact, surmised that the 

sample had been selected from the police records. In order to 

provide an effective camouflage sample, the proportion of non- 
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victims would have had to be greatly increased and budgetary 

constraints ruled out this option. As well, it was felt that 

determining the feasibility of conducting victimization surveys 

would be better served by increasing the police file sample. 

In the Edmonton pretest, the age limit of 18 years of age 

was a constraint imposed by the Edmonton City Directory. As a 

consequence of dropping the camouflage sample, it was decided 

that the age cut-off would be 16 years of age for the Hamilton 

Reverse Record Check. 

The Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Force maintains a 

computerized file with McMaster University of all crimes which 

are reported to the department. Details were sent to McMaster 

specifying the number of police files to be selected. This 

specification was provided by month of occurrence and occurrence 

classification. For each month, a simple random sample for each 

of the seven crimes was selected and a listing of offence report 

file numbers was produced. The selected files were pulled by the 

police department and the project team then determined if the 

incident was eligible for inclusion in the survey and if so, 

recorded pertinent details of the incident. There were two 

distinct subsamples chosen from the police files - the reference 

sample and the telescope sample. The reference sample consisted 

of victims of the selected crimes during the period January 1, 
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1977 to November 30, 1977. This subsample will supply informa-

tion on the magnitude of internal telescoping as well as provid-

ing  the testof whether the questionnaire is more successful in 

eliciting reports of the selected crimes than the questionnaire 

used in Edmonton. The telescope sample was chosen from incidents 

occurring during the period July 1, 1976 to December 31, 1976. 

This subsample was selected in order to investigate further the 

extent to which individuals report a crime occurring prior to the 

reference period. 

In contrast to the Edmonton Reverse Record Check, an un-

founded subsample was not selected for the Hamilton study. 

Unfounded incidents are generally of two different types. The 

first type consists of incidents where the individual himself 

usually decides that a crime did not occur. For example, an 

automobile is reported stolen but the individual later discovers 

that it was parked on a different parking level. Incidents of 

this type are relatively infrequent and seem to have no impact on 

the survey. The second type of unfounded crime consists of 

reported sexual assaults where the police determine that no 

sexual assault has actually occurred. However, the individual 

usually feels that he/she has been victimized. In the Edmonton 

pretest, all of the unfounded sample incidents which were report-

ed to interviewers were of this type. The police had unfounded 

these cases due to insufficient evidence or due to a misclassifi-

cation. Based on the Edmonton experience, it was decided that no 

separate sample of unfounded incidents would be selected for the 
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Hamilton Reverse Record Check. Rather, unfounded incidents of 

sexual assault would be included within both the reference and 

telescope samples. For the reamining crimes, unfounded incidents 

would be excluded. 

Several assumptions were made which affected the number of 

police files initially selected by McMaster University. It was 

known that there is a high mobility rate among crime victims. 

Based on the results of the Edmonton Reverse Record Check, where 

the non-interview rate had been underestimated, response rates by 

type of crime were arrived at for each subsample. As well, it 

was known that a portion of the initial selection of the police 

files would be incidents which were out-of-scope for the survey. 

Excluded as being out-of-scope were cases where the victim was 

under 16 years of age at the time of interviewing and cases where 

the victim lived outside the geographic area policed by the 

Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Department (Wentworth County) 

at the time the incident was reported to the police. As in 

Edmonton, commercial incidents were only included if, during the 

commission of the commercial crime, a personal crime also occur-

red. Also, for all crimes except sexual assaults, unfounded 

incidents were considered to be out-of-scope for the purposes of 

this survey. 

In order that the interviewing could begin in January, 1978, - 

it was necessary to conduct the actual selection in December. 

Therefore, only incidents occurring prior to December 1, 1977 
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were available for selection. The reference sample consisted of 

victims of the selected crimes during the period January 1, 1977 

to November 30, 1977. This time frame corresponded approximately 

to the reference period of the survey. A sample of victims of 

break and enter, assault, theft-motor vehicle, theft and vandal-

ism was selected. For the crime categories of robbery and sexual 

assault, all incidents that were within the scope of the survey 

were selected. For the reference sample, the expected and actual 

number of sample cases follow. 

TABLE M. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by Type of Crime: 
Reference Subsample 

Sample Size 
Type of Crime 

Expected 	Actual 

Break and Enter 	 308 	361 

Robbery 	 - 	 129 

Assault 	 341 	407 

Sexual Assault 	 - 	 94 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	 297 	 289 

Theft 	 297 	306 

Vandalism 	 297 	297 

The telescope sample was chosen from incidents occurring 

between July 1, 1976 and December 31, 1976. In Edmonton, a very 

small number of successful interviews were completed with this 

subsample because non-interview rates had been underestimated. 

Therefore, a large number of incidents were included in this 

sample for the Hamilton pretest. As well, in Edmonton, only 
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victims of break and enter, assault, robbery and theft were 

included whereas for the Hamilton Reverse Record Check victims of 

each of the seven crimes were included in this sample. All 

eligible cases of robbery and assault and a sample of victims of 

break and enter, theft, theft-motor vehicle, assault and vandal-

ism were selected. The expected and actual sample sizes for the 

telescope sample are provided in the following table. 

TABLE N. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by Type of Crime: 
Telescope Subsample 

Sample Size 
Type of Crime 

Expected 	Actual 

Break and Enter 	 174 	181 

Robbery 	 - 	78 

Assault 	 204 	201 

Sexual Assault 	 - 	66 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	 168 	178 

Theft 	 168 	181 

Vandalism 	 168 	163 

In summary, there were a total of 2931 incidents selected 

from the Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police offence reports. 

Fifty-seven individuals were selected for two different incidents 

and 6 individuals were chosen for three incidents. The sample 

consisted, therefore, of 2862 individuals. 
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(ii) The Questionnaire 

Thé-  two questionnaires, the screen and incident forms, 

employed in Hamilton were of the same basic format as the docu- 
- 

ments used in Edmonton. The screen form is administered to each 

respondent and provides information concerning attitudes to the 

police and crime, behaviour and demographic characteristics of 

respondents and probes for incidents of crime during the refer-

ence period. The incident form is required for each separate 

victimization a respondent reports. It is designed to collect 

information which will allow for the classification of each 

incident as well as describing the context of the situation. 

Generally the Edmonton questionnaire format and content was 

adequate, there being no obvious flaws which prevented the collec-

tion of the necessary information. However, many improvements 

were suggested and three general precepts governed the redesign. 

First, an attempt was made to reevaluate the Edmonton question-

naire in light of new information requirements and priorities. 

An effort was also made to reduce the number of questions in 

order to reduce the total amount of time necessary to complete an 

interview. Second, the interviewers felt that less formal word-

ing would improve the flow of the interview. An attempt was made 

therefore to make questions more colloquial, reducing the tempta-

tion of the interviewers to rephrase the questions on the docu-

ment. The third objective of the redesign was to close the 
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open-ended items remaining on the document. All written re-

sponses on the Edmonton questionnaires were manually coded and 

subsequently, appropriate response categories were developed. 

A number of minor revisions were made to the questionnaire 

which do not require discussion. However, some specific changes 

are worth noting. Several more introductions to groups of ques-

tions  were added in order to provide respondents with an explana-

tion of the purposes of questions and, when it was not obvious, 

their relationship to victimization. This had been noted by the 

interviewers as an effective method of improving the flow of the 

interview. 

The Hamilton document had an increased emphasis on crime 

prevention concerns, specifically, awareness of and participation 

in various police sponsored programs. As stated previously, 

providing information for the planning and evaluation of crime 

prevention programs is a major objective of victimization re-

search. Future surveys are likely to be conducted on a local or 

regional level, and therefore, the ability to supply police 

departments with small area data concerning their programs is 

desirable. It may also be that questions concerning local pro-

grams encourage respondents to cooperate because of the relevance 

of these programs. 

Another major revision was made in collecting information to 

determine the employment status of respondents. The relationship 
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between victimization experience and employment may be an indica- 

tion of an individual's risk of being a victim. The Edmonton 

questionnaire contained items which would have defined a respon- 

dent as employed, unemployed or not in the labour force during 
- 

the week preceding interviewing. .Associated with these were also 

questions which would have classified the industry and occupation 

of those individuals who had worked. This was not entirely 

satisfactory because the reference periods for employment and 

victimization experience differed. 

The questions required to collect work pattern information 

with a reference period similar to the victimization data would 

have been too extensive to be included in the questionnaire. As 

a compromise, respondents were asked to state their main activity 

during the previous year - that is working, looking for work, a 

student, a retired person or a homemaker or housewife. If the 

respondent had a job at any time during the year, standard indus-

try and occupation questions were asked. It should be stressed 

that these questions are not designed to provide employment 

status 'similar to the Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey 

definitions, but rather to be used in combination with other 

variables such as income and education in an effort to differen-

tiate and characterize risk groups in the population. 

The questions which probe for reports of incidents were not 

substantially redesigned, although based on the Edmonton results 

and interviewer comments some changes were made. Emphasis was 
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placed on improving the reporting of vandalism and assault which 

were the two crimes least successfully elicited in Edmonton. A 

single screening question was used in Edmonton to elicit reports 

of vandalism. Based on the type of incidents which went unreport-

ed, an additional probe was developed which dealt with vandalism 

to motor vehicles. 

In an attempt to increase the reporting of incidents of as-

sault, the screening items were asked earlier in the series of 

probes and the introduction was revised. The interviewers also 

noted that the screening items appeared repetitious to some 

respondents. Several items were reworded in an attempt to avoid 

this impression. 

While there were no major changes to the incident form, a 

number of questions which had been open-ended were closed based 

on the responses in Edmonton. Several other questions were 

dropped, most notably, the question concerning why incidents were 

reported to the police. The experience in Edmonton was that when 

incidents were reported, the respondents were incredulous when 

asked why, the most common answer being, "because it was a 

crime". 

- 
In contrast, respondents appeared to have no difficulty 

answering the item which asked why incidents were not reported to 

the police. The most common responses which were received in 
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Edmonton were employed to develop dimensions for a revised  ques- 

tion.  Seven possible reasons for not reporting an incident to 

the police were read to respondents and they were asked to state 

whether it had been influential, somewhat influential or not 

influential at all in their decision to not report the incident 

to the police. 

(iii) Interviewing Procedures  

Twenty-two telephone interviewers and four supervisors were 

hired to conduct interviews from February 6 through February 

28th. A three day training period was held to familiarize inter-

viewers with the survey and its objectives. Emphasis was placed 

during the training on allowing the interviewers to complete 

numerous mock interviews and practical exercises. A very useful 

technique was to have interviewers phone each other during the 

training, which allowed them to acquire telephone interviewing 

techniques and more realistic experience. The interviewer who 

acted as the respondent was able to provide a critique of the 

other interviewer and many potential problems were avoided or 

corrected before the actual interviewing began. 

Although no camouflage sample was employed in Hamilton it 

was important that interviewers not expect an incident to be 

reported during each interview and become overzealous in their 

interviewing, biasing the survey results. This was accomplished 

by instructing interviewers that an unspecified portion of each 
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assignment was out-of-scope for the survey and therefore should 

not be reported during an interview. As well, it was emphasized 

that all questions be asked exactly as worded, in particular the 

screen items, in order that their productivity might be evaluat- 

ed. 

3. 	Results  

(i) Response Rate  

As was the case in the Edmonton pretest, the response rate 

was not expected to approximate rates which would be obtained in 

future victimization surveys. Respondents were selected from 18 

months prior to interviewing and individuals, especially victims 

of crime, are very mobile. Considering this, the overall re-

sponse rate of 60.48% was as expected. Table 0 summarizes the 

final status of each interview. 

TABLE O. Final Status of Interview 

Final Status 	 Number 	% 

Total Listed 	 2862 	100.00 

Moved, dwelling demolished, abandoned, 
converted to business 	 602 	21.03 

Interview prevented by death, sickness, 
language problem 	 106 	3.70 

No one home 	 133 	4.65 

Refusal 	 140 	-4.89 

Household temporarily absent 	 103 	3.60 

Traced to wrong individual 	 29 	1.01 

Non-Interview (type not stated) 	 18 	0.63 

Completed 	 1731 	60.48 
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The non-interviews which are of particular interest are the 

refusals and those prevented by language problems. Although all 

surveys -encounter these situations, telephone interviewing tends 

to increase their magnitude. Interviewers find it much more 

difficult to communicate on the telephone to a respondent who is 

not fluent in either English or French and it is not possible to 

recruit interviewers with language abilities in every language 

encountered during a survey. It is also much easier for a re-

spondent to refuse an interview on the telephone rather than when 

they are face to face with an interviewer. However, it would 

appear that neither of these non-interview types are of a magni-

tude which would reduce the reliability of future surveys to an 

unacceptable level. 

The response rate can also be determined by type of crime. 

For those selected for an incident during the reference period, 

the response rate ranged from 52.58% for assault to 67.87% for 

break and enter. For the telescope sample, it ranged from 29.49% 

for robbery to 64.04% for motor vehicle theft. The comparison of 

the personal crimes of assault, sexual assault, theft and robbery 

with the household crimes of break and enter, motor vehicle theft 

and vandalism is the most striking. Overall, the response rate 

for those selected for household crimes was 65.49% while those 

selected for personal crimes had a response rate of only 54.65%. 

Table P provides the response rate by type of crime for each 

subsample. 
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TABLE P. Response Rate by Type of Crime by Sample Type 

Reference Sample 	Telescope Sample 

Type of Crime 

Number 	% 	Number 	% 
Responding 	 Responding 

Break and Enter 	245 	67.87 	114 	62.98 
Robbery 	 69 	53.49 	23 	29.49 
Assault 	 214 	52.58 	103 	51.24 
Sexual Assault 	 51 	54.26 	29 	43;94 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	188 	65.05 	114 	64.04 
Theft 	 205 	66.99 	105 	58.01 
Vandalism 	 197 	66.33 	104 	63.80 
All Crime 	 1169 	62.08 	592 	56.49 

(ii) Hit Rate 

The hit rate represents the proportion of crimes selected 

from the police files which were subsequently reported during the 

survey. The project team manually compared the details recorded 

from the police file with the total information collected during 

the interview and decided whether or not the incident had been _- 

reported. For incidents occurring during the reference period, 

the hit rate was 71.79%, ranging from 55.66% for assault to 

82.09% for robbery. Overall this represented an increase of 

approximately 9% from the telephone sample of the Edmonton study. 

It is assumed that this increase was primarily the result of 

revisions to the questionnaire and the change in the reference 

period. The following table contains the hit rate by type of 

crime for those selected for an incident occurring during the 

reference period. 
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TABLE Q. Hit Rate by  Type of Crime: Reference Subsample 

Hit Rate 

Type of Crime 	 . 

Number 	Z - 

Break and Enter 	 198 	81.48 

Robbery 	 55 	82.09 

Assault 	 118 	55.66 

Sexual Assault 	 39 	76.47 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	 128 	69.57 

Theft 	 163 	80.30 

Vandalism 	 126 	65.63 

All Crime 	 827 	71.79 

The most dramatic increase was for vandalism which improved 

by approximately 25% compared to the telephone sample in 

Edmonton. Since vandalism had the lowest hit rate in Edmonton, a 

second screening item was added probing specifically for damage 

to motor vehicles. This was likely the main reason for the 

improvement. 

The only crime for which the hit rate decreased was motor 

vehicle theft. It appeared during the matching operation that 

those not reported in the survey were incidents of vehicles being 

recovered quickly and with no damage, incidents where the vehicle 

was taken without permission of the owner and later returned or 

incidents of attempted motor vehicle theft. In such circums- 
■••• 

tances, the victim suffers no actual loss and may be less likely 

to recall the incident. 
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The definitions of two crime categories were altered for the 

Hamilton pretest. A new category was formed, sexual assault, 

which included rape and indecent assault. All other attacks 

constituted the category assault. The changes in reporting rates 

for .  these categories are partially the result of this redefini-

tion. Indecent assaults were very well reported in the Edmonton 

pretest and when these incidents are combined with rape, the 

reporting rate is very similar to the category of sexual assault 

in Hamilton. However, the remaining assaults in Edmonton were 

reported very poorly and there is an actual increase of approxi-

mately 20% from Edmonton to Hamilton. However, assaults continu-

ed to be reported with less frequency than any other crime. The 

following table may provide a partial explanation for this pheno-

menon. 

It appears that, similar to the police reporting, victimiza-

tion surveys are less likely to have incidents reported that 

involve offenders known to the victim, particularly relatives, 

than when the offender is a stranger. This may result from the 

fact that incidents of assault by relatives are frequent for some 

individuals and may characterize the victim's lifestyle rather 

than constituting a salient event. 
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TABLE R. Relationship of Victim-Offender by whether reported in 
interview for Assault 

- 	 Reported 
Relationship to 
Victim 

Number 	%- 

Stranger 	 45 	71.43 

Known 	 45 	56.25 

Relative 	 14 	29.17 

The following table shows the reporting by type of injury 

for assault. Those who reported to the police that they suffered 

no injury seem to report incidents as readily as those who suffer-

ed injuries. The categories of knife wounds, gunshot wounds and 

internal injuries do not contain a sufficient number of cases to 

judge the effect of severity of injury. 

TABLE S. Type of Injury by whether reported in interview for Assault 

Reported .  

Type of Injury 

Number 	% 

None 	 25 	 52.08 

Knife wounds 	 2 	100.00 

Gunshot wounds 	 1 	100.00 

Broken bones or teeth knocked out 	 17 	 58.62 

Internal injuries, knocked unconscious 	 3 	100.00 

Bruises, cuts, black eye(s) 	 59 	 52.68 

Other injury 	 11 	 64.71 
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Although assault has the lowest hit rate it would not be 

possible to exclude it from victimization research due to its 

threat to an individual's security and its direct impact in terms 

of injury and attitudes. Also, actual surveys will uncover 

information additional to that which is presently available from 

the police as well as significant numbers of unreported crimes. 

(iii) Telescoping 

There are two types of telescoping which are of interest in 

the victimization pretest, internal telescoping and forward 

telescoping from outside the reference period. Internal tele-

scoping, the misplacing of an event within the reference period, 

has little effect on the survey results unless one is attempting 

to estimate the incidence of crimes for time periods shorter than 

the reference period. However, it does supply an indicator of 

the accuracy of the respondent's recall and is a problem that 

should be kept in mind in future surveys when producing esti-

mates. 

Table 1 in Appendix E compares the month of occurrence as 

recorded in the police files with the month reported in the 

interview and it appears that, for the most part, respondents 

report incidentsin a range centred about the month of occur-

rence. The percentage of respondents able to accurately report 
•••• 

the month, however, was reduced considerably in the Hamilton 

survey compared to Edmonton. The main reason for this seems to 
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have been respondents who reported that they didn't know the 

month of occurrence rather than those who reported a month but 

were inaccurate. The number reporting a "Don't Know" was 10% 

higher in Hamilton than in Edmonton. This also influences Table 

T which shows the reporting accuracy by type of crime. 

As illustrated in the table, the accuracy of reporting 

improves markedly for all types of crime when a one month leeway 

on either side of the actual month of occurrence is allowed. 

That is, it is acceptable if the month of occurrence is the same 

in the police files and in the survey or if the date reported in 

the survey is either one month immediately preceding or one month 

immediately following the actual month of occurrence. 

TABLE T. Reporting Accuracy by Type of Crime: Reference Subsample 

Reported in 	 +or - one month of 
Correct Month 	month of occurrence 

Type of Crime 

Number 	% 	 Number 	% 

Break and Enter 	88 	44.44 	142 	71.72 

Robbery 	 26 	47.27 	39 	70.91 

Assault 	 57 	50.44 	74 	65.49 

Sexual Assault 	15 	38.46 	31 	79.49 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	57 	44.53 	83 	' 	64.84 

Theft 	 48 	30.19 	94 	59.12 

Vandalism 	 39 	31.45 	69 	55.65 

The problem of forward telescoping is of greater concern 

than that of internal telescoping. The following table shows the 
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hit rate by type of crime for the telescope sample. Overall, the 

hit rate of 21.37% is similar to the results of the Edmonton 

pretest. It appears that, to a certain extent, the reporting is 

confounded by the same factors that affect reporting during the 

reference period. That is, the types of crime well reported for 

the reference sample are often the same types of crime most 

likely to be telescoped into the reference period. For example, 

the percentage of assaults telescoped into the reference period 

is only 14.85%. This is the result of assaults being poorly 

reported in the survey in general rather than victims of assault 

being more accurate in their recall. 

TABLE U. Hit Rate by Type of Crime: Telescope Subsample 

Hit Rate 

Type of Crime 

Number 	7. 

Break and Enter 	 27 	24.11 

Robbery 	 2 	8.70 

Assault 	 15 	14.85 

Sexual Assault 	 9 	32.14 

Theft-Motor Vehicle 	 19 	17.43 

Theft 	 30 	31.25 

Vandalism 	 20 	19.61 

All Crime 	 122 	21.37 

— 

The above table provides the hit rate by type of crime for 

those selected for incidents in the telescope sample. -  Two pat-

terns of telescoping emerge which indicate two distinct kinds of 

errors are being committed. Respondents have a tendency to 
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report incidents which actually occurred in the last 3 months of 

1977 as occurring in the first few months of 1978. This is 

probably 1.ue to respondents remembering the appropriate time of 

year but incorrectly recalling the month, as was also often the 

case with telescoping within the reference period. As stated 

previously, telescoping tends to have this net forward effect. 

It is unlikely that without having bounded interviews or a much 

shorter reference period, this could be significantly reduced. 

A second type of recall error seems to be that of respon-

dents recalling an incident which occurred in the year previous 

to the reference period and reporting it the following year. 

This is suspected because of the unusual pattern of incidents 

reported exactly one year after the actual month of occurrence. 

For example, incidents which occurred in August, 1977 were often 

reported in August, 1978. Although some improvement was made in 

reducing this error over Edmonton, it is suspected that a further 

reduction might be possible by emphasizing the reference period. 

(iv) The Questionnaire 

The basic design of the questionnaire proved, as in 

Edmonton, to be amenable to a telephone methodology. Interview-

ers were able to complete interviews of up to two hours without 

unusual problems. As in Edmonton, a thorough debriefing was held 

with interviewers and supervisors to evaluate the effectiveness 

of the format and concepts. 
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In the following discussion, the questionnaire can be con-

sidered in sections. The attitude questions (screen questions 

7 - 13) are designed mainly to provide an introduction for respon-

dents to the subject of the survey and to interest the respondent 

in completing the interview. The intention is to make these 

questions easy to answer and provide the respondent with an 

opportunity to give an opinion about crime and the police. They 

appear to accomplish this, although some respondents seemed 

puzzled by the concepts of "crime" and "neighbourhood", which 

admittedly are quite vague. 

The questions which concern protective measures such as 

burglar alarms, locking doors and various community programs 

(screen questions 14 - 23) cause problems for most interviewers. 

It is at this juncture that respondents question the authenticity 

of the survey. However, the necessity of investigating the risk 

of criminal victimization and the importance of these variables 

precludes dropping them. It emphasizes however the necessity of 

having the cooperation of local police departments when conduct-

ing the survey. Often respondents stopped the interview at this 

point and verified either with the Statistics Canada office or 

with the police concerning the authenticity of the survey or the 

interviewer and continued the interview after this was accomplish- 

ed. There does not seem to be any way of rephrasing these ques-

tions which would dispel the impression of some respondents that 

they are being set up for a break-in. 
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The demographic questions (screen questions 24-38) are 

problematic in very predictable ways. The questions concerning 

income and age are sensitive to some respondents as well as those 

questions which refer to the respondent's job. The magnitude of 

the problem indicates that they are an irritation to many respon-

dents but seldom, if ever, are interviews terminated at this 

point. 

The probes tend to be tedious for respondents who were not 

victims during the reference period. Answering "No" to 20 con-

secutive questions might be expected to have this effect. How-

ever, the yield of each probe indicates that a significant number 

of incidents would go unreported if several of the present probes 

were dropped from the questionnaire. In fact, it is suspected 

that the more probes emplo .yed the greater the number of incidents 

which would be reported. Therefore, there is a compromise be-

tween respondent burden and the effort to elicit the greatest 

number of incidents possible. 

The- incident form, with a few exceptions, received no criti-

cism from respondents or interviewers. This is likely due to the 

factual nature of the information being collected. An exception, 

however, was the question concerning why an incident was not 

reported to the police. The respondents were read a series of 

statements and asked to state whether these were very influen-

tial, somewhat influential or not at all influential in not 

reporting the particular incident to the police. The categories 
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tended to elicit a yes or no answer from respondents and it was 

burdensome for both interviewers and respondent to repeat the 

response categories for each of 7 reasons. This problem is 

amplified due to certain categories being inappropriate for some 

crimes. For example, if nothing was stolen during an incident it 

is not relevant to ask how influential it was in the decision not 

to report, that "Any items taken were recovered or returned". 

Part of this problem can be rectified by simplifying the ques-

tion; however, certain reasons for not reporting will continue to 

be inappropriate for some types of crime. 

As mentioned previously, the information in the crime inci-

dent report can be collected with very little difficulty once a 

respondent has volunteered that an incident has occurred. The 

detail of information allows for considerable flexibility in 

classifying and describing the event. One possible classifica-

tion is a single code which attempts to approximate the U.C.R. 

classification scheme. As in Edmonton, it was possible to com-

pare the police classification with this survey classification. 

There is a considerable overall increase in the number of inci-

dents classified identically by the police and by the survey. A 

number of factors were responsible for this, most importantly the 

improvements in the questionnaire and the training of interview- 
4 

ers. The actual classification rules, included in Appendix F, 

remained basically the same. Particularly striking is the improve- 
- 

ment in the classification of motor vehicle thefts. Expanding 

the response categories pertaining to types of motor vehicles 

taken during an incident was likely the main reason for this. 
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TABLE V. Police Classification by Survey Classification: Reference Subsample 

Survey Classification 

Police 
Classification 	 Break and 	 Sexual 

Total' 	M.V. Theft 	Enter 	Robbery 	Assault 	Assault 	Theft 	Vandalism 	Other 

	

No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 	No. 	% 

Total 	 827 	123 	14.9 	232 	28.1 	47 	5.7 	17 	2.1 	121 14.6 	175 21.2 	98 	11.9 	14 	1.7 

Motor Vehicle 
Theft 	 128 	114 	89.1 	2 	1.6 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	9 	7.0 	2 	1.6 	1 	0.8 

Break and 
Enter 	198 	1 	0.5 	139 	95.5 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	5 	2.5 	3 	1.5 	0 	0.0 

Robbery 	 55 	4 	7.3 	2 	3.6 	34 	61.8 	0 	0.0 	2 	3.6 	13 23.6 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 

Sexual 
Assault 	39 	0 	0.0 	2 	5.1 	2 	5.1 	17 	43.6 	13 33.3 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	5 	12.8 

Assault 	 118 	0 	0.0 	9 	7.6 	9 	7.6 	0 	0.0 	97 82.2 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	3 	2.5 

Theft 	 163 	3 	1.8 	16 	9.8 	1 	0.6 	0 	0.0 	0 	0.0 	134 82.2 	7 	4.3 	2 	1.2 

VandaLism 	126 	1 	0.8 	12 	9.5 	1 	0.8 	0 	0.0 	9 	7.1 	14 11.1 	86 	68.3 	3 	2.4 
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The classification of sexual assaults seems least likely to 

conform to the police classification. Due to the sensitivity of 

such incidents it is not possible to ask respondents specifically 

for information which could be employed to differentiate a sexual 

assault from other types of assault. For this reason, one-third 

of the incidents the police classified as indecent assault were 

classified by the survey as an assault. 

The percentage of incidents which the survey could not 

classify was reduced in Hamilton. It is necessary to emphasize 

that while the comparison of police and survey classification is 

valuable for identifying problems in questionnaire design, the 

more descriptive classifications which are possible will be more 

useful in analyzing the event in future surveys. 

The definition of a series was altered for the Hamilton 

pretest. The number of incidents required to constitute a series 

was increased from three to four. This was an attempt to reduce 

the number of series incidents reported as it was apparent from 

the Edmonton data that a significant number of series reports 

included three incidents. Therefore, for Hamilton, to be con-

sidered a series a group of incidents must be similar in detail, 

there must be at least four incidents, and the respondent must be 

unable to recall the details of the individual incidents well 

enough to report them separately. 
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The results of the Hamilton pretest indicate that the vast 

majority of series crimes consisted of four, five or six inci- 

dents. Approximately 30% included 4 incidents, 20% included 5 

incidents and 17% were of 6 incidents. Although considerable 

emphasis in training was placed on the concept of series and on 

limiting the number of series incidents reported, it does not 

appear to have been entirely successful. The two factors which 

most likely contributed to this are that interviewers are con-

fronted with the situation only 3 or 4 times during the survey 

and may not recall the restrictions of the definitions. Also the 

temptation to reduce their workload by summarizing a group of 

similar incidents is considerable. 

There are no concrete solutions for reducing the number of 

series incidents reported. Further training is unlikely to be 

effective. A considerable amount of time is devoted to the 

concept already, and given the frequency of its occurrence, 

further training would likely have a minimal effect. 

The attempt to reduce the number of series incidents report-

ed was successful to a limited degree. However, it remains that 

certain individuals are victimized a number of times over a year 

and cannot report the incidents as distinct events. There are, 

in fact, several related theoretical and operational problems 

that must be considered. 
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Certain individuals such as police officers or nurses may be 

exposed to risks and suffer from minor assaults on almost a daily 

basis. It is conceivable that these incidents are not within the 

scope of a victimization survey since it may be that these indi-

viduals should not be considered the victims of crime. However, 

all incidents related to an individual's job cannot and should 

not be excluded. Other series incidents may characterize an 

individual's lifestyle. For example, someone who is frequently 

involved in "barroom brawls" may report in the survey those 

occasions when he lost. In these examples, the incidents cannot 

be recalled primarily as a consequence of their frequency. Other 

reports are those which are grouped in a series due to the fact 

that they are very minor. For example, a respondent may recall 

being the victim of 10 minor thefts during the reference period 

but cannot distinguish the details of any of the individual 

incidents. 

When estimating the incidence of crime, reports of series 

create a problem since it has not yet been determined how to 

count series reports. The very fact that they are dealt with 

differently is an admission that they are exceptions. The anal-

ysis is complicated by the fact that the individual's estimate of 

the number in the series is often a "wild guess". Equally impor- 

tant is the fact that only one incident form is completed for a 

series of incidents and although all the events in a series are 

similar, according to the definition, a summary description of 

the details of an event perhaps cannot be compared with the 
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details of the victimization reported by others in the survey. 

The analysis of risk and impact would be confounded by this 
e/a• 

situation. In this discussion no solutions have been suggested 

other than urging that every effort be made to reduce the number 

of series events reported by reducing those which involve inter-

viewer errors. Series incidents will not disappear and although 

including them in some analysis such as comparing the demograph-

ics of victims and non-victims in general terms may be accep-

table, caution should be employed and it is perhaps advisable to 

deal with series events separately. 

4. 	Summary and Conclusions  

The overall improvement in the results of the Hamilton 

pretest indicated that the methodology for conducting telephone 

victimization surveys was successful. In addition, the debrief-

ing and additional analysis provided inputs which were valuable 

for further modification to the questionnaire. Fortunately there 

were no major problems unearthed which necessitated changes in 

the basic design. 

The hit rate improved significantly indicating that the 

changes in questionnaire design and reference period were effec-

tive although there is no way to determine the degree to which 

they influenced this improvement. At this level, the hit rate 

would suggest that the methodology is successful and that future 

surveys are feasible. 
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A reverse record check methodology emphasizes the hit rate 

as a measure of the success of the victimization research. It 

should be remembered however that measuring crimes reported to 

the police is only one aspect of the survey objectives. As well 

as collecting more information than is presently available on 

those crimes reported to the police, crimes not reported to the 

police are also reported in the survey. While both police and 

survey estimates of the number of incidents are likely to under-

estimate the actual number of crimes occurring, experience has 

shown that victimization surveys will uncover more incidents than 

are reported to the police. For the purposes of planning and 

evaluating crime prevention programs it is the comparison of 

estimates between two or more surveys that is important rather 

than an estimate at one point in time. Victimization surveys 

should provide less biased and more informative data on which to 

plan and evaluate programs. 

Telescoping remains a difficult consideration. It is possi-

ble to drastically reduce the problems posed by telescoping, 

however, the solutions may not be congruent with the constraints 

of Canadian victimization surveys as stated in this paper. 

Through bounding interviews in a panel design, the difficulty of 

forward telescoping can be almost entirely removed and shortening 

the reference period would reduce internal telescoping. These 

alternatives could be employed if an ongoing survey was anticipat- 

ed but this is not the case. 
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The amount of internal telescoping suggests that, given a 

year reference period, estimates for shorter periods may not be 
- 

reliable. Again the effect of this can be minimized if it is 

remembered that the emphasis is evaluation and therefore, it is 

the change in estimates that is crucial. It would be assumed 

that any telescoping would be constant over two or more unbounded 

surveys. 

During the Edmonton and Hamilton pretests, it became very 

obvious that an essential procedure for a successful victimiza-

tion telephone survey was the verification of the authenticity of 

the survey by the local police department. Many respondents 

became wary when the questions concerning burglar alarms, locked 

doors and activity patterns were asked and certainly this was 

with some justification. Respondents were given both the local 

Statistics Canada and police department telephone numbers if they 

questioned the survey. This happened with regularity and al-

though no estimate as to the exact number was available from the 

police it was obvious that hundreds of interviews would not have 

been completed without this procedure. In Hamilton, it was 

possible to brief a group of employees and police officers work-

ing in a unit which was on duty 24 hours a day concerning the 

objectives and content of the survey. All calls were to be 

channelled to this group. As well, a bulletin was circulated 

with a summary description of the survey to all other police 

officers. For the most part this  worked very well. However, due 

to changing personnel and calls being directed to other locations 
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some minor problems were experienced. It also became evident 

that telling respondents that they could verify with the police 

was often sufficient reassurance to have them complete the inter-

view. However, these same respondents tended to become sus-

picious at some later time and on occassion would phone the 

:police several days later, with a hazy description of the survey 

in which they had participated. The following guidelines were 

formed as the result of the two pretests and would be recommended 

for future surveys: 

(I) The police number should be one listed in the telephone directory; 

(2) All calls should be handled consistently at a centralized location 
within the police department; 

(3) Calls must be answered at all hours of the day; 

(4) The police should not be expected to justify the survey but strict-
ly verify its authenticity. 

The cooperation of the Edmonton City Police Department and 

the Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Department was essential 

to the success of the pretests both during the sample selection 

and interview periods. 

The overall objective of the pretests reported here was to 

produce a cost-efficient victimization survey methodology which 

would address the needs of researchers concerned with crime and 

its efféet on society and those directly involved in efforts to 

reduce crime. In order to identify and include within the ques- 

tionnaire these information requirements, consultation took place 

with representatives of law enforcement agencies, researchers and 

those experienced with victimization studies in the U.S. 
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Both telephone and mail methodologies were initially con-

sidered in an effort to develop a cost-efficient method of collec-

tion.  The  mail  alternative  was discarded due to the complexity 

and detail of the information which was to be collected. For - 

example, operationally, it did not seem feasible to mail out to 

each respondent a sufficient number of incident reports to allow 

for one to be completed for each victimization during the refer-

ence period when a respondent may have been victimized 10-15 

times. Concepts, such as series crimes, complicate this further. 

The methodological tests revealed the telephone and personal 

interview methods to be comparable. In fact, on most criteria 

the results were more similar than expected. As has been empha-

sized, it was felt that an important factor in the success of the 

telephone was the police verification procedure. Personal inter-

viewers, equipped with Statistics Canada I.D. cards, do not 

contend with respondents questioning their legitimacy, whereas 

this is a considerable problem for the telephone interviewers. 

The subject matter of the survey tends to reinforce the uncertain-

ty of sOme respondents contacted by telephone. 

The survey design did not anticipate a particular level or 

coverage for future full-scale surveys. Rather, it was intended 

that the content of the survey vehicles, with minor modifica-

tions, could be applied at almost any level or jurisdiction where 

there was an interest in gathering information for the planning 

and evaluation of crime prevention programs. The type of program 
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evaluated and the level of information required would dictate 

whether the survey would be carried out at a local, regional, 

provincial or national level. The fact that most crime preven-

tion programs are carried out locally would seem to argue for 

survey applications at this level. In its present form, we feel 

that the survey design is amenable to a variety of possible uses. 

An obvious ommission from this discussion is reference to a 

sampling frame for future surveys. Two avenues which have been 

investigated are the use of a random digit dialing technique and 

telephone company listings. Random digit dialing has been re-

searched in the U.S. with very satisfactory results. Telephone 

company listings, if available, may also be an excellent frame. 

They contain, on computer file, all subscribers who would typical-

ly be included in a telephone directory as well as non-published 

numbers. An advantage of the telephone listings is that it 

allows for the exclusion of business subscribers, therefore 

drastically reducing the number of non-productive calls. It is 

also updated frequently thus avoiding a number of pit-falls 

normally associated with employing a telephone directory as a 

sampling frame. 

It will be necessary for future surveys to deal with tele- 

phone sampling on an ad hoc basis given the population to be 

studied, the geographic area to be covered and other idiosyncra-

sies of a specific survey. 
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The final stage in the development of a tested and document- 

ed Canadian Victimization Survey was a pilot survey producing 
- 

data related to the original objectives of the research. A 

survey was conducted in Vancouver during January and February of 

1979. At the time of writing of this report, the data resulting 

from that survey were being analyzed. 
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Footnotes  

1. Portions of Part I of this report are based on an article by 
J. Evans and G. Leger which appeared in the Canadian Journal of 
Criminology. 

2. We are not of course arguing against methodological comparisons of 
victimization survey results and official statistics. Many cau-
tious but optimistic researchers think that some formula can be 
worked out which would allow the use of official statistics as a 
proxy for the rate of crime. See for example, Hindelang (1974) and 
Skogan (1974). For reviews of the problems encountered when UCR 
statistics are used as measures of crime, see Oosthoek (1975), 
Black and Reiss (1970), Giffen (1965), Kitsuse and Cicourel (1963), 
Skogan (1975b), Milakovich and Weis (1975), and Seidman and Colizens 
(1974). 

3. Open ended questions with no precoded response categories were used 
in the Edmonton study to determine the reasons for reporting and 
not reporting incidents to the police. As in the case of questions 
on satisfaction with police responses and with court outcomes, the 
available information on these matters was limited to American 
sources so that prespecified dimensions were omitted in the 
Edmonton questionnaire in order not to restrict the scope of the 
answers. The Hamilton questionnaire then included prespecified 
dimensions on these questions based on those identified by the 
Edmonton study. 

4. The feasibility of a mailed questionnaire for the Edmonton study 
was explored. The idea was rejected as operationally impossible 
because of the length and complexity of the questionnaire required 
to meet the objectives of victimization surveys. 

5. It should be noted that some telephone interviewing is done in the 
N.C.S. Interviewers in these surveys are required to make personal 
contact with each household, but are then allowed to conduct tele-
phone interviews with those persons not present during their ini-
tial visit. 

6. The sample was manually selected by the project team from a com-
puter printout produced by the police and pertinent details of the 
incident were then recorded. However, the number of out-of-scope 
cases which would be encountered was underestimated and the initial 
selection had to be supplemented by another sample in order to 
obtain the-number of cases required. It was, therefore, a quota 
sample of criminal incidents although a representative sample of 
the seven crimes. 

7. In the Edmonton Reverse Record Check, the crime of rape wES sampled 
separately and indecent assaults were included with the crime of 
assault. However, for the Hamilton pretest, the crimes of rape and 
indecent assault were regrouped as sexual assault since it was felt 
that the survey could not differentiate between the two. 
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Appendix A 

Edmonton Questionnaires 

The screen questionnaire and the crime incident report 
employed by the telephone interviewers have been in-
cluded. Except for the front page, the questionnaires 
employed by the personal interviewers were identical. 



2 New phone number if necessary: 1 

4 Number of incident reports completed: 5 Assignment Number: 

1 	II  

gip Stems Canada Staasudue Canada 

VICTIMIZATION TELEPHONE SURVEY 

CONF10EKTIAL 
when compicaed 

Statistics Canada is in the process of developing a survey for the So-
licitor General of Canada which will be used to provide information for 
planning and evaluating crime prevention programs. To be sure that the 
questions provide useful information, they must be tested in advance, 
and that is the purpose of this survey. Your answers will be held in 
the strictest confidence and used only for statistical purposes. Your 
cooperation in answering these questions will be greatly appreciated. 

3 if respondent cannot be reached at the above phone number, mark "X" 

in the box provided and contact your supervisor. 	E] 

Trne No 	D 	ned 	CentotIle Ns=ream 	 Caabete Neterntrnent 	  Meng 	 am 
Doreen nme 	eee"'g 	Me. 	leinng 	Web" 	IheY 	MUM" 	Wm 	Nome 	Siam at 	Nana* 	Tee 	Date 11-12 	nca' 	el) 124 	 reamer 

, 	  

-.- 	
, 	  

„ 

- 

_l 	 1 

6 

" 	7 For use of interviewer supervisor only - Final status of interview: 

lanwrertiesare tat Meow là 
Nolan at bulb manes' 

lefflte SUILT1 



10 In the le« year or Iwo  do you ECM that crime haa 
Increased, decreased or rwrseined about the same . . 

In your neighbourhood' . Whet *bout In Edmonton? 

°Increased 	 s °Increased 

Qo.cvsas. 	 s °Decreased 

s °Same 	 i  °Same 

4 0Don'i know 	 i  °Don't know 

11 How sole do you feel or would you Mel welkin Mono in 
your neighbourhok DURING THE DAY? 

10 very  site  

:0 Rtasonsay side 

30 Somewhat unsafe 

40 Very unsafe 

SO Da* know 

12 Mow *bout AFTER DARK • hoar rate do you Seel or wouId 
you feel welting alone In your neighbourhood? 

10 Very sale 

20 Reesonany see 

10 Sornewttat unsate 

40 Very mule 

10 Don't know 

16 Nos this pattern of going out or staying home chenged in 
Me bat year or two  as  a moue ot Mar of crime? 

i0 No 

10 Yosi  

What changed? 

1  Free oF Au., I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW OUES-
=NS AbOUT YOUR OPINIONS ON CRIME ON GENERAL 

9 Do you Mink your neighbourhood is  an  area with a II* 
amount of crime, an wore, amount of crime or  • low 
amount of crime? 

10 Se 

AVIIIINIt 

30 Low 

40 Don't know 

14 Does your local peas force do  s  good job, an average 
job or  s  poor pas in the Meowing  arias:  

Mal 	MUM. 	p left 
144 	 414I 

1. Ihoresecttuf to people Oise 	,..«% 
1/0 210 00 yourself? 	 

2. Giving probection le the 
people in your 
neighbourhood? 	In0 810 

3. Enforcing the laws? 		180 n0 U0 nO 

4. Promptness in responding 
110 no 10 cabs? 	 

/M. 

15 On overage, how merty nights  s  none do you go out to . • 
(Mood web activity and mark number of nights) 

lb 	firIRI 

1 VW friends, relatives or 'bowies- 	
111111 tames at their own homes? 	  

:FT1  
3 The movies, theatre, spixis events? 	 3 

4 Shop et night? 	  4 

5 Wort nights, go to school, attlerid 
$0 night classes? 	  

6 Are them any other Minos elat you emnstimei  go  out 
to do AT PROFIT thet I haven't mentioned? 

ees 

70 Yes 

What? 
lb 	4414liarft 

	  orri  

2 	  
	  171 

2 A renteurant. pub/ber? 	  

13 How do you titbit your neègribourtexxl compare* erith 
others in  the Edmonton area In terme of the amount 
el crime? Would you say your neighbourhood has . . . 

10 Iliscit were crime? 

s° Mr» crone? 

80 About Um sarne? 

40 Lae crime? 

SO blue lees came? 

40 Don't mow 

Illi Wm malty someone hor s  during the day . . 

M the present time? 	1Vhat about in the iset peer or tool 

1 ON0 	 SONO  

30AS day 	 tOAN 0« 

sOres.,‘ 	 . OTèn\ 

40Peri day 	 • 0 lieu nnT 

MIX fan 



THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT PRECAUTIONS SOME PEOPLE USE TO PROTECT THEMSELVES AND THEIR PROPERTY 
AGAINST CRIME. THrS INFORMATION WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE PRECAUTIONARY MEA- 
SURES.  

18 At the prisent  Urne, is your home kept locked . . . 

	

mini 	we r 	ervivim 	wry 	err 	awl 

	

Ne re 	 Sr 	 aee• 

1. During the day when sfflione Is home? 	•0 	II2  0 	1:0 	84 0 	00 	ei0 

2. Owing the day when no one is borne? 	00 	• 0 	18 0 	1.0 	110 	U0 

3. At night when DOTOOfla is home? 	u0 	i40 	a0 	1.0 	17 0 	31 0 
4. At night  when  no one is home? 	is0 	n0 	210 	210 	»0 	'.0  

19 Are any house lights lett on when no one is home? 	 23 Within the last year or hvo, have you doneanything (sise)
to protect yourself or your property against crime? 

10 sways 
10 No 

20 Most of Inc  time 
20 Yes 

20 Sometimes 	 Y 
What? 

40 tia•oiy ever 	 When? 

SO Never 

80  Dont  knobs 	
Month yea r 

	

2 	  

20 to there a burglar slum system in your home? 	 month  year  

10 No —lb- go to 22 	 NOW, 1 WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 

70 Yes  

i 	 24 What is the Gale  of your birth? 
When did you buy It? 

IIIII 	 Mil 
OR 	

Dèy 	Month 	Year 

30  Dont  know 	
Cc:0es  for  months 

01 January 	OE May 	09 September 
02 February 	06 June 	10 October 

21 iknv often is It switched on? 	 03 March 	07 July 	11 November 

	

04 April 	08 August 	12 December 

10 Always 

20 Most ot the time 	 25 Note responetent 	sex. 

80 Sornehmes 	 10 Male 

40 Hardly ever 	 e0 Female 

SO Never 
26 What is your marital status? 

SO Don?  know 

10 Single Insert minted) 

22 Does your household participate Ni  the program Operation 
Identification? 	 tO Married 

10 No 	
... 	 30 Wiriowed 

20  Dont  enos 	
40 Separated 

80 Y*1_1 	
10 Divorced 	

— 

Y 
When did your household  loin? 	 27 Are you the head of the househoid? 

OR 	 10 No 

40  Dont  know 	 20 Yes —le» po to 29 

&MN Olt1S72 



28 What le your reietionehip to the heed of the houeersoid? 	33 Whet is the Immune which you find learned to epos* end 
ettli understand? 

10 Spouse 
10 &tonsil 

3(2>  Son or caterer 

30 French 

3C) Parent 

70  Germai  
40 Oiner 'mine .... 

40 Italian 

SO Non • realm, 

SO Ukrarmen 

29  Ii  your evening owned or is it rented by a member ol this 
isousehoid? , 	 40 Native Wean Or Mud (Eskimo) 	• •• 

10 Ownect 	 70 Netneriands 

30 Renter, 	 10 Penn 

10  oie'  • srec.'y• 	10 Othe r (»eddy/ 	  

30 Whet type of dwelling os it? 	 34 Diet you do eny work at aft usr WEEK nOt =bunting 
work around the houle? 

IOSInwe nr....Jse 
10 No 

20 Semi • os;a:ned c• soupe 
30 Yes —7. go to 34 

30 Rown.suse 
30 Permsrenny enable 10 work •ellw gro so 41 

40 Duplex 

50 Anerrmem net or multiple dwelling 	
35 LAST WEEK. did you have a job et which you did not 

work? 

s0 Omer isoccdr. 	  
IC) N O 

31 How long have you lived et this address? 	 0Atisem -3.- 90 lu 38 

I 	 Numter Of yeere 

OR 	 0 LaTet  
70 Less men a  yea. 

36 Have you been looking for wort in the pest tour sowseks? 
When did you move in? 

3 	 [ 	 III 	 JO Y es 

	

lunntn 	Year 

10 Nol  

t 
32 What is the highest grade or year of echookng you ever 

compieted? 	 When did you iest work? 

30 up ro kb* years ago —P.  90 to 38 
710 No SerlOOling 

a30 Some 	. 	
10 Foe, Or more  yerirS 1190 

SO Newer worked 	

} go 10 41 

	

• 	ELE7.4ENTARv 

W0 Comoieteo 	 _  

37 la more any  tesson  why you =amid not tais.e a job UST 
1370 Some 	 WEEK? 

HIGH SCHOOL 

es0 Compleund 
JO NO 	 . 

POST SECONDARY EDUCATION OR TRAINING 

110  Se°. 	
20 Y.% 

UNIVERSITY Or TEACHER'S COLLEGE 	 f 
le7 0 COMpleed 	 Why? 

30 Already 	 Si po 
w0 Sorne 	 COHMUNITv. JUNIOR COLLEGE. 	

'u 
 

180 C.enpierri 	 CEGEP OR TECHNICAL COLLEGE 	
40 Temporary  illness 

10 Going so scrod 

IC Some 	 -1 
JOTHER EDUCATION OR TRAINING 	 10 0m.; (aDectry) 	  

Il0 Comeeled 

ebeilde :111/11171 



38 For whom did You (last) wOrk? (Name of business. 'oven> 	44 (Other than in the incident(s) already mentioned) Did »mom 
aunt department or agency Or person.) 	 TRY to take something from you by wing force or threat of 

force, ouch  as  in a hoidup or mugging? 

.0 N o 

e0 yet, -iv- NOW MANY 11MES? 	 I 	I 	I 

39 What kind of business, industry or service was this? 	 43 (Other than In the  incident(s) *early mentioned) Since 
(Give full description: e.g. pape '  box  manufacturing, 	 ifinuery 1, 1976, did anyone break into or itieoetly enter your 
retail shoe store, municipal board cif education.) 	 (home/apartment), garage or another building on your 

PrierlY? 

IIII 	  

10 No 

20 Yes -0- 140W ktANY TIMES? 	 1 	I  
	  46 (Other than in the incident(a) alreedy mentioned) Did anyone 
40 What kind or work were you doing? (Give a full description: 	find a door 1immied, a bock forced or any other egns of 

e.g. posting invoices, selling shoes, teaching primary school.) 	IllfterTIPI8121  Uinta' onfrY7  

I 	I 	 10 N° 

tO Yes -v- 140W MANY TiliES? . 	 I 	I 	I 

 	47 Did anyone get into a place where you or any member of 
your household were temporarily staying ,  such  as  a hotel. 
motel, vacation home or friands home and TAKE aometheng 

41 Approximately, what was your total family incarne from all 	belonging to you or your houeehold? 
sources during 1976? (Include all salaries, wages, tips, 
commissions, etc.) 

SO No 

i0 Don't know 
tO Yes —0-  MOW MANY IMES? 	 I 	i 	I 

io Less than 4.000 

48 Did you or anyone in your housenold own a motor vehicie 
30 4.00C - 6.999 	 (car, truck, motorcycle, etc.) anytime during the lest 

16 months? 

40 7.00: • 9.999 
10 No •••••• go to 53 

sO 10.000 • 14 999 
tO Yes 

80 15.000 - 19.999 
 Fl
i
w many different motor vehicies? 

70 20.00 0  - 29 999 t 	1 	I 
IIC) 30.000 ono over 

	  49 INTERVIEWER CHECK REM: 
NOW f WOULD UKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT 	it greater than gi e in  Question 49 
SOME *ntiNGs THAT MAY HAVE HAPPENED TO YOU DURING 	(more ttum one motor vehicle) 	 10 Go ro 50 
THE LAST 16 MONTHS, THAT IS, FROid JANUARY 1, 1976 TO 
APRIL 20, 1977. WHEN I ASK YOU THESE QUESTIONS, TELL 
ME W AN'fritING OF THAT KIND HAS HAPPENED TO YOU. 	 Otherwise tonly one rnOtor wentUe) 	 30 Go ro 51 

42 Since January 1, 1976, did anyone take eornething directly 	50  Whet  was the  eresteit  number  el Inc" wegeles  eur  
from you either by using force or threat of force. such as 	household hod at any one time durirvg this period? 

in a hoiclup or mugging? 	
1 	I 	I 

:0 Ne 
., 

	

$ 1 Did anyone  sisal or try to steal (ffieny of them)? 

10 Yes -0-  HOW MULNY 111AES? 	  I 	I 	1 
0 No 

43 (Other than in the  Incident(s) already mentioned) Did you 
have your pocket picked or your brieteeee, beg or purse 	 tO Yes -e- HOW WPM TIMES? ..,„ 	 
snatched since January 1, 1976, that ie , in the last 16 
months? 

52 (Other ttsan In the Mecum*, aireedy mentioned) Did anyone 
Mast or  by  to steal part of (ftiany of them), such  as  8 

'ONO 	 ' 	 battery, hubcap, a tapedeck or a radio? 

10 Yes -0-  MOW MANY TIMES? 	 ION° 

tO Yes -P. HOW »NY TINIEST 	 1 	I 	I 
411111134 ; 



53 (Other Men in the incident(*) nrsodY merrionad) Since 
January 1, 1976, did anyone «eel anything that belonged 
to you personally from 'node any cot or truck, such as 
packages or clothing? 

61 (Other then In the incidenos) oiroodry owentioned) Old rayons 
114REATEN  10 let you or beet you up or IHRSATD4 you with 
• brie, gun or some other weapon? (DO NOT Induce threats 
weer the telephone) 

i0 No 

10 Yet -0- MOW MANY TIMES? 

10 No 

JO Yes -I,1> NOW MANY TRIES? 	  

34 (Other than in the incident(*) already mentioned) Was any-
thing  Malin  that woe kept outside your home, such as a 
bicycle or lawn furniture? 

10No 

10 Yes •41. HOW MANY TIMES? 

62 (Other then in Me Incidentla) already fesenboesed)Did anyone 
TRY to Mack or moist you in any woe 

10 No 

tO Yes -41» MOW litANY TIMES? 	 1 - 1 -1 	 11  
!le 

33 (Other than In Me incident(s) already mentioned) Was any. 
thing stolen that belonged to you at your piker of work, 
at school, a theatre or while travelling, such  as  money 
from your suitcase or a eyelet from your locker or desk? 

10 N° 

70 Yes -le. 140W MANY TIMES? 	 F 1 1 
36 (Other than in the  incidents)  already mentioned) Was eny. 

thing at alt that beiongerf to you stolen during the last 
18 months? 

10 No 

20 Yes -.0,• NOW MANY TIMES? . 

37 (Other than in the incident(*) alnekly mentioned) Since 
January 1, 1976, did you find any evidence that 80$11,• 
one attempted to steal something Mat belonged to yrou? 

10 NO  
70 Yes 	HOW MANY TIMES? 	  

63 (Other than in the Incident(a) Weedy mentkirwd) Did anyone 
deliberstely damage or destroy any property bekriging to you 
or iany member of the hinnehont since January 1, 1976, such 
as I window in year home or an aerial on your car? 

10 No 

tO Yes 	HOW MANY 71118F-S? 

64 Did enyone annoy or bother you to the «tent Met you moor 
tad or considered reporting the incident to the poke, such a 
loud meek horn Individuais or parties or oars racing in 
your etreet? 

10 240  

20 Y0$ 

t4OW MANY TIMES? 

What happened? 

	 11 1 

THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT WHETHER YOU'VE 
BEEN ATTACKED OVER THE LAST 16 MONTHS. AN  ATTACK 
CAN BE ANYTHING FROM BEING HIT, SLAPPED OR PUSHED. 
TO BEING SHOT, RAPED OR BEATEN UP. WHEN I ASK YOU 
THESE QUESTIONS. TELL ME IF ANYTHING OF THAT KIND 
HAS HAPPENED TO YOU. REGARDLESS OF WHO ELSE 
WAS iNVOLVED. 

38 (Other than in the incident(*) already mentioned) Were you 
knifed, shot or  •ttacked with lame other weapon by anyone 
at all since January 1, 1976? 

10 No 

r0 Y•s -0.• HOW MANY TIMES? 

59 (Otter ttian in the incident(*) airskY mentioned) Dicl 4111Yone 
beat you up, hit or kick you or brow something at you, 
such  as 5 rock or  battis?  

10 140  
e0 Yes -0,  HOW MANY TIMES? 	  

63 Since January 1, 11176.  did you cad Me poke to report eon 
thing (else) Met happened to you which you thought wee 
crime? (Do not count any calls to the poke concerning Me 
inCidente you have already mentioned.) 

po to 87 

tO Vol 

Mho happened? Arleen tees? 

	LC 

2. 
60 (Other than in the incident(*) aksady mentioned) Did anyone 

attack or molest you M any other way during Me het 11 
months? 

10 No 

10 Yes -110. HOW MANY 7118F-5?   	

3. 

eme:stam 



66 INTERVIEWER CHECK MAI: 	 69 (Other than in the  incident(s)  already mentioned) Have you 
EVER been the victim of a serious crime? 

Dio the inctoentts, in Question 65 mvo, ve 

it  • ttack of Inter o •ttack' 	 10 No 

10 No 	 tO Yes -s- What happened? Anything Mee? 

	

20 Yes -0.- How many times?   I 	I 	I 	 1 	  

ti) sleeting or attemots 9  
2 	  

3 0 NO 

How many times? 	 I 	I 	I 
70 Has any relative or triend EVER been the victim of a serious 

crime? 
m., Oreakinc ono enteral; oi • iremes' 

1 0 No 	 10 N° 

10 Yes -b-  How many tirnes?   I 	I 	J 	70 Yes -4,- What happerwd? Anything Mee? 

iv) vanoetstr', 	 I 	  

7 0 No 
2 	  

i0 Yes -4,- How many times? 	.......... J 	I  

	

67 (Other than in the incident(s) *treacly mentioned) During the 	71 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM: 
lest 16 months, did anything (else) hePOtin tti Ytiu which  you  
thought was s crime but did not report to the police? 

If any entries for "How many times ," in any of the 
screen questions (excluding Question 64 ;  

20 

IO No - 	
III OUI a Crime Incident Report for each  time 	I 0 4. po rc 69 

Yes 	
Otherwise terminate the interview 	 20 

vi 
lbe sure to copy the Identification nurnber from the tabs/ 

What happened? Anything else? 	 Into the apace provided In Hem 1 of the Incident Report 

1  	•ach time you compiete an Incident Report for a respondent, 

COMEHTS: 
2 	  

68 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM: 

De the incioent(s) in Question 67 involve 

I)  attack ot threat  of  elliCk ,  

10 No 

10 Yes -s-  How many times? 	 I 	 

to stealing of attempts" 

ION° 

40 Yes -0- How many, times? 	 E 	I 	I 

in) &earwig end entenno or •ttempts' 

SONO 	 -- 

40 Yes -41. How many tense? 	 1 	1 	I 

iv) vanceiism? 

70 No 

SO Yes -I. Now many times? 	 r—T-1 	

. 

OlMeas INV) 



Go to 12 

Month 	Year 

SO Don't know 

4 On whet day of the week did the incident take place? 

10 Der 	  
OR 

20 WeekOay 

30 Weekeno 

40 Don't know 

Go lc 10 

5 About what time of the day did tt happen? 

206 a m -12 noon 

the day 	 10 During 	 30 12 noon-6 p.m 

4 0 Don't know 

SO AI night 	  

110 Don't know 

0 6 p m•12 midnight 

0 12 mionight.6 ern 

0 Don't know 

6 Did this incident take  place  vrtthin the city limns of 
Edmonton? 

0 Somewhere else in Canada 

zO ito  

40 Yes 

What street Or streets dld the Incident happer' near? 
Ind{cate cross streets,  for  example, Jasper end_ lor 
inoot block  of abbe for example, on 102" 
Avenue between 196'" end 117" filbeeta. 

City, 

I 0 Outside of Canaria 

Province 

I  ay 	s• 	Strs*.zJe 
Ca-.eza Ca-sea 

VICTIMIZATION TELEPHONE SURVEY 
Crime Incident Report 

CONFIDENTIAL 
wnen complete 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	12 7 Where did this incident take  place? For exemple, was It  at  
home,  at  school or in a perk?  (Mark  all that apply) 

1 Scientific-onion number: 

2 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM A: 

és this report for a aeries of crimes? 

1 0 Ne 

20 Yes 

aiQ  In  own home 'apartment (Include attempted 
break-in) 	 . Go to II 

v0 In garage on your property (tnclude 
attempted Drear.in) 

INTERVIEWER:The following questions refer only to the 
most  ,.cent Incident. 

3 You said that since January 1, 1976 (refer  te  appropriate 
screen question for description of Incident) 

in what month did (this/the most recent) incident happen? 

1301n °the' building or your properly (include 
affempled break In) 

IMO In vacation home (include attempted 
break-in, 

N O In holeirmote. room 

ISO In home 01 frienct, relative or acquaintance 

170 In commercial building where respondent 
works LOCO es  a store ,  restaurant. bar 
bank gas station, arena or staCiurri, bus 
or train Station 

• 0 In any other commercial building such as 
à store restaurant, bar  baril' pas Station, 
arena or stadium, bus or train station 

1100n public transportation (bus ,  train, 
streetcar, subway. etc ; 

110 In office building or factory where 
respondent workS 

110  any other Office building or factory In 

120 In your yard (include vandalism of home) 

130 On sidewalk/street directly In front ot 
behincl/besioe your home/apartment 

140 In your drtveway, carport 	 

1301n apartment hall, stainvell, laundry room . 

1110 In parking  lot  of your home/apanment 	 

your neighbotrthOod 1100n a thelewalkistraet in 

NO On a sidewalk/street near work 	.. 	. 

NO On any other sidewalk/street . 	. 

110 In a park, feet ptayground (other than 
SChool)  in  your neighbourhOod 	  

1101n any other park, ten Of OlIfygrOUnd 
(other than school) 	  

nO in a public parking lot 	  

ISO kettle school or on school grounds . 	 

NO Other (smelly) 	  

II Do you men  the  dwelling you're lying In now? 

Go to 16 

30 No 

t(-) Yee 1.• GO to 12 

Moen • Matt bearroulusaw. 	Ilimar 



9 	*het type of duelling were yvu  living In et the dme of 	15  Now did the persords) (get initry to get In)? 
this Incident? 

10 Through unaockect *nor or window 
i0 single house 

tO WI key 
20 Sent•Oetoene Or  double 	

C) 

Other (specify) 	  
30 Rownouse ... 	 Go to 12 	40 Dont  Mar 
s0 Due« 

10 Apartment. sal or multiple Owelimg 	 16 Were you torment W any  time during  lis  intedent? 
... 

IC Other (soec•ty) 	 10 No ,•00- Go to 33 

10  Were you a customer, an emptoyee or an moor? 	 20 Yes 	 . 

i0 Customer 	 17 Were you vrlth unisons W the time cd the imidert? 

20 Employee 
10 N0  

30 Owner 
10 Yee 

40 Omer (specityi 	  
	  18 Did Ms pereon(s) Irtf0 Careened the  sot  hove a 	pon, 

ouch as a pun or inide or something  ha  wee using as a 
11  Did the person(*) steal or try to steal anything that beinnoad 	weapon, arch as à rock or  botter? 

to the store ,  office, restaurant or rectory, etc.? 

10N0  
10 Yee 

20 No 	 Go ro li 	20 Veil  
I' 

30 Dont know 	 Whet was the weapon? (Wat* al Mr apply) 

12 Did the person(s) live there .or have a tight to be there? For 	20 Hencigun 
• xample, WIIS/Werf• the pamor(s) a guest or workman? 

40 Long  WO 

tO Yes -to' Go ro 16 
tO Knife 

e0 NO 10 OM« (IDeCliy), 	  

30 Don't know 

	  19 Did the penion(s) htt you, knock yvu  down or actually 
attack you 	y way? 13 Did the perm») actually get In or just try to get in? 	

in an 
 

tO Actually got  tri 	 10 40  

:0 Tne lo get in 	 tO Yee -1m Go to 23 

i0 Don't know 	. 	 20 Did the pereon(s) treater% you with loom in  any  way? 

14 Was there any evidence  such  as a broken lock or window 	 10 No -11,- Go to 22 
Mat the person(*) forasdaried to torts his/her way in? 

10 Y ee 
tO Don't know 

20 NO 	
21 Now  were  you threatened? My °err woe 

• (Ma* oil Oaf apply) 

10 Yogi  

7 	 10 virce4 rem of moo 
Whot was the evidence? (Wert alf eel apply) 

°Van* Mao of enact (oat«  titan  ND«) 
40 Smear tour or broad 'door 

30 Weapon  prisant or thrummed with «soon 

10 tkosen or loran basement miaow 	 Go to 31 
• 40 Artsinoted snack Mt mapm e.g. Ile al 

s0 gram or lace other miaow 	 Go to 111 
0 Obract tram at arson 

10 Same screen 
°Other (*Meer) 

80  Dinar  (specify) 

*Ma t «an 



25 Did you receive any medical or dental attention Weer the 
attack? 

10 No —fir- Go rc 31 

10 Yes 

26 Where did you receive the medical mere dental attention? 
(Mark  all that apply) 

10 Al a hospital 

70  At  the scene of me incident 

SO At a clinic 

40 Dentist's °SIC! 

80 Doctor's office 

sO work On SChODI 

/0 Al  home 

80 Other ISpeCilyr 	 

Go ro 

24 What were the injuries you suffered, if any? Anything else? 
(Mark  •ll that apply) 

10 None "44- Go to 31 

Ripe 

SO Attempted rape 

40 KM, wounds 

SO Gunshot wounds 

.0 Broken  bones or teeth knocked out 

10 internal Injuries. knocked unconscious 

•0 Brumes. cuts, black 've (s) 

CO Other (sandy; 	  

22 What actually happened? Anything  •lse? 
(Mark all that apply) 

Someennp taken 

10 Attempted or threatened to  raki  somelhrng 

10 Harassed ' ,gurney abusive language 

40 Forcible enliy or attempted forcibie entry 
01 house apartment 

sO Forcible entry or attemptec tor:Able entry 
of cc* 

i0 Damaged of destroyed ProPer 1 1 

tO Anemplec or threatened to damage properly 

10  Omet  rspecapi 	  

23 An attack can be anything from being hit, slapped or pushed, 
to being shot ,  raped or beaten up. You've just told me  that 

 you were attacked. What happened? Anything  sise?  
(Mark all that apply) 

Go so 31 

siO Rape 

w0 Thee lc rape 

stClJ MoiesteC 

iwO tried to  moles'  

es0 Hit with obiecl held in hand 

IMO Kruteo 

1110 Snot 

110 Hu by tnrown object 

U0 fill Fielded. knocked down 

110 Grabbec held. tripped termed pushed 

HO Other ispecrryi 	  

27 Did you receive emergency room treatment only or did 
you have to stay overnight? 

10 Emergency room oniy 

/0 layeZ overnight or longer 

How many nights? .. 

28 Excluding anything paid by insurance, what  wax the amount 
of your medical expenses resulting  from  this incident? For 
exampte, the cost of eyeglasses, dental bills, medicine, 
braces ,  wheelchairs and any other injury related medical 
expenses. 

sill1 1 	tod 

10 No cost 

10 Dont  know 

tNTERVIEWER. tf respondent  dois  not know exact amount 
encourage him/her to give best estimate. 

29 Did the injuries you suffered result in your not being able 
to carry out your normal activities? 

tO No 	Go to 31 

tO Y es 	For how rnany *lys? 	 I I 

30 As rue of your not being able to carry out your normal 
activities, did you suffer any Matelot loss tor which you 
were  not compenseted? 

tO N° 

tO Yes 	How much?  $ 

31 Did you do anything to protect yourself or your property 
during Ow Incident? 

Go so 33 

I 	1 	I 

0 N° 

0 Yes 

411B.17 111I-71 

1 



_ NoMblef 

30 Don't know 

32 Whet did you do? Anything else? (Mark ad that apply) 

:0 Use: a weapon 

20 m'' kicked e tnreatened ottenaer 

30 Reasonec we, ottmaer 

30 Screamed yelleo tor help 

s0 Le scene ran away 

80 Nee on to prowl) 

10 Sirudpied tor possession ot properly 

40 Cooperated we offender 

10 Oilier rsdeCoe ,  

33 was the incident we  are  talking about committed by only 
one person? 

10 Yes 

:0 Nc 	Go Io 40 

3ODOflh know —18,- Go tc, 

:0 Age — 

70 Don 1 know 

1111.■7• 

36 Did you know this person? 

}Go to» 

10 Y  es 

30 No r• e stranger, 

30 Don  1 know 

37 Sow well did you know him/her? 

}Go to 31 

10 Known Dy set onty 

10 Casual acquaintance 

30 wck known 

40 Relative 

45 Now weft wore they known? (Mark all that apply) 

iC) Known try sign: only 

t0 Caw& acouaimancets) 

i0 Wei known 

}Go  70 47  

38 Mow eras heiehe Meted to you? 

i0 Spouse 

10 Es•soouse 

s0 Parent 

40 Son. oaugnier 

s0 Brother or um,  

.0 Other rolatnee (SpeCity) 

34  Wu the person male or ternste? 

10 Male 

10 F e male 

e0 DOn  7 know 

39 At the time of this inekdsett, do you It** that the person 
seas under the influence of alcohol or other drugs? 

t moon* 

N° 
SO Don't know 

40 »ow many pintons? 

41 Were they mate or  we  they female? 

tO All male 

10 Ail female 

at ano tenale 

40 Don't know 

42 Mow okl woukt you say the youngest was? 

i0 Age 	  

pon'l know 

43 Sow oirl would you say the oidest was? 

30 

 

10 YeS..■,..3 0 
Otter &VP 

Go to 41 

35 Mow old would you say the person was? 
Dont  know 

44 Were any of the persons known or rotatad to you or 
WI dilly MI strangers? 

10 All strangerS j Go lo 47 
10  Dont  know 

30 i  mauves 
}Go to la 

40 Some retattves 

10 All known 

s0 Some known 

46 »ow were they related to you? (Mork all that •pply) 

10 Spouse 

tO Ea-spouse 

10 Parings) 

40 Sonlenieucnier(s) 

s011itotnertursisiertsl 

.0 Other (spectly)   

omeAren 

10 A ge 

mu.. • 

.■■■ 



iNTERVIEWER: Exclude stolen cash and enter 8 0 lof 
stolen cheques and credit cards even 

they were used. 

47 At the lime of this incident, do you think that any of these 
persons  were  under the Whaler« of alcohol or other drugs? 

t 0 Alcohol 
10 

7 U Othe :  drugs 

40 NO 

SO Don't know 

48 Was anyone (eke) there besides the parson(s) who 
cornmettisd the act? 

10 Yes 

10 N° 

20 Dont  know 

49 How many of these perm:es were hermiel Of threatened? 

10 None  P  Go ro 51 

OR 

à 1 11  Number of persons 

50 Were any of these persons who were harmed or threatened 
members of this houeehold? 

10 N O 

70 Yes —a> how many? 

51 Was anything stolen that belonged to you Of this household 
during this incident? Do not include property stolen from 
business. 

10 Yes —10 - Go ro 56 

20 110  

SO  Dont  know 

56 What wu taken? Anything else? Mark all that apply) 

10 Cash S 1111111/6  
and/or 

Property (sterk en our apply) 

1 0 OnlY cash taken 

SO Purse 

410 Wallet 

40 CO` 

•0  Othe'  motor vehicle 

70 Pan ot 8 Car (hubcap. tepeoecx repo) 

SO Othe'  (speedy) 	  

57 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM C: 

n circle 2, 3 or 4 furred in 56 	  0 Gow SI  

Otherwise 	 20 Go ro 60 

5 8 Was the (puree 'busiest /money) on your person, tor instance 
in a pocket or being held? 

10 e'1 ° 

0 Yes 

I Go to 51 

52 Did this person attempt to take anything that belonged to 
you or the househokl? Do not include attempted thefts 
trom a business. 

10 Yes 

20 No 

SO Dont  know 

59 INTERVIEWER CHECK MN D: 

i0 Go to 81 

t 0 Go to 110 

60 What WitS the total value ol the property token? 
}Go to 56 

-101 L11 
°Don't know 

61 Excluding anything neceived trom insurance, was the Nolen 
»may and/or property recovered? 

0  No 	 . 	1 Go to ID 

10 Don't brew 	 

/0 Yee 	C) 
Pan 

-- 

54 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM II: 

11 effete 1, 2, or 3 (purse. wane or 'Miner: 
marked in 53 

otherwise 

10 Go ro 55 

20 Zo rc 116 

55 Was the (puree /teratiet/rnoney) on your person, tor instance 
in a pocket or being hue? 

10 No 

20 Yes 

Ge to 06 

11 circle 2 marked rn 56 
(Oniy Cath taken) 

Otherwise 

53 What did they try to tale? Anything Mee? 
(Mark arl that apply) 

10 Purse 

10 Wallet 

10 Money 

40 Or 

SO Other motor vehicle 

0 Part  cia œr (hubcap, topleock, ridlrO) 

10 Other (specily) 	  

10 Don knee 

• 

11111727 : agar 
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64 Was any of this kiss reccreered through insurance? 

10 Yes 

Nc• 	seh.e: 

63 Wes there any insurance against Melt? 

10 Yee 

70 

JO Do^ I know 
•0 

} Go io 116 

I Go  to l3 

62 Whet wee the total yaks' of the property end/or cash 
recovered? 

20 cash s 

' 	1 ' Lod )0 Property S 

1 70 Was  More eny insurance spurn« Me damages? 

10 v es 

70 77°  

10 

 

Dont  knor4 

65 Flow much W83 recovered? 

71 Who paid or wi11 pay for Me repairs or replacement? 
Mare all that apply) 

JO Household member 

ZO Landlora —3.• Mow much?  $ I  i 1 	1 L001 

10 Insurance —8. Now  Much?  $ 1  1 1 1 1 WI 

40 Other ropeorryt 	  

Wow bitch" S I  1  I 1 1 1.06  

10 Don 1  know 

10 

 

72 Did the police find out about this Incident in eny way? 
For esampie, did anyone call then or were they at 
the scene of the incident? 

No  

10 Don t know wew Go go g3 

too'  

r0 Don I know 

INTERVIEWER: tt the property was replaced by an Insurance 
company instead of a cash setttement, elk 
for an estimate of the value of the properly 
replaced. 

66 Wu anything that bekinged to you or a number of titis 
housemaid damaged but not taken in this Incident? For 
• xample. was a lock or window broken. clothing damaged 
or damage done to  5 car?  

10 7J0  

10  Don?  know 

30 Yes 

67 What was the total value of the damage done? 

10 	1 Lod 

10  Don?  know 

68 Was/were the damaged iterrifs) repaired or repteced? 

70 Yes 

Mow did they team about it? 

40 Respondent 

SO Other housenoto member 

10 Someone else 

TO  Police  on the stew, 

10 Don't knOw 

Go :o 71  

}Go to 72 
73 Whet was the mason this Incident  was  not reported to Me 

police? Anything elm? 

10 No 

20  Dont  know 

30 Yes 

69 Whet  was  Me repair and/or replacement coat? 

Os 1  1  1 1 I tool 

10 Don't know 

30 No cost 

74 What  was  Ms reason this Incident  wu  reported to Me 

}Go to 70 	police? Anything Wee? 

}Go to 72 

QUID , Wan 



75 In general ,  were you satisfied with the way the police 	81 What was the outcome of the court proceedings? 
hanclied Ows incident? 

i 0 t,d 0 •-■ Why not? 	10 	  

tO Don't know 

Were  pou  satisfied i 	
82  In  general. were you satisfied with the way Me courts 

n any way? 	 bonded the cam? 

:0 No -0- Why not? 	  

10 Yes —0- In what ways were you satisfied? 

Were you astisbed in  any  way? 

Were you dissatisfied in any way? 

10 ves —s- In what ways were you satisfied? 
30 Dr^. I know. 

76 Was anyone arrested or charged as a mutt of the incident? 

10 Yes 

70 N' 

• 	3 0 Don ! Itncv. 	

1Ge to 83 
Were you dissatisfied in any way? 

77 With what  offense(s) was 'were the persion(s) charged? 

20 	 i 

20 None -3.- Go  tc 83 
30 Dont  know , 	 • 

30 Don I know 

83  Asa  result of this incident, did you Of any member of this 

78 Did anyone po to court as a result of the incident? 	 househoid do anything to protect yourself Of your preerty 
against crime? 

10 Yes 

10 NO 
20 No 

SO  Dont  know 	
iGo to 83 	20 Yes -I..-  What? Anything Wee? 

1 	  

79 Was anyone convicted as a result of thés incident? 	
2 	  

3 	  

10 Yes 

.,, 	 84 At Me lent WS incident happened did you  have  a Me? 

20  No  -1.. Go to $1 

'CD Case  anti m court 	
10 Yes 

tO Don't know 	
1Go to g2 10 No 4.* Go to 09 	 _ 

85 What was the job? 80 Of whet offence) wasarete the offendsr(s) convicted? 

10 	
10 Same as descrtbect m items 33 to 40 

of Screen Guestennstre 	 Go to 119 

20 Don't lincr« 	
Go ton 

} 

	

tC)Ddlerant rob 

«WM t 11414) 
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88 For extol did you work? (Mom of  business. 
 government department or agency or person) 

90 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM f: 

87 What kind of business. industry or service was this? 
(Give full description: e.g. paper tios manufacturing. 
retail shoe store, municipal board of education) 

I 	1  	  

88 What kind of work were you doing? (Give full description: 
e.g. posting invoices, selling shoesdesching primary 
school) 

• 

Pflsfly eurninerize Itis incident or aeries of incidents. 

91 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM G: 89 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM E: 

It this report wes tor  s  aeries of incidents  (ses  Interviewer 
Check  item A), ask the respondent, how many incidents 
there were in the series since January 1, 1976. 

Was  the report for a series? 

i0 Yes '-ie• Number .... 

20 No 

le this the lest incident report to be hiked out? 

i0 No —0. Go ro nevi  Cime  ?nagger', ReDC,,  

20 Yes —0. Eno interwew finep:vc 	numoc- 
o' inc.ov",  Reoor ,s comemme 
"cm 4 ce Sorerm Ouesuomnairo. 

Comments 

Yeah wan 
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Subclassifica- 

Subclassifica- 

LIST OF TABLES 

1. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by U.C.R. 
tion: Reference Subsample 

2. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by U.C.R. 
tion: Telescope Subsample 
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Enter 
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10. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Rape 

11. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Assault 

12. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Assualt 

13. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Motor 
Vehicle Theft 

14. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Motor Vehicle 
Theft 

15. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Theft 

16. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Theft 

17. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Vandalism 

18. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Vandalism 



TABLE 1. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by U.C.R. Subclassification: Reference 
Subsample 

Sample Size 

C. 	. R Type of Crime 	 U. 	
Total 	Actual 	- Code  
lExpected 	  

Personal 	Telephone 

1. BREAK & ENTER 	 174 	87 	88 

i) Housebreaking 	 10301 	52 	25 	26 
ii)Apartment & Suites 	 10305 	34 	17 	17 
iii)Private Garage 	 10310 	34 	18 	18 
iv)Attempted Housebreaking 	 10330 	18 	9 	9 
v) Attempted Apartment & Suites 	 10335 	18 	9 	9 
vi)Attempted Private Garage 	 10340 	18 	9 	9 

2. ROBBERY 	 208 	100 	99 

i)Robbery - Firearm 	 10205 	62 	10 	7 
ii)Robbery - Offensive Weapon 	 10206 	62 	21 	21 
iii)Robbery - with violence 	 10210 	84 	69 	71 

3. RAPE 	 10106 	-- 	23 	23 

4. ASSAULT 	 268 	126 	124 

i) Attempted Murder 	 1 0 103 	20 	6 	6 
ii)Wounding 	 10107 	20 	10 	10 
iii)Common Assault 	 20101 	84 	43 	43 
iv)Assault OABH 	 20105 	62 	32 	33 
v) Indecent Assault - Female 	 20115 	62 	32 	30 
vi) Indecent Assault - Male 	 20120 	20 	3 	2 

5. THEFT - MOTOR VEHICLE 	 170 	86 	85 , 

i) Theft of automobile 	 10501 	122 	60 	61 
ii)Theft of truck 	 10503 	16 	8 	8 
iii)Theft of motorcycle 	 10505 	16 	10 	8 
iv)Theft of other motor vehicle 	 10509 	16 	8 	8 

6. THEFT 	 168 	84 	84 

i) Pursesnatching (Over & under $200) 	10220,10225 	16 	8 	8 
ii)Theft over $200 	 10421 	16 	8 	9 
iii)Theft under $200 	 10440 	52 	26 	26 
iv)Theft from Auto over $200 	 10425 	16 - 	8 	7 
v) Theft from Auto under $200 	 10445 	52 	26 	26 
vi)Theft of bike (over & under $200) 	10435,10455 	16 	8 	8 

7. VANDALISM 	 20665 	174 	88 	85 



TABLE 2. Expected and Actual Number of Sample Cases by U.C.R. Subclassification: Telescope 
Subsample 

, 

Sample Size 

C. 	. R Type of Crime 	 U. 	
Total 	Actual Code  
Expected 	  

Personal 	Telephone 

1. BREAK & ENTER 

	

	 10301 
10305 
10310 	74 	38 	37 
10330 
10335 
10340 

2. ROBBERY 	 10205 
10206 	90 	45 	45 
10210 

3. ASSAULT 

	

	 10106 
10103 
10107 
20101 	90 	47 	46 
20105 
20115 
20120 

4. THEFT 

	

	 10220 
10225 
10421 
10440 	74 	35 	36 
10425 
10445 
10435 
10455 



Type of Crime U.C.R. 
Code 

TABLE 3. Response Rate by U.C.R. Subclassification: Reference Subsample 

Personal 	Telephone 	Total 

Number % Number % 	Number % 

1. BREAK & ENTER 

i) Housebreaking 	 10301 	21 	84.00 	16 	61.54 	37 	72.55 
ii)Apartment & Suites 	 10305 	5 	29.41 	6 	35.29 	11 	32.35 
iii)Private garage 	 10310 	17 	94.44 	10 	55.56 	27 	75.00 
iv)Attempted Housebreaking 	10330 	4 	44.44 	6 	66.67 	10 	55.56 
v) Attempted Apartment & Suites 10335 	3 	33.33 	4 	44.44 	7 	38.89 
vi)Attempted Private Garage 	10340 	6 	66.67 	4 	44.44 	10 	55.56 

TOTAL 	 56 	64.37 	46 	52.27 102 	58.29 

2. ROBBERY 

i) Robbery - Firearm 	 10205 	4 	40.00 	0 	00.00 	4 	23.53 
ii)Robbery - Offensive Weapon 	10206 	14 	66.67 	7 	33.33 	21 	50.00 
iii)Robbery - with Violence 	10210 	23 	33.33 	27 	38.03 	50 	35.25 

TOTAL 	 41 	41.00 	34 	34.44 	75 	37.69 

3. RAPE 	 10106 	9 	39.13 	11 	47.83 	20 	43.48 

4. ASSAULT 

i) Attempted Murder 	 10103 	3 	50.00 	2 	33.33 	5 	41.67 
ii)Wounding 	 10107 	1 	10.00 	3 	30.00 	4 	20.00 
iii)Common Assault 	 20101 	17 	39.53 	22 	51.16 	39 	45.39 
iv)Assault OABH 	 20105 	10 	31.25 	15 	45.45 	25 	34.72 
v) Indecent Assault - Female 	20115 	19 	59.38 	18 	60.00 	37 	60.00 
vi) Indecent Assault - Male 	20120 	0 	00.00 	2 	100.00 	2 	40.00 

TOTAL 	 50 	39.68 	62 	50.00 112 	44.80 

5. THEFT-MOTOR VEHICLE 

i) Theft of Automobile 	10501 	35 	58.33 	43 	70.49 	78 	64.46 
ii)Theft of Truck 	 10503 	6 	75.00 	4 	50.00 	10 	62.50 
iii)Theft of Motorcycle 	10505 	9 	90.00 	6 	75.00 	15 	83.33 
iv)Theft of Other Motor Vehicle 10509 	5 	62.50 	4 	50.00 	9 	56.25 

TOTAL 	 55 	63.95 	57 	67.06 112 	65.50 

6. THEFT 

i) Pursesnatching 	 10220 
(over & under $200) 	10225 	5 	62.50 	7 	87.50 	12 	75.00 

ii)Theft under $200., 	 10421 	7 	87.50 	5 	55.56 	11 	68.75 
iii)Theft over $200 	 10440 	17 	65.38 	16 	61.54 33 	63.46 
iv)Theft from Auto under $200 	10425 	4 	50.00 	5 	71.43 	10 	62.50 
v) Theft from Auto over $200 	10445 	15 	57.69 	18 	69.23 33 	63.46 
vi)Theft of Bike 	 10435 

(over & under $200) 	10455 	4 	50.00 	4 	50.00 	8 	50.00 
TOTAL 	 52 	61.90 	55 	65.48 107 	63.69 

7. VANDALISM 	 20665 	64 	72.73 	49 	54.65 113 	65.32 



TABLE 4. Response Rate by Type of Crime: Telescope Subsample 

Personal 	Telephone 	Total 
Type of Crime 	 U.C.R. Codes 	  

Number 	% 	Number 	% 	Number 	% 

THEFT 	 10220, 10225 
10421, 	10440 	il 	48.57 	22 	61.11 	39 	54.93 
10425, 	10445 	'' 
10435, 10455 

BREAK & ENTER 	 10301, 10305 
10310, 	10330 	23 	60.53 	19 	51.35 	42 	56.00 
10335, 	10340 

ROBBERY 	 10205, 10206 12 	26.67 	15 	33.33 	27 	30.00 10210 

ASSAULT 

(including rape) 	 10106, 10103 
10107, 	20101 16 	34.04 	13 	28.26 	29 	31.18 
20105, 20115 
20120 



TABLE 5. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Break & Enter 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW NOT REPORTED 	  REPORTED TO IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONTH 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A

t. 	INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 	33 	 12 

JAN '76 	5 	3 	1 	 1 	2 

FEB '76 	1 	 1 	1 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

APR '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

MAY '76 	2 	 2 	 1 

JUNE '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 0 

JULY '76 	2 	 2 	 0 

AUG '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	0 

SEPT '76 	3 	 1 	1 	1 	 0 

OCT '76 	3 	 1 	2 	 2 

NOV '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 2 

DEC '76 	2 	 1 	 , 	1 	1 

JAN '77 	3 	 2 	1 	' 	 1 

FEB '77 	4 	 3 	1 	 0 
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TABLE 6. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Break & Enter 

NOT 
REPORTED 
IN 
INTERVIEW 

REPORTED 
TO 
POLICE 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 

TOTAL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MONTH 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 N.A. 

TOTAL 39 

JAN '76 

FEB '76 

MAR '76 

APR '76 

MAY '76 

JUNE '76 

JULY '76 

AUG '76 

SEPT '76 

OCT '76 

NOV '76 

DEC '76 

JAN '77 

FEB '77 

1 6 



TABLE 7. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Robbery 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW NOT REPORTED 	  REPORTED TO IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONT!!  
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A%. 	INTERVIEW  

TOTAL 	24 	 9 

JAN '76 	2 	1 	 1 	0 

FEB '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

APR '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

MAY '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 1 

JUNE '76 	1 	 1 	 2 

JULY '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 1 

AUG '76 	0 	 0 

SEPT '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 1 

OCT '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

NOV '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 0 

DEC '76 	5 	 1 	 3 	1 	 1 , , 
JAN '77 	1 	 1 	 0 

FEB '77 	3 	 2 	 1 	0 



TABLE 8. Internal Telescoping - Personal interviewing Method - Robbery 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 	 NOT 
REPORTED    REPORTED 
TO 	 IN 
POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MITH 

'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A. 	
INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 	26 	 14 

JAN '76 	0 	 1 

FEB '76 	4 	 3 	 1 	 3 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	0 

APR '76 	3 	 1 	1 	 1 	 3 

MAY '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

JUNE '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

JULY '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

AUG '76 	2 	 2 	 1 

SEPT '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 1 

OCT '76 	1 	 1 	1 

NOV '76 	3 	 2 	1 	 0 	 • 

DEC '76 	3 	 3 	 0 
; 

JAN '77 	2 	 1 	1 	 0 

FEB '77 	2 	 2 	 1 



TABLE 9. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Rape 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 
REPORTED 	 NOT 

TO   REPORTED 
IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONTH INTERVIEW '76 	'76 	'76 	.'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A. 

TOTAL 	6 	 5 

JAN '76 	0 	 0 

FEB '76 	0 	 0 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

APR '76 	2 	 2 	 0 

MAY '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

JUNE '76 	0 	 2 

JULY '76 	0 	 Q 

AUG '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

SEPT '76 	0 	 0 

OCT '76 	0 	 1 

NOV '76 	0 	 0 

DEC '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

JAN '77 	0 	 ; 	 0 

FEB '77 	0 	 1 



TABLE 10. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Rape 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 	 NOT 
REPORTED   REPORTED 
TO 	 IN 
POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONTH 

LÀ. '76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	
LÀ.INTERVIEW  

TOTAL 	6 

JAN '76 	0 

FEB '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

MAR '76 	0 	 0 

APR '76 	0 	 0 

MAY '76 	0 	 1 

JUNE '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

JULY '76 	0 	 0 

AUG '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 0 

SEPT '76 	0 	 0 

OCT '76 	0 	 0 

NOV '76 	0 	 0 

DEC '76 	2 	 2 	 0 
; 

JAN '77 	0 	 1 

FEB '77 	0 	 0 



1 

1 

2 1 

1 	 1 

2 

1 	 1 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 	 1 
; 

3 

3 

2 

2 

4 

2 

0 

3 

3 

4 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

TABLE 11. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Assault 

REPORTED 
TO 
POLICE 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW NOT 
REPORTED 

' IN TOTAL 	JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MONTH INTERVIEW 
'76 '76 '76 '76 '76 '76 	'76 	'76 '76 	'76 '76 '76 '77 '77 	'77 	'77 N.M. 

30 TOTAL 	32 

JAN '76 	1 

FEB '76 	0 

MAR '76 	1 

APR '76 	3 

MAY '76 	2 

JUNE '76 	2 

JULY '76 	2 

AUG '76 	3 

SEPT '76 	3 

OCT '76 	3 

NOV '76 	3 

DEC '76 	3 

JAN '77 	3 

FEB '77 	3 



TABLE 12. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Assault 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 
REPORTED 	 NOT 

TO   REPORTED 
IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONTH 

'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A . 	INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 	33 	 16 

JAN '76 	3 	3 	 0 

FEB '76 	3 	 1 	1 	1 	 1 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	 2 

APR '76 	3 	 1 	1 	1 	 1 

MAY '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 2 

JUNE '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 3 

JULY '76 	5 	 4 	1 	 1 

AUG '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

SEPT '76 	1 	 1 	 2 

OCT '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 2 

NOV '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	0 

DEC '76 	3 	 3 	 1 
; JAN '77 	4 	 3 	1 	 0 

FEB '77 	1 	 1 	 1 



1 

0 

3 

0 

TABLE 13. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Motor Vehicle Theft 

REPORTED 
TO 
POLICE 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 

IN TOTAL 	JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MONTH INTERVIEW 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 N.A. 

NOT 
REPORTED 

TOTAL 43 14 

2 

1 

1 	1 

1 

JAN '76 	3 

FEB '76 	2 

MAR '76 	2 

APR '76 	2 

MAY '76 	4 

JUNE '76 	3 

JULY '76 	4 

AUG '76 	2 

SEPT '76 	4 

OCT '76 	5 

NOV '76 	4 

DEC '76 	2 

JAN '77 	1 

FEB '77 	5 

1 	 ; 	1 

1 	 1 

1 

1 	 0 

4 	 j 2 

1 	1 	 1 	 2 

2 	1 	1 	 2 

2 1 

1 	3 	 i 0 

2 	2 	1 	 ! 0 

1 	2 	1 

2 

1 



3 

1 

1 1 	 1 

2 

1 

3 

2 

2 

5 

2 

2 

5 

3 

4 

3 

1 

3 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 

O 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

TABLE 14. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Motor Vehicle Theft 

REPORTED 
TO 
POLICE 

TOTAL 

JAN '76 

FEB '76 

MAR '76 

APR '76 

MAY '76 

JUNE '76 

JULY '76 

AUG '76 

SEPT '76 

OCT '76 

NOV '76 

DEC '76 

JAN '77 

FEB '77 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 	JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'-77 	'77 	'77 	'77 

38 

1 	 1 

1 	1 

1 	1 

1 	1 

1 	 1 	3 

1 	1 

2 

2 	2 

1 	1 

2 	2 

NOT 
	 REPORTED 

MONTH IN N. A . 	INTERVIEW 

1 

1 

1 

17 



TABLE 15. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Theft 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW NOT REPORTED 	  
TO 	 I 	 REPORTED 

IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MONTH INTERVIEW 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A. 

TOTAL 	37 	 18 

JAN '76 	2 	2 	 1 

FEB '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 2 

MAR '76 	1 	 1 	 2 

APR '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 1 

MAY '76 	1 	 1 	 2 

JUNE '76 	3 	 2 	 1 	 3 

JULY '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

AUG '76 	2 	 2 	 2 

SEPT '76 	4 	 1 	 2 	1 	 1 

OCT '76 	5 	 1 	1 	2 	 1 	0 

NOV '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 2 

DEC '76 	1 	 1 	 1 ; 
JAN '77 	5 	 1 	3 	1 	 0 

FEB '77 	6 	 1 	 1 	1 	3 	 0 



TABLE 16. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Theft 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW NOT REPORTED   	 REPORTED 	• TO IN POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	M9NTH INTERVIEW 
'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A. 	- 

TOTAL 	34 	 18 

JAN '76 	4 	2 	1 	 1 	 3 

FEB '76 	0 	 2 

MAR '76 	4 	 1 	1 	 1 	 1 	2 

APR '76 	1 	 1 	 0 

MAY '76 	4 	 3 	 1 	3 

JUNE '76 	0 	 1 

JULY '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 • 	 2 

AUG '76 	2 	 1 	1 	 0 

SEPT '76 	3 	 1 	1 	 1 	 2 

OCT '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	1 

NOV '76 	1 	 1 	1 

DEC '76 	4 	 1 	3 	 0 

JAN '77 	3 	 2 	1 	
. 	

1 

FEB '77 	4 	 3 	1 	 0 
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TABLE 17. Internal Telescoping - Telephone Interviewing Method - Vandalism 

REPORTED 
TO 
POLICE 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 	JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MOM 
'76 '76 '76 '76 '76 '76 	'76 	'76 '76 	'76 '76 '76 '77 	'77 	'77 	'77 N.A. 

NOT 
REPORTED 
IN 
INTERVIEW 

TOTAL 20 

JAN '76 

FEB '76 

MAR '76 

APR '76 

MAY '76 

JUNE '76 

JULY '76 

AUG '76 

SEPT '76 

OCT '76 

NOV '76 

DEC '76 

JAN '77 

FEB '77 

29 



TABLE 18. Internal Telescoping - Personal Interviewing Method - Vandalism 

REPORTED IN INTERVIEW 	 NOT 
REPORTED     REPORTED 
TO 	 IN 
POLICE 	TOTAL 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MAY 	JUNE 	JULY 	AUG 	SEPT 	OCT 	NOV 	DEC 	JAN 	FEB 	MAR 	APR 	MOtITH INTERVIEW 

'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'76 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	N.A. 

TOTAL 	31 	 32 

JAN '76 	1 	 1 	 4 

FEB '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	2 

MAR '76 	0 	 3 

APR '76 	4 	 2 	1 	 1 	. 	2 

MAY '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 4 

JUNE '76 	1 	 1 	 1 

JULY '76 	4 	 1 	1 	1 	 1 	1 

AUG '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	 3 

SEPT '76 	2 	 1 	 1 	3 

OCT '76 	0 	 3 

NOV '76 	4 	 1 	1 	1 	1 	 1 

DEC '76 	3 	 1 	2 	 1 

JAN '77 	2 	 ' 	 2 	 3 

FEB '77 	4 	 3 	1 	 1 



Appendix C 

Edmonton Crime Classification Rules 



Type of Crime 

Motor Vehicle Theft 

Attempted Motor Vehicle 
Theft 

Break and Enter 

Attempted Break and Enter 

Robbery 

Attempted Robbery 

Rape 

Assault 

Theft 

Conditions  

Theft of car or other 
motor vehicle 

Attempted theft of car or 
other motor vehicle 

No right to be there and 
actual entry into home, 
garage, other building on 
property or vacation home 

No right to be there and 
attempted entry into home, 
garage, other building on 
property or vacation home 
and evidence of force or 
knowledge of how the 
person(s) got in or tried 
to get in 

Something was taken and the 
person(s) who committed the 
act had a weapon or there 
was an attack or threat 

An attempt was made to take 
something and the person(s) 
who committed the act had a 
weapon or there was an 
attack or threat 

The type of attack is 
reported as a rape 

A weapon was present or 
there was an attack or a 
threat 

Something was taken or an 
attempt was made to take 
something and no other 
household member was harmed 
or threatened during the 
incident 

Incident Form Entries  

Question 56 is Code 5 or 6 

Question 53 is Code 4 or 5 

Question 12 is Code 2 or 3 
and Question 13 is Code 1 
and Question 7 is Code 1 or 
2 or 3 or 4 

Question 12 is Code 2 or 3 
and Question 13 is Code 2 
or 3 and Question 14 is 
Code 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 
or 8 or Question 15 is Code 
1 or 2 or 3 and Question 7 
is Code 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 

Question 51 is Code 1 and 
Question 18 is Code 2 or 3 
or 4 or 5 or 6 or Question 
19 is Code 2 or Question 
20 is Code 2 

Question 52 is Code 1 and 
Question 18 is Code 2 or 
3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 
Question 19 is Code 2 or 
Question 20 is Code 2 

Question 23 is Code 1 

Question 18 is Code 2 or 
3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 
Question 19 is Code 2 or 
Question 20 is Code 2 

Question 51 is Code 1 or 
Question 52 is Code 1 and 
Question 50 is Code 1 

Vandalism Something was damaged and no Question_66 is Code 3 and 
other household member was 	Question 50 is Code 1 
harmed or threatened during 
the incident 



Appendix D 

Hamilton Questionnaires 



Con«NO 

NH 

CalNoel %soxdart 

Time Non« 

Cal- tocePoorrar1  
One Wen% Me' Etonnp 

1-12  12-6 

Tone 

bay 
Name &won 

Dtrason 

homer 

'Noon 

Nuobor 

No 

Imo« 

3 

New phone number, if necessary: 1 

2 

Number of incident reports completed Assignment Number 

Stairshcs Canada Stateque Canada 
COeFIDEMT1AL 
when completed 

HAMILTON-WENTWORTH CRIME SURVEY 

Hello, I am 	 from Statistics Canada. We are developing a sunmy 
for the Solicitor General of Canada which will provide information for planning and evaluating crime prevention 
programs.  AU  your answers are strictly confidential and will be used only for statistical purposes. I would 
aPPreciate your cooperation in ccenpleting this questionnaire. 

4 
For use of interviewer supervisor only - Final status of interview 

5 

C-61 

6 tt respondent canno be reached, mark "r In 
the box provicied and contact your supervisor 

%airarteresea ChM« II. 
Ilwar fi Comm 1E12 41 • 72: 

.4010040.1 111■11-77 



1 1  Flow do you Mint your neighbourhced comperes wtth 
others In the Hamilton area In terms of the amount 
or crime? Would you say your neighbourhood has . . . 
(Rua  categories  •1014) 

tO Much more crime? 

tO More crime? 

0 About the tame 

4 0 Ur aime? 

tO Much lees alma? 

tO Don't 10(714 

13 Was  R  Inetallad Mar .Iornmiry  1, 1177? 

tO Don •t know 

SONO  

sO Y« 

When wee  R  inetailed? 

OR 

40 Du i t Iron 

I I 9 1 7 	I 
Y ear 

FIRST Off ALL, I WOULD UKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUES-
MKS ABOUT YOUR OPINIONS ON CRIME MI GIDIEFUU- 

12 0.  you think that your local polo,  teins  dose a good job, 
an avenge  Job  era poor  Job Nu the Meowing arose: 

7 Do you think your neighbourhood le an area wIth a high 
amount a crane, an average amount of male or a tow 
amount ca crime? 

JO Negri 

:0 Average 

30 Low 

40  con,  know 

3 In the Met year or two, do you thirds thet came hee 
increeeed. deg:reared or remained about the earns 

M. 111444411 	 ibet 
1414 	bit 	sa IMO 

1. Providing mime arrention 	 • 
Information to the 
pubik? 	  10 WO BO NO 

2. Enforcing the laws? 	 

"let=iser  resealdine  m40 MO U0 320 

180—  140 NO 180 

& tag retrectl'ul PlemPM nO 3.0 

.011. 

«0 .0 .0 110 

4. Easy to talk to; 
approachable? 	 

In your neighbourhood? Whet about in the Hamilton area? 

f °Increased 	 $ °Increased 

°Decreased 	 • ODecreeled 

3 OSame 	 t  °Same 

ODon t know 	 I °Doe knew 

9 How sate do you Mel or would you Met welting alone in 
your neighbourhood DURING THE DAY? 

tO very safe 

70 Peasonaay sate 

30 Somewhat unsafe 

40  Vary  unsafe 

10 Don't know 

10 Flow about AFTER DARK - how sate do you MN or would 
you feel walking None In your neighbourhood? 

10 very safe 

20 %mane» safe 

30 Sorioweat  uniate  

40 Very  uniate  

SO  Dont  know 

13 Cad you speak to or were you In contra with a police 
offIcer duets 111777 

u0 No 

a0 vet 

whw wart the arcumetenom of the 
meet recent contact? 

110 Parking violation 

SO Traffic neaten 

ISO Sorest situation 

a0 veal of crime 

00 Suso•ct 
BO Witness  cl  crime 

•O To Main information from secs 

m0 Attending alma prevention sessions 
Owe bY poluca 

110 Other (spacity) 	  

THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT PRECAUTICNS SOME 
PEOPLE USE TO PROTECT THEMSELVES AND THEIR PRO-
PERTY AGAINST  CRIME.  THIS INFORMATION WILL SE USED 
TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS Cf THESE PRECAUTION-
ARY MEASURES. 

14 Is there  a  burger Merin ardent in your home? 

tO No -a. go fo  Il  

Yes 

11.34C0•40 .1 



23 Within the lest year or two, have you  dons  anything (oies) 
to protect yours« or your property against crime? 

17  Have  you heard of the program 'Operation Identlftcationl 

10 No —0- go 10 19 

20 Yes 

13ces your househoid participate? 

.,on't know 

40 110  
SC) Yes 

11 When did your household join? 

21 Have you hard of the Ontario Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Board? 

10 No 

20 Yes 

22 In the test year or two, wits aciermone ueurafty home 
during the day? 

1 0 N° 

20 Yes 

Was ktat usually ell  dey or part of the day? 

go ro 19 

fi 91 	I 
Year 

30 Al l  (11Y 

40 Part of the day 

19  Have  you heard of the program 'Lock Parental 

10 No 

•0 Y" 

Are there any 'Block Parents' on your block? 

30  Dont  know 

40 No 

80 Y" 

20 Have you heard of the teievision program  'Police  Meat' 
oponaored by your  police  department? 

10 140  

20 Yel 

14ow often do you watch k? 

30 Aiways 

40 Most of the time 

i0 Sometimes 

10 Hersey wer 

20 Plover 

ol 0 No 

• 0 Yes 

What did you do? Anything Mee? (mark  ail  mar «Duty) 

110 Started to lock doors and/or wincSows 

as0 installed new Socks 

RO Installed new fights; &save lights on 

a0 Bought à dog 

▪ C,arry/bought a weapon for protection 

• 0 Bought insurance 

es0 Put valualifes in »cure >ace 

is0 Stine to secure car (•.g. lock car, 
keep in garage) 

U0 Change sevitY Pattern (leg. go our foss, 
clung pc  out  atone, etc.) 

110 Other (specify) 	  

rf• 

1 	[ 	1 
Month 

OR 

10  Dont  know 

16 is your horns loot kicked . 

Yes 	Ow id 	 awl 
lie ime 	 air 	 law 

1. During the day when someone in home? 	  e1 0 	110 	.0 	•0 	110 	el0 

2. During the dey when no one le home? 	  • 0 	le 0 	•0 	• 0 	"0 	• 0 

3. At night when someone M home? 	  00 	"0 	" 0 	• 0 	"0 	• 0 

4. At nigM when no ona is home? 	  is0 	220 	'C 	220 	220 	240 

• 1400.0 1 



1 a et 	i Bees 

POST SECONDARY EDUCATION CA TRAINING 

isC4  Some 

010 Completed 

a° Some 

a0 Completed 

IC Some 

U0 Completed 

comeduNrre or TECHNICAL COLIEGE. 
CEGEP, NURSE'S TRAINING 

UNIVERSTY or TEACHER'S COLLEGE 

POST-GRADUATE UN1VEFtSfrf STUDiES 

education or trasmng (specify) 

Codes for months 

01 January 
02 February 
03 Marcn 
04 /ere 

05 May 
06 June 
07 Jun. 
Oa August 

09 Samna», 
10 Octoom 
11 Moron« 
12 December 

NOW I WOULD UKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT 
YOURSELF. THE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS WILL 
PleœlDE INFORMATION TO HELP DETERNRNE F  CERTAIN  
CHARACTERISTICS OF PEOPLE AFFECT THE LIKELIHOOD OF 
»NG A VICTIM OF CRIME. 

24  INTERVIEWER  cum nu A: 
Note resnonaent's se: 

10MaIre 

0 Female 

29 What le the highest grade or Wet ed termed educadort 
you emir completed? Mark only one) 

NO No ectssohrsg 

e0 Sc

NO Cornpkwed 

ene 
ELEMENTAFtY 

NO Some } 

a0 Completed 
HIGN SCHOOL 

23 On sweep, how »ref thou  s  month do  you  go out 
M  night  te.  . . 
( RIP IC eacn •cnyn)' are mark number or Ornee) 

Shoo? 	  

2. Play  borts,  participate In other 
phyeical fitness activities? 	  

3. Movies, restaurants, sports events? 	ir--T--1 
4 A pub or bar? 	  I 	 

5. Bingo, meetings or church eventa? 	 tri-1  

6. Work nights ,  go to *Moot, attend 	 ET- night eases*? 	  S 	 

7. Vieil  Mende, Miley« or adeaseid. 	
ti tames M Meir own hones? 	  30 Whet is the language which you find leented to speak and 

sae understand? 

26 Are there  any  odor things that you timidly go out 
te do AT iNGHT that  1 haven't mentioned? 

10 No 

20 Yes 

Whet? 
111•81•80111 

A. 	  

I ()English 	 •  °Seems Inman or Itead 

!Offer= 	 ONeesertancle 

I °German 	 • °Peed 

4 Cadman •00Mer (Seedy) - 

OUltramen 

	  ii 
27 What is the date of your birdt? 

I 	I I  
Der 

28 What is your metal M tus?  

10 Sen11. (never Marne) 

sQ 3•31ITOdiCoehriX3n4aVe 

30 MCICROPOCI 

40 Seemed 

SO Orseract 

31 Whet  type of dinging are you now Wing In? 

0 Sine Moues 

Sam - cietacemi or cioude 

Rovmouse 

0 Outset 

Abutment, let ce me*, chweesng 

10 Otner (specify) 	  

32 Al the present tkne, how man , of the fob:wing typee 
of vehicles are owned by «lambdas of  tus  housermid? 
el none. «Pet 00) 

bra 

1.Cars 	  MO 

2. Traci* 	  RN 

	

& liana   LU 

	

Illomereyeas   41 I I 

S. Cater «tor »her 

O. Mere» — 	117-1 

I 	I 	I 
Monet Year 

Isamere.1 



33 During 1977, what was the one weeny • such 04 sverldng, 
looking for e lob, homemaking or etudying M which 
you spent the groatest amount of your terse? 

tO Working -10" go to 35 

10 Looking  for  work 

30 Student 	 •  

40 Refired 	  

10 HOmerneker/Housewde 	  

10 Other (Specdy) 	  

34 Did you have a job at any time during 1977? 

10 No -10. go so all 

10 Yes 

35 For whorn did you (last) work? (Name of bueineas, govern-
ment department or *piney or person.) 

NOW 1 WOULD UKE TO ASK YOU A MO QUESTIONS meow 
SOME THINGS THAT MAY HAVE NAPPENED TO YOU DURING 
1877, THAT IS, FROM JANUARY 1, 1977 TO DEMMER 31, 
11177. WHEN I ASK YOU TFIESE ouFsnoors, TELL ME F 
ANYTHING OF 7I4AT KIND  KAS  HAPPENED TO YOU. 

39 During 1977, did anyone take something directly frorn you 
by using force or threat M force, ouch a* in a 
hoiclup or orsuggIng? 

tO No 

10 Yes -so- HOW MANY TIMES? 	 rn  
40 Did someone In to take something from you by wing 

force or threat ot force? (Other then in the incident(e) 
&Moody mentioned) 

tO No 

20 Yes -iv. NOW MANY TIMES? 	 FT- 1 
41 Did you he» your pocket picked or your triefeees, beg or 

pur  se snatched during 19711 (Other than  in the deadening) 
alieedy mentioned) 

go to 38 

:0 No 

20 Yips -Iv,  NOW MANY TIMES? 	  1 	1 
36 ',Mat kind of business, industry or service wee this? 

(Give full deacription:  • .o. paper box manufacturing, 
retail shoe store, municipal baud of education.) 

111   1 	  
le or 
r 

42  DM  •nyone break kno or Illegally enter your (hone/abort-
mein), garage or any Mar buildirq on your property? 
(Otter then in the incident(s) Woody mentioned) 

sO No 

20 Yes -le HOW »NY TIMES? 	 77  

43 During 1977, did anyone find a door Monied. a Jock forced 
or arty other aligns of attempted liege «Wry? (Other than 
In the incident(s) already mentioned) 

37 What ldnd of work were you doing? (Give a tuft description: 
•.g. posting invoices, selling shoe., teaching primary school) 

1 	1 	1 
tor 

MD Mir 

10 No 

:0 Yes -ID- HOW MANY TIMES? 

44 Did anyone get Into a perm where you or any member of 
your houseteid were tamporarily staying, such es a hotel, 
vacation home or friend's horns and TAKE sonseihMg 
belonging to you or your househoid? (Other den In 
the incident(*) &ready mentioned) 

38 in which of tie following ranges did your total tensity income 
fall before taxes and deductions, for the calendar year 1977? 
(include all salaries, wages, tips, commeeions, de.) 

tO tree then 4.000 

10 4 .000  - 9,999 

10 7,000 • use 

40 10.00a - 14.999 

1013,000 - new 

40 20.000 • 311,100 

10 30,000 anal ever 

10 Don't lasow 

10 No 

/0 

 

Vus  :0' NOW MANY MIES? 	 1-71  
714E NEXT FEW QUESTIONS ASK AllIOUT WHETHER YOU'VE 
BEEN ATTACKED DURING 1977. AN ATTACK CAN RE ANY-
THING FROM 13EING HIT, SLAPPED OR FUSSED, 70  SEING 

 SHOT, RAPED OR 3F.A7EN UP. 

43 Were  you knifed, shot or attacked erftb-soine odor import 
by anyone  51 .4  during 19777  (Oltwo Men In Iha incidents 
already neritiorted) 

10 No 

tO Yes NOW MANY TIMES? 

444111040 1 



:0 No 

20 Yet -O. HOW MANY TIMES? 	  I ' 

2.	  

3. 

44 Oki anyone ofts you up. hit or Me you or throw semeding 
et yess, such ea a retie Cer battis? (Qoor  thub in  the 

 incision», weedy mentioned) 

33 Owing 1877, did anyone Mai anything thet Warned to 
pot sereorretty from Wakes any ear ar truck. such es 
pecitages or Modern? (Mar then In Me kedgin (') 
Weedy mentioned) 

10 No 

0 yes ••■•• HOW MANY 'TIMM 	LL  
10 No 

10 yes NOW MANY TiMe-12 	  

47 Did anyone THREATEN to hit you or beet you up or 
THREATEN you min a madmen?  Do no  metes 
threats over tl%e terephons. (Other Men in me Inciderredil) 
Weedy mentioned) 

34 Wee toeing stew thet we  kept outside your harm. 
made as a bicycle or bliefe blither*? (00tee then In the 
Incialemps, already mentioned) 

10» 

10 Yes -le HOW MANY sum 	El] 
46 During 1977, did anyone «teak or mole« you or TRY to 

enact or moisit  you smite you ere In a  car,  In a public 
piece. st home or simmers male? (Other then ln the 
Incident(s) aiready mentioned) 

53 Was Peeing «Men that belonged to you at your place e 
work, re school, a theatre or yobbo deviating, such as 
money born your suitcase or a «get from your Meter or 
risk? (Other then In Me ins:Mena, twee mentioned) 

10 No 

SO Yet -0> HOW MANY TWIST 	sa  
10 No 

tO Yes -01,  HOW MANY IMES? 	  

NOW I WOULD LIKE TO ASK VOU SOME QUESTIONS 
ABOUT THEFT OR  DAMAGE  TO MOTOR VEHICLES OR 
OTHER PROPERTY. 

34 During 1177,  di  anyone steel or d'y te  s •eal anything  (die)  
th« Merged to you? (Odle, then in the Incident(e) already 
mantioned) 

• 49 Ouflnt  1177.  did you or anyone ln .,eur hausence own 
motor veer.» (car, truck. motarrent. «en 

10 No -de. go to 53 

Hose many? 

SO Did anyone meet or  by  to Mel (Itatty of Mani)? (Othe 
than in me Maiden») already mentioned) 

10 No 

20 Yee NOW WU« TIMM 

PO No 

tO Yes -0,  NOW MANY IIMESI 	 CI: 
37 Did anyone deliberately datums eir deorsoy orty property 

beionging to you or any monies,  or your housierioid such 
die I window in your home or  a  fence in your yard? 
(Other Men the ineiderr(e) Weedy mentioned) 

10 No 

0 Yu -411. MOW MANY TIMES? 

34 During 1177, did you cell Me  police  to moan someeting 
(ales)  that  happened to you «ice you thought  was  a  cime?  
(Do not count wry cabs to die police  panceming the 
Mostients Wit One airway mentIoned.) 

	  I 	( 

	LL 

Si  Oid anyone meal  a try to steel part of (B/any  M  them), 
such as  a  battery, hubcap,  • unitise or  s radio? (Qew 
Man in the incidem(s) Weedy mentioned) 

10 Mo  

tO yes --0.14OW MANY TIMM? ...... 

10 No -le go to 10 

tO Yes 

Whet heçaned?. Anyettrreq elm? 

t. 	  

...... 

32 Did anyone defiberinety denude (It/any of them) during 187T? 
For esamole, ewe the  stashed or  in  lanai bream? (OM« 
than M the  Incident(s) already ~Mead) 

10 MO  

IC Yes  -01- NOW 1ÉANY ?MU? 	  

beellere.1 



INTERVIEWER: If any entries tor 'HOW MANY nresr 
in 59 or a, an ad Caine incident 
Ropert  lor each done. 

	  III 

59 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM 11: 

Dia me inensennst in Question SS involve 

ii  attack or threat of attack ,  

10 No 

:0 Yes 	Now many times? 

n) stealing or allemoisl 

10 NO 

40 Yes -10 . Now many times? 	  

in) breaking  trio  enrenng or attempts ,  

10 No 

SO Yes 	Now many times? 

62 Hove you ME been  the victim of a aiwious crime? (Other 
than  in doe incident(s) already mentioned) 

10 No 

2C) Yes 

Vittel happened? Anything et»? 

10 Personal artaov WITHOUT propeny loss" 

40 Personal attack WITm properly foss 

SO Property loss or damage WITHOUT nick  or  threat 

40 Other (specify 	  

iv) vancraitsm 

10 14° 

.0 Yes ""0" How many times? 	[7] INTERVIEWER: DO NOT complete  a Crime incident Report 
for Incident(s)  mentioned in this question. 

60 During 1977, did anything (else) happen to you which you 
thought was a crime but did not report to the police? (Other 
than  in the  incident(s) 'treacly mentioned) 

10 No -le go to 42 

20 Yes 

What happened? Anything  ales?  

2 	  

61 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM C: 

Dra the  incident(s)  in  Question le Involve 

attack or Weal of attack? 

10 No 

10 Yes -11. New many times? 	  

fit steeling Of In !MN $ 1  

30 NO 

40 Yes -0-  Now meny times? 	  I I I 

breaking  ana  entering or  •tentale,  

s0 No 

.0 Yes -0- How many  tunes? 	  

63 Has any relative or  friand  gym, been the victim of  a  eery 
Parlous crime? 

10 No 

IC) Yes 

Vaud happened? Anything Mee? 

30 Persona ,  attack wiTitout prat:ism loss 

40 Personal attack  WITH  property iriss 

SO efroPertY loss or damage wirviour snack Cr  throw 

.0 Otnv re:teddy; 	  

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT complete e Crime Incident Report 
for Incident(s) mentioned In this question. 

64 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM D: 

If  any entries tor "How many times ," in any of the 
=teen questions. ill out a Crime Inciaonl Report 
lot seen  time  

Otherwise. terminate the interview 	....... 	10 

10 

le) vanslalisne 

?Q NO 

110 Yes -b. HOW many *nee? 

- 

Se sure to copy the Identincidlon number from  the label 
Into the specs provided In Item 1  of  the incident Report 
each time you compiete  an  incident Report  for a 
respondent. 

bbleem0 .1 
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CONFiDENT1AL 
Mien completed 

C•62 

3 II  

INTERVIEWER:The following questions refer only to tM 
•ost recant incident. 

4 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM A: 

Is this report 

tO No 

tO Yes 

loi  a senes ot  crimesT 

1 2 ECEE 
No. Iciontrifcation No. 

N7 0 tn your driveway, carport 

110M apartment hall, stainvell, laundry room 	 

110 In parking lot  al  your home/apartment 	 

1110 In  public  parking lot 	 

110 tri other parking lot 

Lt0 On sidevalkistreet directly in front oti 
berund/besicte your homentoartment . . 	....... 

110 On a sidewalk/strum in your nergMeurnood 	 

310 On a tuderralimureet near work 

tiO On any other 1■Ofroalit/lateet ........ 	. 	 

10 In a part  kid. playground (roner man 
school) in your neghbournood 

11C) In any olio park, fund, of playground 
(Outter Man school) 	  

140 mode schoor or on semi  grounds.  

*OM  commercial  building whoa responctern 
works, such u a store ,  restaurant. bar, 
bank, gas station, arena or siscluirn, bus 
or OM  station   

NO in any other commercial building. such as 
a glom restaurant bar, brink,  gis  station, 
arena Of taleifa. OM Of bon station .. 

ISC)In cam building or factory wham 
respondent works 	  

INC) In rim other Plot building or Smog 

putile transportation (bus, train. 
Weimer, tateeey. Mc.) 	  

I alp Statistics Canada  Statue Canada 
Gime Incident Report 

Scram Ouostion No. 

9 Whore did MN incident take Mica? For example, ims it at 
home, at school of in I pea imam  all Mai olOblY) 

5 You said that during 1977 (teer to appropriate moon 
question for description of Incident). In what month did 
tuai the  most record incident happen? 

110 In overt home/apartment (also include 
ellemPtert creak-in) 	. 	. 

te0 In garage or orner  building on your property 
(l/So include eflanlpfea tgaaa-on) 	 

n0 In vacation horne (also men'« *tremor«, 
break-in) 	. 	 . 	. 

170 In hoteMmotel room 	.. 

is0 In home ot friend. (mauve or acciuentance 

Go to 10 

Go ro 12 

Month 

10 Don't know 

6 On what day of the week did Miii incident take place? 

1110 In your yard (ris° include venasirsm of 
home. garage or Other building On yOur 
troperty) 

>Go ro  IS 

Sun 	Mon 	Tues 	West 	Thur 	Fri 	Sat 

u0 nO es0 oi0 ta0 n0 n0 

nO Dont  know 

WU It a woeiulay or a wortiœnd? 

1110 Weekday 

770 Weekend 

nO Don't know 

7 About what time of  th,  day did it happen? 

106  1 m-12 noon 

During the day 	 :012 noon-6 p.m. 

7 0  Don'!  know 

406 p.m.-12 midnight 

At night  	0 12 midnight-17 a.m 

0Don't know 

Don't know 	 70 

6 Did this incident take place within Itio city India of 
Hamilton,  Dundee or Stoney emen? 

10Sornowhere Ma Ni  Game. < 

	 Province 

200utaide of Canada 

Yin 	3 0 

i 
What «mat or ;Meta did the Incident happen near? 
Indicata cross «mats, for example, Jamie Street Ind 
King  Street or block of  whist,  for sump*, on FM* 
Avenue between Waal 2" and Wad I' d  »me 10 °thee (11Paciti) 

Weikel Ken • 	. . 	11111•0/1 !MUM Ile  
' Mom • tom an • 71 • 71- 



10 Do you mean the dwelling you're inning in new? 16 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM a: 

1 0110 

Was  the resconttent  prisant  et any  time  during Ube irlesclienti 

4131C F f4OT KNOWN. 

Yes -01. Go to 12 

11  Whilt type of deeding were you living in at the tins" of 
this  Incident?  

10 No -fe Go ro 37 

30 Yes 

17 Was someone are you et the time of the Incident? 

°No 

20 Yes 

12 Did the person(*) "Me committed the act ects.utily  pet in 
or just try to get In? 

10 Actually got in 

20 Trite to  ;et  in 

30 

 

Dont  know 

13 At the tinse of the Incident, did the pinion  Ive  there or have 
a rigid to be there? For ezempie, did econsens let  isionitier in 
or was/were the perion(s) a guest or workman? 

14 w•s there any evidence such as a broken lock or window 
that the pe son(s)  forced/tried to tarot hisitwor %trey In? 

10 

 

10 Sine house 

r0 Sensonached or doubie 

30 Rowitouse 

4C)Ouplex 

10 Apartment, fiat Or multiple owensog 

10 Olher (sdeciry) 	  

}Go ro /4 

10  Don?  know 

20 No 

30 Yes -6•• Go ro 

Dont  know 

2C) No 

10 Yes 

Whet was the evidence? (Mark all in« eprelY) 

40 ere« lock or forced door 	  

10 Broken or forced Ossornoro voodoo 	 

10 Broken or forced other vonoow 	  

10 Slashed screen 	  

10 Other (specify) 	  

15  Now did the perecn(s) (get InItry to get in)? 

°Through unesceed Coot or window 

/0 Had key 

acji Other (specif)') 	  

40  Dont  know 

10 Don't know 

20 No 

30  YiS 

Whet MU  the  weapon? (Mark all that  «toy, 

40) Handgun 

10 Long gun 

30 Knife 

70  Battis  

SC) Other (sOricay7 	  

30 Don't know 

19 Art attack can be anything from being hit. slapped or 
knocked down to being IMO ,  raped or beaten up. 
Were you attacked in any way during the incident? 

tO No 

:0 Yes -14. Go to 24 

20 Did the panion(s) threaten  you  with harm In eny way? 

10 No 	Go to 23 

/0 Yes 

21 Mow were you threatened? Any other way? 
(Mark  ail  that apply) 

IC) Mine threat of raps 

tO Vernal threat of snack (oner man tape) 

C Weapon preeem or threatened  with  **aeon 

Adelleted attack orth moon e.g. shot  et  

SO Obtect thrown et person 

sO Other (specify) 	  

Go to 111 

18 Did the periods) who committed the act have a weapon, 
such  ea a gun or knde or something  ha  was  using ea a 
weapon, such se a rock or bottle? 

1. 1 



27 Mat were the iniuries you wellered,  t  any? Mein else 
(Mark all that sooty) 

22 INTERVIEWER CHECK  ITEM  C: 

Dio any part of this incident take place insiae a car, 
truck or  van'  ASK IF NOT KNOWN. 

10 No 

10 Yes 

23 Whet actually happened? Anything Mee? 
(Nlivit all  Me 10PIY) 

10 Something 

10 Attempted 

80 rtarissec. 

40 Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry 
Of  house•apariment  

10 None —1 1.. Go fo 35 

tO Knife wounds 

30 Gunshot wounds 

40 Broken bons.  Of teeth knocked out 

10  Intimai  %mums, knocked unconscious 

0 Bruises, cuts ,  black roes) 

70 Other (specify) 	  

Go to 35 

taken 	. 	. 	. .. 

Or  threatened lo take something 

argument.  abusive  language 

Go tO 35 
Forcible entry or anemptect forcible entry 
of car 	 . 	. 

•0 Damaged or oestroye 	, operty 	 ..... 

tO Attempted or threatenea to damage property 	 

10 Other (specify) 	  

28 Did you receive any medical or dental Mention after the 
attack? 

tO No -11.- Go 10 35 

20 Yes 

29 Where did you receive the medical end/or dental attention? 
(Mom ati that aOPIY) 

24 Now were you attacked? Any other way? 
(Mark ail tut eel'' )  

Flape 

O0 Tried to rape 

• 00 Moleste0 

wO Tried to molest 

O0 Hit with abject held in hand 

180 Knifed 

110 Shot 

O0 Hit by thrown Omni 

180 Nit Need. Nei>«, knocked down 

le0 Grabbed. hotel ,  tripped. jumped, pushed 

110 Other (specify) 	  

25 INTERVIEWER CHECK  ITEM D: 

IO At a hountal 

20 Al the acent of the maclent 	  

10 At a ch= 

40 Dentist's dice 

sO Doctor's °Ace 	  

At work or school 

10 At home 

SC Orner (serrait?) 	  

30 Dkl you stay creme/ In the hospital or dkt you 
receive wnergency room treatment only? 

10 Emergency room only 

10 Stayed overnight Of longer 

Now many nights? 	 

Go  ro 3l 

Dtd any pan of this incident take >ace inside a car, 
truck or yen? ASK F NOT KNOWN. 

SO NO  

0 Yee 

RITERVIEWER CHECK ITEM E: 

Did this attack take place wriiie the niePorldeni was  
al 100e11? ASK F NOT KNOWN. 

10 No 

0 yes 

111:= 

•■••••• ItaMml■•• • • 

31 fine you filed a claim to recetve compermatiOn for 
infuriee you suffered? 

10 No 

10 Yes 

Vnth lean dld you Me the clue? 

SO Ontario Crowned mimes Cessanaation Board 

0 insurance Company 

$O Other (specify) 	  



32 Whet wee the amount at your medical expenses paid by you 
or a member of your household? For example, the cost of 
eiregtesses, dental bills and medicine. Do not Include any 
OOPS for which you  were reknburted from InsieenCe  or  
other sources. 

Si 	IIII 	t001 

10 No cost 

20  Dont  know - 

INTERVIEWER: If respondent does not know skeet amount 
encourage hIntitter te glee  but  estimate. 

33 Did the irduries you suffered result in your not being ebbs 
to carry out your mamma activities? 

permirent  impairment 

20 NO -tb• Go to 35 

:0 Yes -el» For how meow days? 

34 As e result of your not being able to carry out yOUe normal 
activities, did you suffer any financial So« 20f which you 
wore not compensated? 

tO Gan', !mow 

20 No 

SO  Ys  s -18. How much' SII I  I 	1001 

33 Old you do anything which you Mink heipe0 protect you or 
your property dunng the incident? 

10 NO -le Go (O 37 

Yes 

38 Whet dkl you do? Anything else? (Mar* au Mai al3Ply) 

10 Used a weapon 

20  Nit,  lucked or threatened oftencter 

30 Reasoned wiin offender 

40 Screamed. yelled for he 

sO eft scene. ran away 

10 Heed on to property • 

20 Struggled for  possession of  propeny 

Cooperated with ollencler 

SO Other (specify) 	  

39 Soo old would you In the person  use?  

a °under 10 yvent old 	• 025-29 

«010-13 	 .030-39 

11101447 	 01040-49 

.1 015.20 	 •OSO and OM 

021-24 	 le °Don't know 

40 Did you know thia person? 

10 Don't know . 

0 No (i.e. stranger) 

10 Yes 

41 How weli did yOU laSOM Ilertirieet 

10 Known tly suet Only 

20 Casual SCOWI4ntanCe 

i0 Weil known 	. 

40 %dative 

42 How  was hershe retorted  ta you? 

JO Spouse 

20 Ea-spouse 

20 Parent 

40 Son daughter 

SO Brother or sister 

SO Other relative (Specaty) 	  

43 At the time ot this Incident, do you think that the Portion 
was  smear the Influence  of  eicohod or other drugs? 

10 

 

Dont  know  	. . 

20 No . 

f

1 

 Akonol 

20 Yee 	 0 Other drugS 

0 Don't know 	 

44 >low many  persane  were invoived? 

I 	I 

) Go to 43 

Go  ro  l3 

Go to 52 

37 Was onty one person Invo(ved  n  committing the act? 

10 Don't YZIOW -10.  GO to 52 

ION* '41.• Go to 44 

TO Yee 

38 Was  the parson male or ferneie? 

10 Mete 

10 %nee 

SO Pon't know 

FriNumur 

to Don't know 

43 Were thry mile ce were they female? 

10 Ni made 

:OM ferrule 

C mate end Spode 

0 Don't 'glow 



55 C4d this pylon attempt to take anything  that  bekirqed to 
you or  this  househord? Do not include attempted thefts 
1rorn a business. 

10 Don't know 

20 N° 

20  as  

Go to 110 

45 WI» any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they  Ill  strangers? 

30 Ali strangers 

30 Don t  know 

30  AU  relativeS 

40 Some reattves 

SO AU knovm 

SO Some known 

J Go to 51 

1 Go to 50 

PO Puree, «eel 

SO Money 

is0 Pan or a motor venter (temp. (echo) 

NO Car  

1110 Truck 

siO Van 

110 24010mYel 

▪ Other TOW( ',Nell 

• O OM« (speedy) 	  

it0 

 

Dont  know 

57 INTERVIEWER cHecar trim F: 

it punt wallet or Money (circle I or 2) 
'narked n IS 	  10 Go to et 

Otherwise 	  20 Go fo 1111 

SS Was de (purmarstiet/rrioney) on yes person, for Votaries 
e pocket or being did? 

10 No 

Col Yes 	I Go to III 

46 How okt would you say de youngest wee? 

• °under ID years old 	N 025-29 

• 010-13 	 13 (30.39  

11014.17 	 • 040-49 

s015-20 	 • 050 and over 

N 021.24 	 le °Don't know 

47 14ow old would you say IM °ides* was? 

si  °under 10 years o1a 	• 025-29 

010-13 	 030-39 

113014.17 	 Is 040.49 

se 018.20 	 • 050 aria over 

• 021.24 	 te °Don't know 

32  Wu  anyone else harmed or threatened during this 
Incident? 

tO Don'i know 

30 No (none) 

10 Yes —11P. How many? 

53 Were any of die« persons who were harmed or thneirtened 
members d thés household? 

10 No  

10 Yes -lb- Now mane 	 FT1  

54 Was anything stolen that belonged to you or this household 
during this incident? Do not include property stolen from a 
business. 

I( 

 

.ont  icnow 

20 No 

30 Yes —lb- Go to 58 

J Go to 54 

	  J''  

36 What did thrf try  to take? Anything Nee? 
(Mark all that troolY) 

49 How  well  were they knorm? (Mark alt hal ectoly) 

10 Known by sight only ..... 

20 Casual scousetencele 	 Go fo 51 

10 Wel knovm 

50 How were they rotated to you? (Mark all met aOOly) 

10 Spouse 

10 E.v-scouse 

sO Parent(*) 

40 Salts) ideuonterts) 

10 Brotherlsi/sister(s) 

40 OM« (specify) 	  

31 Al the dine of die Incident, do you think del any  of there 
pram 

 
were  under the Influence Of alcohol or other dugs? 

10 Don't loos 

10 140  

i2) 	 60 Other drugs 

Aicohol 

110Cloret Wee 



Pt purse, wait« (arc, 2  in  Ith 
or cash (effete 3 in 50) 	 

°thanes, .. 

39 Was any cash taken? 

10  Dont  know 

20 No 

30 Yes -le. How much? $1  I I 	I Viol 

60 What property was taken, if any? Anything else? 
(MUM  ail  that &pew 

«0 None -le,  Go to 62 

• nO Puree. wallet 

e0 Car 

es0 Truck 

.0 Van 

ISO Motorcycle 

EIO Other motor eerucle 

4e0 Part of a motor vehicle (hubcap. («Del 

1110 Bicycle 

1110 Clothing 

110 Jewellery 

120 Tool box, tOols (Saw, hammer. wrench) 

1.10 Crean =tit cheque!. perSonal OaPeeS 

120 Stereo equipment. TN.. records tapes 

ts0 Omer (spectlY) 	  

61 Whin  was  the total value of the property taken exclexiing 
any cash? 

10 Dont  know  

65 Whet wee the total »due of Itie property and/or cash 
teocnrenid. excluding anything received from insurance? 

tO Don't know 

Arreent of cash Si 	 b01  

Vaitie of property 	 b(31  

66 Was there eny insurance spinet theft? 

tO Don't knOw 	 

SONO  

30 Yee 

67 Was any of this lose recovered through insurance? 

10 Yet 

20 NOt yet Settled 	 

20 No .   Go to Se 

40  Dont  know 

65 How much was recovered from insurance? 

:11111b01 

Defo know 

INTERVIEWER: It the property was replaced  by  an Insurance 
company Instead or a cash aettlement, ask 
for  W estimate of the ratue of the property 
teemed. 

69 Was anything  that  belonged to you or a member al  this 
household damaged but not taken kt this incident? For 
sumpis, was  s  lock or window broken, Coen damaged 
or damage done to a car? 

j Go to lb 

INTERVIEWER: Exclude stolen cash and enter S  O  lee 
stolen cheques and credit cards even 
it they were used. 

62 INTERVIEWER CilECX ITEM CI: 

tO Don't know 

20 No . 

30 Yes 

Go to Tr 

sC) Go to 13 

20 Go to  $4  

63 Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person,  lot  Instance 
in a pocket cr being hie? 

10 Mo  

20 Yes 

64 Was erry of the stolen money anctior properly recovered, 
esciuding anything received ITOrel billurartee? 

1C.) Con't know 	  

Pk. 

0 m 

70  Whet  was  damaged? 

_10 Deventer; or Mee bunch% on properly 

20 Houtersid item 

10 MolOf relies 

20 Personal property 
• 

tO Other »defy! 	  

71 What wee Ihs total value of the dernege  dame?  

L1.11.1_id 

20 Don't know 

	  Go to MI 

IC= 



72 Heehaw the de(nsote:I /tees) blen reputed or merged 
or will they be repaired Of f119441447 

10 Con r know  

:0  NC  

:0 Yes 

73 Was there eny Meurer= %mold the derrls911? 

;CD pan 1 know 

:0 No 

74 Mow much wes..will be paid by you or any household 
memoir  fo  r ?air s or repiacement? 

10 No ccsi 

/0 'Con know 

73 Did or will anyone aim pay anything towards the me« 
or reettecement? 

10 Oon 1 know 

rIc re 77 
:0 eic 

30 Yes 

Who paid? 

40 tanolora 

rnsurenoe 

10 Curler coeoity, 	  

70 Don t know 

76 What amount wee or MO be =Wed front time other 
sources? 

gill! 	I 	hool 
IQ Don I mow 

77 Diet the police find out about thut Incident In any wey? 
For example, were they et the some of the 	 alent 
or did anyone call them? 

tO Dont  mow -4.• Go ro  1141 

10 40 

 10 Yes 

»he did thry turn about It? 

40 Reitoonoent 	  

a0 Ottur hammed morrow 	 

40 Someone see  k.o re Id 

30 Pines an au scene 

a()  

78 The following "more »metro« enact the decision  flot to 
moon an incut.ent to nee police. For »en statement, plisse 

1111  roe 17 17  Wag 'eel 	 110enewhet Influential or 
not inhushtlar it  111 . n the discsuon to not roport this 
ewe:tent to the police 

fen 	Sonesom 	 hut 
law 

1. the incident wee mooned 
10 another Whole. suco 
lis etreortlY Ward . 310 00 o0 s0 

2. Pear or retail/6km by 
dos offerers 	 is0 .0 «0 .0 

2. Old  no  t went to harm 

	

1.10 purism othinder 	 ag( 

4. Did not went to Lee time; 

	

too inconvement 	 aL) 34L)  

5. Any items taken ween recov-
erect Of returned 	 itt,i AO n0 n0 

	

C. Police could not act mi 	 
thing 11100/11 11 	  110 no sc so 

so,  so „c, so 

79 W11011 theft any other 11M0f1I1 d1111 eminent  1014 nod 
reported to the poles? 

i0 No -le Go to 96 

20 Yes 

f 
Whet wene they? 

	 5Go ro 96 

80 What  was  the extent or the contact you had 
Min the pollee? 

10 14one 

30 Tiseorone onry 

30 Prime contact on re occasion 

40 Personal contact on more men .3ne  occasion 

111 Divon bee cireurnetenoss ot the Incident. did the ponce 
coma as quéenly as you thouryth they Stould have? 
?het IL do you der* they did I good job. an 
rime job en a poor job or responding promptly? 

10 Good 

i0 Avenge 

s0 Poor 

40 Don't know 

tO 00,1/4 nO1 actey 

12  14  eneral. tor Una incident, were th• podoe very courteous ,  
ocerinmet courts«. « hat at ad counlemet? 

:0 Vary courteous 

tO Sooteimat courteous 

10 Set al ad =moue 

40 Don't WOW 	
• 

Go ro 71 

7. !Incident wee too minor .. 



32 Given the orcurnetancee lee Incident de you  flint the 
«tort out lato the usreisogetiort ra(lecomi a good pis. 
an rewrap Pe or * Poor pe by the >lace  

913 Were you retinae« or dissattaried wrth 	COUtterf 
tn0 tonewing court «floats? 

1. The judgairsepstrate 	  

2. 111111 oinoneoutleq tawyer 	 

t The {bomb= Weiner 	  

LWOW liwowein 	war 

tO tO 
d1/421 10 80 

tO  •0 

10 G000 

AVOISte 

20 Poor 

40 Cowl k210,10 

14 Haw elfecave have ne police been In ?windingCie Came? 
Given the circumstances ot this incident de you thine 
ear effectrenuis reelected a good po, an ~age 
are or a poor 'set 

tO Goat 

10 Average 

10 Poor 

35 Do you Mink the police Rave done a good joo. 
in average po ce I coot po or *moons you 
or your hourtnosi mooned or the progress or 
=corns ot me  rrtresctgaten? 

91 Were you tatiened or diewattseled watt the 
length of dons It tom  ter  nu cane to come 
te  net? 

10 Sass*** 

Closaidded 

tc)Oon't tine. 

92 *ore were you =stied ce tieeaszned mat tee 
way the osas  wee Mangled tly trle courts? 

tO Sansiao 

:0 Coma« 

40 reert linow 

10 GOOO 

/C) iteetiOtt 

10 %Of 

0 Don't bnow 

56 Overall. do you nine the ;oboe have done a goOd pa, 
 an mange pe or a coca 00ot handling thee 

inowiere? 

tO Gore 

10 Average 

20 Poor 

40 Corn 1tnow 

93 le  me  cam cornotetee? 

10 GOn't know 

:0 40 

10 Yell 

10 DOn't  010W 

10 NO 

10 YOS  

.} Go ta  Si 

}Go to at 

94 Wow were the offeodeatt) corndoted? 

95 Were you setudied or diesstorned rat the santarwe 
hatoeed? 

10 Dort Woe 

tIO Sanded 

10 GitssasSed 

in wont wee Myron ewe? 

40 Somme too iniant 

10 Swarm toe rewire 

tOCIner troectryt   

1C) WWI Wait 

AWWww.2 



96 As s result 01 this incident did you of sny mernter 
of this household do anything to protect yourself 
or Your property against crime? 

1110 No 

99 INTERVIEWER CHECK  ITEM. J:  

&hilly summarize thrs mciOent or aines  or enceints. 

00 Yes 

Whet? Anything ewe? 0,4irk all  Illét &poly; 

00 Locked doors and•or windows 

Installe: new tock(s) 

S110 Installed new lignts leave lights on 

ISO Joined 'Operation Identification bought burglar alarm 

VO Carry'Ciought weapon for protection 

Bought insurance 

I 	Keep valuaoles  ri  seCure place 

1,0 Secure car reg rock car ,  keep car in garage. etc 1 

110 Changed activity pattern reg go our less. 
don 't go ou'  alone, etc r 

PO Orner rspecrry/ 	  

97 INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM H: 

11 this report was for a series of incioents (i.e Interwewer 
Check Item A) ask the respondent how many incidentS 
there were in the series during 1977 

Wes the report loft e series? 

10 Yes —0- Number   

e0 No 

9a INTERVIEWER  CHECK ITEM I: 

Is this the last incident report 10 be illed out? 

10 No 	Go to nerf Crime Incident Report 

SO  'tes —0- end Interview (Indicate Me numbet 
of Incident Reports completed in 
hem 2 of Screen Questionnaire; 

Comments 

rriMr1 



Appendix E 

Hamilton Detailed Tabulations 
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9. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Sexual 
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10. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Assault: 
Reference Subsample 

11. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Theft: 
Reference Subsample 

12. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Vandalism: 
Reference Subsample 

13. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview: Telescope 
Subsample 



Type of Crime Occurrence 
Classification(1) Sample Size 

4. SEXUAL ASSAULT 

i) Rape 
ii) Indecent Assault - Female 

94 

22 
72 

760 
730 

6. THEFT 

i) Theft over $200 

ii)Theft under $200 

7. VANDALISM 026 	 297 

TABLE 1. Sample Size by Occurrence Classification: Reference Subsample 

1. BREAK & ENTER 	 361 

i) Housebreaking 	 410 	 254 
ii)Apartments 	 420 	 91 
iii)Others 	 679 	 16 

2. ROBBERY 	 129 

i) Firearms 	 520 	 7 
ii)Highway (Roads, streets, alleys) 	 530 	 86 
iii)Highway (Complainant intoxicated) 	 590 	 12 
iv)Residence 	 535 	 10 
v) Offensive Weapons 	 550 	 10 
vi) Other Robberies 	 555,570 	 4 

3. ASSAULT 	 407 

i) Common Assaults 	 101,102,103,111 	226 
ii)Wounding 	 150 	 31 
iii)Assault 0.A.B.H. 	 100 	 149 
iv)Attempted Murder 	 132 	 1 

5. THEFT-MOTOR VEHICLE 	 289 

i) Automobiles 	 810 	 224 
ii)Trucks 	 870 	 23 
ii) Motorcycles 	 895 	 23 
iv)Other Motor Vehicles 	 889 	 8 
v) Minibike or Minitrailer 	 899 	 11 

306 

911-921, 954-957, 960-964, 	87 
966-971, 973-975, 991-997 
811-821, 854-857, 860-864 	219 
866-871, 873-875, 891-897 

1) For definition of occurrence classifications, see chart at end of Appendix E. 



Type of Crime Occurrence 
Classification Sample Size 

911-921, 954-957, 960-964, 	45 
966-971, 973-975, 991-997 
811-821, 854-857, 860-864 	136 
866-871, 873-875, 891-897 

i) Theft over $200 

ii)Theft under $200 

7. VANDALISM 026 	 163 

TABLE. 2.  Sample Size by Occurrence Classification: Telescope Subsample 

1. BREAK & ENTER 	 181 

i) Housebreaking 	 410 	 116 
ii)Apartments 	 420 	 55 
iii)Others 	 679 	 10 

2. ROBBERY 	 78 

i) Firearms 	 520 ' 	 8 
ii)Highway (Roads, streets, alleys) 	 530 	 46 
iii)Highway (Complainant intoxicated) 	 590 	 14 
iv)Residence 	 535 	 5 
v) Offensive Weapons 	 550 	 4 
vi) Other Robberies 	 555,570 	 1 

3. ASSAULT 	 201 

i) Common Assaults 	 101,102,103,111 	121 
ii)Wounding 	 150 	 17 
iii)Aesault 0.A.B.H. 	 100 	 63 

4. SEXUAL ASSAULT 	 66 

i) Rape 	 760 	 13 
ii)Attempted Rape 	 700 	 1 
iii)Indecent Assault - Female 	 730 	 51 
iv) Indecent Assault - Male 	 740 	 1 

5. THEFT-MOTOR VEHICLE 	 178 

i) Automobiles 	 810 	 140 
ii)Trucks 	 870 	 11 
iii)Motorcycles 	 895 	 16 
iv) Other Motor Vehicles 	 889 	 3 
v) Minibike or Minitrailer 	 899 	 8 

6. THEFT 	 181 



Type of Crime Occurrence 
Classification 

1. BREAK & ENTER 245 	67.87 

2. ROBBERY 69 	53.49 

3. ASSAULT 214 	52.58 

760 
730 

4. SEXUAL ASSAULT 

i) Rape 
ii)Indecent Assault - Female 

	

51 	54.26 

	

9 	40.91 

	

42 	58.33 

5. THEFT-MOTOR VEHICLE 188 	65.05 

TABLE 3. Response Rate by Occurrence Classification: Reference Subsample 

Responding 

Number 	% 

i) Housebreaking 	 410 	 175 	68.90 
ii)Apartments 	 420 	 56 	61.54 
iii)Others 	 679 	 14 	87.50 

i) Firearms 	 520 	 4 	57.14 
ii)Highway (Roads, streets, alleys) 	 530 	 50 	58.14 
iii)Highway (Complainant intoxicated) 	 590 	 7 	58.33 
iv)Residence 	 535 	 2 	20.00 
v) Offensive Weapons 	 550 	 4 	40.00 
vi) Other Robberies 	 555,570 	 2 	50.00 

i) Common Assaults 	 101,102,103,111 	120 	53.10 
ii)Wounding 	 150 	 12 	38.71 
iii)Assault 0.A.B.H. 	 100 	 82 	55.03 
iv)Attempted Murder 	 132 	 0 	0.00 

i) Automobiles 	 810 	 144 	64.29 
ii)Trucks 	 870 	 17 	73.91 
iii)Motorcycles 	 895 	 12 	52.17 
iv)Other Motor Vehicles 	 889 	 6 	75.00 
v) Minibike or Minitrailer 	 899 	 9 	81.82 

6. THEFT 

i) Theft over $200 

ii)Theft under $200 

	

205 	66.99 

911-921, 954-957, 960-964, 	53 	60.92 
966-971, 973-975, 991-997 

	

811-821, 854-857, 860-864 _ 152 	69.41 
866-871, 873-875, 891-897 

7. VANDALISM 	 026 	 197 	66.33 



Type of Crime Occurrence 
Classification 

1. BREAK & ENTER 114 	62.98 

2. ROBBERY 23 	29.49 

TABLE 4. Response Rate by Occurrence Classification: Telescope Subsample 

Responding 

Number 

i) Housebreaking 	 410 	 84 	72.41 
ii)Apartments 	 420 	 23 	41.82 
iii)Others 	 679 	 7 	70.00 

i) Firearms 	 520 	 1 	12.50 
ii) Highway (Roads, streets, alleys) 	 530 	 15 	32.61 
iii)Highway (Complainant intoxicated) 	 590 	 4 	28.57 
iv)Residence 	 535 	 2 	40.00 
v) Offensive Weapons 	 550 	 1 	25.00 
vi) Other Robberies 	 555,570 	 0 	0.00 

3. ASSAULT 	 103 	51.24 

i) Common Assaults 	 101,102,103,111 	62 	51.24 
ii) Wounding 	 150 	 8 	47.06 
iii)Assault 0.A.B.H. 	 100 	 33 	52.38 

4. SEXUAL ASSAULT 	 29 	43.94 

i) Rape 	 760 	 4 	30.77 
ii) Attempted Rape 	 700 	 0 	0.00 
iii)Indecent Assault - Female 	 730 	 25 	49.02 
iv) Indecent Assault - Male 	 740 	 0 	0.00 

5. THEFT-MOTOR VEHICLE 	 114 	64.04 

i) Automobiles 	 810 	 87 	62.14 
ii) Trucks 	 870 	 8 	72.73 
iii)Motorcycles 	 895 	 11 	68.75 
iv) Other Motor Vehicles 	 889 	 2 	66.67 
v) Minibike or Minitrailer 	 899 	 6 	75.00 

6. THEFT 	- 	 105 	58.01 

1) Theft over $200 	 911-921, 954-957, 960-964, 	29 	64.44 
966-971, 973-975, 991-997 

ii) Theft under $200 	 811-821, 854-857, 860-864 	- 76 	55.88 
866-871, 873-875, 891-897 

7. VANDALISM 	 026 	 104 	63.80 



TABLE 5. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

Total 

58 

55 

78 

66 

71 

69 

64 

82 

89 

90 

105 

Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct %Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

21 	10 	5 	1 	1 	- 	1 	- 	1 	- 	1 	17 

7 	14 	6 	4 	- 	- 	1 	- 	3 	- 	3 	1 	16 

1 	5 	31 	8 	1 	3 	- 	2 	1 	3 	1 	- 	22 

- 3 	5 	26 	8 	1 	3 	6 	- 	3 	- 	- 	11 

- 1 	1 	4 	19 	14 	5 	6 	1 	2 	1 	- 	17 

- 2 	3 	2 	432 	9 	4 	4 	- 	- 	- 	9 

- - 	1 	- 	2 	11 	25 	12 	2 	4 	- 	1 	6 

- - 	- 	- 	1 	5 	13 	36 	8 	3 	3 	- 	13 

- - 	- 	1 	2 	2 	6 	9 	32 	14 	6 	1 	16 

- - 	- 	- 	1 	1 	1 	3 	12 	43 	10 	4 	15 

1 	1 	1 	 - 	- 	 3 	3 	21 	51 	17 	7 



TABLE 6. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Motor Vehicle Theft: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

10 

11 

16 

6 

9 

9 

9 

12 

19 

11 

16 

7 	2 	1 

3 	2 	1 	2 	 1 	2 

1 	3 	2 	 2 	 1 	 7 

1 	 3 	 1 	 1 

6 	1 	 2 

1 	 6 	1 	 1 

2 	3 	2 	1 	1 

9 	1 	1 	1 

1 	1 	2 	 3 	6 	1 	1 	4 

1 	 4 	2 	1 	3 

; 2 	8 	4 	2 



TABLE 7. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Break and Enter: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total 	 Jan 	Feb 	Match 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
• 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 1 '77 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

5 	2 	2 	1 	 1 	3 

1 	2 	2 	 1 	 1 	 1 	6 

1 	12 	 5 

3 	13 	 2 

1 	1 	5 	5 	1 	1 	 1 	 5 

1 	 1 	7 	2 	1 	2 	 2 

3 	8 	3 	 1 	 2 

1 	5 	7 	2 	1 	 2 

1 	1 	11 	6 	 3 

1 	1 	 2 	10 	4 	1 	2 

1 	1 	8 	8 	2 

14 

14 

18 

18 

20 

16 

17 

18 

22 

21 

20 



6 	2 

1 

3 	1 	 1 	1 

1 	1 	 2 

1 	1 	1 	1 

1 	2 	1 	 1 

1 	1 	5 	 1 

1 	2 	1 	 2 

	

4 	 2 

	

; 1 	2 	1 

1 

1 

TABLE 8. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Robbery: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total 
Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct pov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

8 

2 

6 

4 

0 

5 

6 

8 

6 

6 

4 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

Jull; '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 



1 

1 

1 	1 	 1 

2 

2 	1 	2 

1 	 1 	2 	1 	 1 

2 	2 	 1 

1 	4 	1 	 1 

1 	; 	2 	3 	1 

1 	1 

TABLE 9. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Sexual Assault: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

0 

0 

3 

1 

3 

2 

5 

6 

5 

7 

7 



TABLE 10. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Assault: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

	

Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct %Nov Dec Don't Total 

	

77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

3 

6 

13 

7 

13 

14 

8 

15 

12 

9 

18 

1 	 1 	 1 

5 	 1 

1 	1 	7 	1 	 1 	 1 	 1 

1 	 2 	1 	1 	1 	 1 

1 	 1 	3 	1 	1 	1 	 1 	4 

8 	2 	2 	1 	 1 

6 	1 	 1 

1 	3 	7 	2 	1 	 1 

1 	2 	1 	4 	2 	1 	1 

1 	6 	 2 

1 	1 	1 	 1 	1 	2 	8 	3 



TABLE 11. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Theft: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'177 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

14 

15 

11 

17 

13 

14 

10 

15 

15 

19 

20 

2 	2 	2 	 8 

1 	4 	3 	2 	 1 	 1 	3 

4 	2 	1 	 1 	 3 

1 	 5 	4 	1 	3 	 3 

1 	2 	3 	1 	3 	 3 

1 	1 	 2 	6 	2 	 2 

2 	2 	2 	2 	1 	 . 	1 

1 	 3 	2 	1 	1 	7 

3 	1 	4 	3 	2 	2 

2 	6 	5 	2 	1 	3 

6 	11 	2 	1 



TABLE 12. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview for Vandalism: Reference Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	177 	'77 Know 

Jan '77 

Feb '77 

March '77 

April '77 

May '77 

June '77 

July '77 

Aug '77 

Sept '77 

Oct '77 

Nov '77 

9 

7 

11 

13 

13 

9 

9 

8 

10 

17 

20 

2 	 1 	 1 	 5 

1 	1 	 1 	4 

1 	I 	2 	 2 	 1 	 4 

1 	2 	2 	1 	 2 	 2 	 3 

1 	2 	4 	1 	1 	 1 	 3 

1 	1 	1 	2 	1 	 3 

1 	3 	1 	1 	1 	 2 

1 	3 	3 	 1 

3 	2 	2 	3 

1 	2 	10 	1 	1 	2 

1 	 2 	12 	2 	3 



TABLE 13. Month of Occurrence by Month Reported in Interview: Telescope Subsample 

Reported in Interview 

Reported to 
Police 

Total Jan 	Feb 	March 	April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Don't 
'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 	'77 Know 

July '76 

Aug '76 

Sept '76 

Oct '76 

Nov '76 

Dec '76 

16 

14 

18 

25 

25 

24 

- - 	1 	3 	- 	3 	3 	2 	1 	- 	- 	- 	3 

- 1 	1 	2 	- 	- 	- 	6 	- 	- 	- 	- 	4 

- - 	1 	2 	- 	1 	1 	1 	3 	- 	- 	- 	9 

2 	2 	2 	2 	1 	1 	- 	2 	3 	4 	2 	- 	4 

1 	2 	1 	1 	- 	- 	- 	- 	1 	4 	8 	- 	7 

6 	3 	1 	- 	- 	- 	1 	- 	1 	- 	2 	5 	5 



OCCURRENCE CLASSIFICATIONS 

VI Theft Under $200  

Theft From Trucks - In 

I Break and Enter 

Housebreaking 	  410 

Apartments 	  420 

Others 	  679 

II Robbery 

Firearms 	  520 

Highway (Roads, streets, alleys) 	 530 

Highway (Complainant intoxicated) 	590 

Residence 	  535 

Other Business Establishments & 

Places of Entertainment 	 555 

Other Offensive Weapons 	 550 

Other Robberies 	  570 

III Assaults  

Attempt Murder 	  132 

Assault 0.A  B H 	   100 

Assault  (MIL) 	  101 

Assault  (CIL) 	  102 

Assault  (MIS) 	  103 

Common Assault 	  111 

Wounding 	  150  

811. 

Theft From Auto - Out 	  812 

Theft From Auto 

Theft From Auto 

Theft From Auto 

Theft From Auto - 

Theft Fro- •%uto 

Theft Frc 	Alto - Stereo Pack 	 

Theft of Auto Radio 	  814 

	  820 

	  855 

Theft From Dwelling 	  856 

Theft From Mail 	  857 

Theft by Purse Snatching 	 860 

Theft From Apt. Lockers 	  861 

Theft From Other Lockers, 

(Cloak-Room, etc.) 	  

Theft by Conversion 	  

Theft of Tricycle & Wagons 	 

Theft From Apt Laundromat 	 

Summer Accessories 	  

Theft of Gasoline 	  

Theft From Clothesline 	  

- In - The Centre 	813 

- In - Parking Lot 	815 

- In - On Street 	816 

In - Other Plaza 	817 

- Wheel Discs 	 818 

819 

Theft of Bicycles 

Theft From Person 

862 

867 

864 

873 

875 

893 

894 

Theft From Clothesline - Lingerie 	821 

760 	Others 	  897 

700 

	 730 VII Theft Over $200  

If any of the aforementioned thefts 
are over $200.00, make the first 
digit a 9. 

V Theft-Motor Vehicle  
- 

Automobiles 	  810 VIII Vandalism 

Trucks 	  870 	Wilful Damage, Private 	  026 

Motorcycles 	  895 

Other Motor Vehicles 	  889 

Minibike or Minitrailer 	 899 

IV Sexual Assault  

Rape 	  

Attempt Rape 	  

Indecent Assault on Female 

Indecent Assault on Male 	 740 



Appendix F 

Hamilton Crime Classification Rules 

.■ 



Type of Crime 	 Conditions  Incident Form Entries  

Theft of car, truck, van, 
motorcycle or other motor 
vehicle 

Attempted theft of car, 
truck, van, motorcycle 
or other motor vehicle 

No right to be there and 
actual entry into home, 
garage, other building on 
property or vacation home 

Attempted entry in home, 
garage, other building on 
property or vacation home 
and evidence of force or 
knowledge of how person(s) 
tried to get in 

A weapon was present or 
there was an attack or 
threat 

Something was taken or an 
attempt was made to take 
something and no other 
household member was 
harmed or threatened 

Something taken and person(s) Question 54 is Code 3 and 
who committed the act had a Question 18 is Code 3 or 
weapon or there was an attack Question 19 is Code 2 or 
or threat Question 20 is Code 2 

Attempted to take something Question 55 is Code 3 and 
and person(s) who committed Question 18 is Code 3 or 
the act had a weapon or there Question 19 is Code 2 or 
was an attack or threat Question 20 is Code 2 

Type of attack is rape, 
attempted rape, molested 
or attempted to molest 

Question 24 is Code 01 or 
02 or 03 or 04 

Vandalism 

Motor Vehicle Theft 

Attempted Motor Vehicle 
Theft 

Break and Enter 

Attempted Break an c: Enter 

• Robbery 

Attempted Robbery 

Sexual Assault 

Assault 

Theft  

Question 60 is Code 03 or 
04 or 05 or 06 or 07 

Question 56 is Code 04 or 
05 or 06 or 07 or 08 

Question 13 is Code 1 or 2 
and Question 12 is Code 1 
and Question 9 is Code 01 
or 02 or 03 

Question 12 is Code 2 or 3 
and Question 9 is Code 1 or 
2 or 3 and Question 14 is 
Code 3 or Question 15 is 
Code 1 or 2 or 3 

Question 18 is Code 3 or 
Question 19 is Code 2 or 
Question 20 is Code 2 

Question 54 is Code 3 or 
Question 55 is Code 3 and 
Question 53 is Code 1 

Something was damaged and no Question 69 is Code 3 and 
other household member was 	Question 53 is Code 1 
harmed or threatened. 
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